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Abstract. This paper introduces a general perturbative quantization scheme for gauge
theories on manifolds with boundary, compatible with cutting and gluing, in the cohomo-
logical symplectic (BV-BFV) formalism. Explicit examples, like abelian BF theory and its
perturbations, including nontopological ones, are presented.
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1. Introduction
The goal of this paper is to lift Atiyah–Segal’s functors to the cochain level. We show how
to construct the data of such functors in terms of perturbative path integrals.
The natural framework for this construction is the Batalin–Vilkovisky formalism, or, more
precisely, its natural extension to the setting of spacetime manifolds with boundary [21, 22].
The formalism we propose also incorporates the idea of Wilsonian effective action. In par-
ticular, partition functions for closed manifolds in our approach, rather than being numbers,
are half-densities on the space of residual fields (if the latter can be chosen to be a point, we
do get a number). Models for the space of residual fields are partially ordered and one can
pass from a larger to a smaller model by a certain fiber integration procedure – in this way
a version of Wilson’s renormalization flow is built into the picture. Also, in this context, the
reduced spaces of states in the case of topological field theories are not forced to be finite-
dimensional, which allows one to accommodate for interesting examples (e.g. BF theory)
which do not fit into Atiyah’s axiomatics in its usual form.
Remark 1.1. In the text, manifolds, possibly with boundary, are always assumed to be smooth,
compact and oriented.
1.1. Functorial quantum field theory. The functorial point of view on quantum field
theory was first outlined in [5, 50] in the context of topological and conformal field theories,
however it is quite general and can be taken as a universal structure which is present in any
quantum field theory.
In this framework a quantum field theory is a monoidal functor from a category of cobor-
disms to a given monoidal category. The target category is, usually, the category of complex
vector spaces, or appropriate infinite-dimensional versions. The category of cobordisms de-
pends on the type of field theory. For example, for topological field theories these are usually
smooth oriented cobordisms. For Yang-Mills theory and sigma models this is a category of
smooth Riemannian manifolds with a collar at the boundary. Other examples of geometric
structures on cobordisms are: framing, volume form, conformal structure, spin and spinC-
structures (on a Riemannian manifold).
When the target category is the category of vector spaces, such a functor does the following.
To an (n− 1)-dimensional manifold Σ (equipped with collars [53] if we want to have smooth
compositions) it assigns a vector space:
Σ 7→ H(Σ)
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It should agree with the orientation reversing mapping
H(Σ) ∼= H(Σ)∗
and should have the monoidal property
H(Σ1 unionsq Σ2) = H(Σ1)⊗H(Σ2)
where the tensor product should be appropriately completed in the infinite-dimensional case.
Here H∗ is the dual vector space. Typically these vector spaces are infinite-dimensional and
the notion of the dual vector space may depend on the construction of QFT.
To an n-dimensional cobordism M : ∂−M 7→ ∂+M the functor assigns a linear map
M 7→ ψM : H(∂−M)→ H(∂+M)
Taking into account the orientation reversing mapping and the monoidal property, the map-
ping ψM can be regarded as a vector:
ψM ∈ H(∂M)
Here ∂M = ∂−M unionsq ∂+M is the boundary of M . For a given M the space H(∂M) is called
the space of boundary states1. The vector ψM is called the state (a.k.a. the amplitude or the
partition function or the wave function).
1.2. The functional integral. In the case of a theory without gauge symmetries, the space
of states associated to the boundary and the state associated to the bulk can be obtained
as follows in the functional integral formalism. We start from a field theory on a manifold
M defined in terms of a space of fields FM on M and an action functional SM , which is a
functional on FM . We refer to M as the space-time manifold as this is its physical meaning
in field theory (but not in string theory where space-time is the target of maps defined on the
worldsheet M).
Under mild assumptions, a local classical field theory naturally defines a symplectic mani-
fold F ∂Σ of boundary fields on a boundary manifold Σ. The space of states is then defined as
a quantization of F ∂Σ. In the simple, but common, situation when F
∂
Σ is an affine space, the
quantization can be defined by choosing a Lagrangian polarization with a smooth leaf space
BΣ. The space of states is then defined as the space of functions on BΣ. If Σ = ∂M , there is
a surjective submersion from the space of fields FM to the space of boundary fields F ∂∂M . We
denote by pM the composition of this map with the projection F ∂∂M → B∂M . Then the state
associated to M may be heuristically defined as
ψM (β) =
∫
Φ∈p−1M (β)
e
i
~SM (Φ)DΦ,
where β is a point in B∂M .
The gluing procedure is formally obtained by pairing the two states coming from two man-
ifolds with the same boundary (component) Σ via integration over BΣ.2. This integral is not
defined measure theoretically, but as a formal power series modelled on the asymptotic ex-
pansion of an oscillatory integral around a critical point, with coefficients given by Feynman
1To be precise, as usual, states are density matrices on this space.
2This procedure relies implicitly on a version of Fubini theorem which is heuristically expected to hold, cf.
Remark 2.40 and the preamble of Appendix D.
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diagrams.3 Sometimes it is also convenient to “linearize” the space of fields. Then the proce-
dure consists in splitting the action into a sum SM = S0M + S
pert
M , where S
0
M is quadratic in
the fields and SpertM is a small perturbation. One defines the Gaussian integral for S
0
M as usual
and then computes the effects of the perturbation in terms of expectation values of powers of
SpertM in the Gaussian theory.
1.3. Gauge theories and the BV formalism. One of the results of this paper is the lift
of the above construction to the cochain level, which is needed to treat gauge theories (or,
more generally, theories with degenerate action functionals). The idea is to replace the vector
space H(Σ) by a cochain complex H•(Σ) (whose cohomology in degree zero is H(Σ)). The
state associated to a bulk M in such a theory is a cocycle in H0(∂M). The reason for this is
that the construction of a state usually depends on gauge choices and as a consequence the
state is defined up to a coboundary.
The functional integral approach outlined above has to be modified to accommodate for
these changes. At first we assume that M has no boundary. In this case the most general
framework is the Batalin–Vilkovisky (BV) formalism [9]. It requires two steps: extending the
space of fields on a manifold M to an odd-symplectic supermanifold of fields FM , and then
extending the action functional to a function SM on FM which satisfies a certain condition
called the master equation. The space of fields FM usually comes with a special Lagrangian
submanifold L0 which corresponds to the classical fields of the theory and the infinitesimal
generators of symmetry. The main result of Batalin and Vilkovisky is that the integral of
exp(iSM/~) over a Lagrangian submanifold L of FM is invariant under deformations of L.
The application to field theory consists in replacing the, usually ill-defined, integral over L0
with a well-defined integral over a deformation L (this procedure is called the gauge-fixing).
Under mild assumptions, one can show [21, 22] that a local BV theory naturally defines
an even symplectic supermanifold F∂Σ of boundary fields on a boundary manifold Σ endowed
with an odd function S∂Σ that Poisson commutes with itself (this structure is familiar from
the BFV formalism; see [10] and, for a more recent mathematical treatment, [52, 45]). Again,
we assume that we have a Lagrangian polarization on F∂Σ with a smooth leaf space BΣ. The
space of states, now a cochain complex, is defined as the space of functions4 on BΣ (in order to
have a Z-graded complex, one needs a Z-grading, a.k.a. ghost number, on the supermanifolds
of fields, which is usually the case). The coboundary operator ΩΣ on the space of states is
constructed as a quantization of S∂Σ which we assume to square to zero (otherwise the theory
is called anomalous).
If Σ = ∂M , there is a surjective submersion from the space of fields FM to the space
of boundary fields F∂∂M . The master equation for SM turns out to be modified by terms
coming from F∂∂M (the classical master equation in this situation was analyzed in [21] in the
framework of BV-BFV theory). As we explain below (see Section 2.4), if we denote by pM the
composition of the map from FM to F∂∂M with the projection to the leaf space B∂M , the fibers
of pM inherit an odd-symplectic structure and the restriction of SM to the fibers satisfies the
master equation modified by a boundary term. The state associated to M is then defined by
3This formal power series is expected to be the asymptotic series for the non-perturbative state defined for
finite values of ~.
4The construction is in fact canonical if one works with half-densities instead of functions, which we will
actually do in the paper. For simplicity of exposition we consider functions in this Introduction.
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integrating the exponentiated action over a Lagrangian submanifold L in the fibers
(1.1) ψM (b) =
∫
Φ∈L⊂p−1M (b)
e
i
~SM (Φ)DΦ, b ∈ B∂M .
Notice that in principle we need a choice of L in each fiber p−1M (b). We refrain from using
the notation Lb, for we will see that for the formalism to make sense one actually has to
assume that, at least locally, the fibration is a product manifold and that L is a Lagrangian
submanifold of the fibers independent of the base point.5 Notice that the functional integral
corresponds to a choice of ordering. This yields a preferred quantization Ω∂M of the boundary
action.
One of the goals of this paper is to show that, under natural assumptions, this is a well-
defined procedure and that a change of gauge fixing (i.e., a deformation of the Lagrangian
submanifolds L) changes the state ψM by an Ω∂M -exact term.
1.4. Perturbation theory and residual fields. The functional integral (1.1) is understood
as an expansion in Feynman diagrams corresponding to the asymptotic expansion around a
critical point. We also consider perturbation theory where SM = S0M + SpertM , where S0M
is quadratic and SpertM is a small perturbation. In this case, it is also interesting to allow
for non-isolated critical points of S0M . The idea is to consider critical points of S0M modulo
its own gauge symmetry as residual fields and to integrate in transversal directions to the
space of residual fields. The resulting state is a function on the space of residual fields, which
is a finite-dimensional supermanifold and comes equipped with a BV Laplacian, i.e., an odd
second order operator ∆ that squares to zero (and anticommutes with Ω∂M ). The main result
is that, under certain assumptions, the state is now closed under the coboundary operator
~2∆ + Ω∂M and changes by ~2∆ + Ω∂M -exact terms under changes of gauge-fixing. This has
profound consequences, e.g., when one wants to globalize the results (i.e., define the state as
a function on the whole space of solutions of Euler-Lagrange equations for SM modulo gauge
symmetry, and not just on a formal neighborhood of each point as in perturbation theory),
cf. [12] for the detailed treatment of globalization for the Poisson sigma model.
More general spaces of residual fields may be defined as submanifolds of FM compatible
with the BV structure. This leads, e.g., to a Wilsonian picture, where one has a hierarchy
of spaces of residual (“low energy”) fields and can pass from larger to smaller models by fiber
BV integrals, see Appendix F for more details. Choosing appropriate spaces of residual fields
is also important for the gluing procedure, see Section 2.4.4.
1.5. Main results. This paper contains two main results. The first one is the construction of
a general framework of perturbative quantization of any local QFT with gauge symmetry on
manifolds with boundary. Some of the assumptions may be too strong for specific examples.
This is why the application of this framework requires extra work. In particular, we do
not address possible issues with renormalization which would be very important for non-
topological theories.
Our second main result concerns the application of the general framework to a class of
topological field theories, BF-like theories, see Sections 3 and 4. The result can be formulated
as the following theorem.
5This assumption is natural in the setting of perturbative quantization in the formal neighborhood of a
fixed critical point of the action when the relevant spaces of fields/boundary fields are automatically equipped
with a linear structure.
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Theorem. The following holds for BF-like theories such as BF theories, 2D Yang-Mills the-
ory, the nonlinear Poisson sigma-model and the first order formalism for quantum mechanics
where the construction of Ω∂M and of the state ψM is given in terms of configuration space
integrals:
(1) Ω2∂M = 0.
(2) The quantum master equation modified by the boundary term holds:
(~2∆ + Ω∂M )ψM = 0.
(3) A change of gauge changes the state (the partition function) by a coboundary:
ψM 7→ ψM + (~2∆ + Ω∂M )φ.
(4) The gluing axiom holds, i.e. if M = M1 ∪Σ M2, then
ψM = P∗(ψM1 ∗
Σ
ψM2),
where P∗ is the BV-pushforward with respect to the odd-symplectic fibration of residual
fields P : VM1×VM2 → VM (see section 2.4.4), and ∗Σ is the pairing of states in H(Σ).
This theorem is proven in Sections 3 and 4 with the beginning of Section 4 (specifically,
Subsections 4.1,4.2) being the core part.
1.6. Summary. In Section 2 we give the framework of quantum BV-BFV theory. Later, in
Sections 3 and 4 we use Feynman diagrams and integrals over configuration spaces to make a
precise mathematical construction of abelian BF theories and their perturbations, including,
in particular, non-abelian BF theories, 2D Yang-Mills theiory and the Poisson sigma model.
Section 2 begins with a short review of the classical BV-BFV formalism for Lagrangian
field theories on manifolds with boundaries [21, 22]. Then, after introducing in Section 2.2
the main construction underlying our quantization scheme – BV pushforward in a family –
we continue with an abstract formulation of its quantum version (Section 2.3) which will
be substantiated by examples in the rest of the paper. Then we present the construction of
perturbative quantization which starts with a classical BV-BFV theory and returns a quantum
BV-BFV theory (Section 2.4). Here we focus on finite-dimensional integrals and comment
on the infinite-dimensional version defined via the stationary phase asymptotical formula,
with integrals defined by their Feynman diagram expansions. In particular, we show how the
functional integral formalism yields a preferred quantization of the BFV action – i.e., roughly
speaking, of the constraints on boundary fields – which is compatible with the quantization
in the bulk.
In Section 3, we consider the case of abelian BF theories. We discuss the space of residual
fields, the choice of gauge fixings (by Hodge theory on manifolds with boundary), and the
construction of propagators (some of the results of sections 3.2 and 3.3 were already described
in [57]). We compute the state explicitly, see (3.26), as
ψ̂M = TM e
i
~SeffM ,
where TM is, up to a coefficient depending on Betti numbers of M , the torsion of M (to the
power ±1) and
SeffM = ±
(∫
∂2M
Ba−
∫
∂1M
bA
)
±
∫
∂2M×∂1M
pi∗1B η pi∗2A
is the effective action, where A and B denote the boundary fields, a and b the residual fields and
η the propagator (pi1 and pi2 are just projections to the factors in the Cartesian product). We
show that the quantum BV-BFV axioms are satisfied. Finally, we discuss the gluing procedure
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and show that it is a combination of the gluing formula for torsions and of Mayer–Vietoris.
In particular, we derive a formula for the gluing of propagators (see also Appendix D.3).
In Section 4 we discuss examples of quantum BV-BFV theories that arise as a perturbation
of abelian BF theories. These include non-abelian BF theories, quantum mechanics, the Pois-
son sigma model, two-dimensional Yang–Mills theory and particular cases of Chern–Simons
theory. For this class of examples we show that gluing and the quantum BV-BFV axioms
are satisfied. Notice that, with the exception of quantum mechanics and two-dimensional
Yang–Mills theory, we only present topological field theories, yet recall that the formalism of
Section 2 is general. In the context of two-dimensional Yang–Mills theory we also present a
nontrivial example of the generalized Segal–Bargmann transform. The Poisson sigma model
provides an example where the boundary structure gets quantum corrections.
Appendix A introduces the necessary background on Hodge theory on manifolds with
boundary. In Appendix B we present a construction of propagators on manifolds with bound-
ary by a version of the method of image charges. In Appendix D we present the details of the
gluing procedure for propagators. In Appendices C and E we provide examples of propagators
and of the gluing construction for propagators. In Appendix F we comment on the globaliza-
tion aspect of our formalism where perturbative quantization is performed in a family over
the moduli space of solutions of the Euler–Lagrange equations of the classical system modulo
gauge symmetry.
1.7. Final comments. The general setting described in Section 2 has a much wider scope
than the few examples presented in this paper, which are however particularly suitable to point
out the various features of the formalism. Depending on the reader’s taste, it might actually
be useful to start with the examples, at least Section 3, first and to return to Sections 2.2,
2.3 and 2.4 later.
Whereas we discuss abelian BF theory in full details, we only present the general structure
for its perturbations. Explicit computations of states are of course important in relevant
examples (see [24] for a computation in split Chern–Simons theory).
We also plan to present another instantiation of the general theory in the case of the discrete
version of BF theories in a separate paper [23].
The application of the formalism to other classes of theories, in particular to physical
theories like Yang–Mills with and without matter, is part of a long standing program.
Acknowledgment. We thank Francesco Bonechi, Ivan Contreras, Santosh Kandel, Thomas
Kappeler, Samuel Monnier, Albert S. Schwarz, Jim Stasheff and especially Konstantin Wernli
for useful discussions and comments. A. S. C. and P. M. gratefully acknowledge support
from the University of California at Berkeley, the QGM centre at the University of Aarhus
and the Simons Center for Geometry and Physics where parts of research for this paper
were performed. N. R. is also grateful for the hospitality at QGM, Aarhus University and at
Universite Paris 7, where an important part of the work has been done. Also, P. M. thanks
the University of Zurich, where he was affiliated until mid 2014 and where a substantial part
of the work was done, for providing an excellent work environment.
2. The BV-BFV formalism
The aim of this Section is to describe a perturbative quantization scheme for gauge theories
on manifolds with boundary in the framework of the BV-BFV formalism introduced in [21, 22].
For the reader’s convenience, we start by recalling the classical BV-BFV construction (Section
2.1). In Section 2.3 we describe the mathematical structure of a quantum BV-BFV theory,
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and in Section 2.4 we develop the perturbative quantization scheme which starts with a
classical BV-BFV theory and lands in the quantum one. The main technical tool underlying
the construction of quantization is the family (parametric) version of the construction of
pushforward for solutions of quantum master equation along odd-symplectic fibrations; we
present this construction in Section 2.2.
2.1. The classical BV-BFV formalism. Here we will recall basic definitions of BV-BFV
manifolds which are the fundamental structure for classical gauge theories on space-time
manifolds with boundary. The reader is referred to [21] for details and examples.
2.1.1. BV-BFV manifolds. Let F be a supermanifold with an additional Z-grading; we will
speak of a graded manifold. An odd vector field Q of degree +1 on F is called cohomological
if it commutes with itself, i.e., [Q,Q] = 0. A symplectic form (i.e., a closed, nondegenerate
2-form) ω is called a BV form if it is odd and has degree −1 and a BFV form if it is even and
has degree 0. If ω is exact, a specific α of the same parity and degree with ω = δα will be
called a BV/BFV 1-form.
Remark 2.1. In the application to field theory, the coordinates on the BV manifold are the
classical fields, the ghosts and the antifields for all of them. In particular, the de Rham
differential on such a supermanifold will correspond to the variation and for this reason we
use the symbol δ. This will also avoid confusion with the de Rham differential d on the
underlying spacetime manifold. Finally, observe that the degree in this context is what is
usually called ghost number. In the case when no classical fermionic fields are present, the
parity is equal to the ghost number modulo 2. This is the case in all the examples discussed in
this paper, but in this introductory Section we prefer to be general. As a result ω is tri-graded:
form degree 2, parity odd, ghost number −1.
A vector field Q is called symplectic if LQω = 0 and Hamiltonian if ιQω = δS for a function
S. In the BFV case, by degree reasons, if the cohomological vector field is symplectic, it is
also automatically Hamiltonian with a uniquely defined function S of degree +1 called the
BFV action. In the BV case, a Hamiltonian function of degree 0 for the cohomological vector
field is called a BV action.
Definition 2.2. A BFV manifold is a triple (F , ω,Q) where F is a graded manifold, ω is a
BFV form and Q is a cohomological, symplectic vector field on F . A BFV manifold is called
exact if a BFV 1-form α is specified.
Definition 2.3. A BV-BFV manifold over a given exact BFV manifold (F∂ , ω∂ = δα∂ , Q∂) is
a quintuple (F , ω,S, Q, pi) where F is a graded manifold, ω is a BV form, S is an even function
of degree 0, Q is a cohomological vector field and pi : F → F∂ is a surjective submersion such
that
(i) ιQω = δS + pi∗α∂ ,
(ii) Q∂ = δpi Q.
Here δpi denotes the differential of the map pi. If F∂ is a point, (F , ω,S) is called a BV
manifold.
A consequence of the conditions of Definition 2.3 is the modified Classical Master Equation
(mCME):
(2.1) Q(S) = pi∗(2S∂ − ιQ∂α∂).
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In the case when F∂ is a point, it reduces to the usual CME, Q(S) = 0. The latter is normally
written as (S, S) = 0, where ( , ) is the BV bracket defined by ω.6 The modified CME (2.1)
can equivalently be rewritten as
(2.2)
1
2
ιQιQω = pi
∗S∂ .
2.1.2. Classical BV-BFV theories. An exact BV-BFV d-dimensional field theory is the local
association of an exact BFV manifold (F∂Σ, ω∂Σ = δα∂Σ, Q∂Σ) to every (d − 1)-dimensional
compact manifold Σ and of a BV manifold (FM , ωM ,SM , QM , piM ) over the BFV manifold
(F∂∂M , ω∂∂M = δα∂∂M , Q∂∂M ) to every d-dimensional compact manifold M with boundary ∂M .
Here FM is the space of fields onM (in the bulk) and F∂∂M is the space fields on the boundary
∂M (or the phase space). Local association means that the graded manifolds FM and F∂Σ
are modeled on spaces of sections of bundles (or, more generally, sheaves) over M and Σ,
whereas the function, symplectic forms and cohomological vector fields are local (i.e., they
are defined as integrals of functions of finite jets of the fields). In particular, FM , F∂Σ are,
typically, infinite-dimensional Banach or Fréchet manifolds (depending on the allowed class
of sections).
Remark 2.4. The BV-BFV formalism may be generalized to the nonexact case (see [21, 22]),
but we will not need it in this paper.
A classical BV-BFV theory can be seen, in the spirit of Atiyah-Segal axioms, as a func-
tor from the category of d-dimensional cobordisms endowed with some geometric structure
(depending on a particular model, it can be a Riemannian metric, a conformal structure, a
volume form, a principal bundle, a cell decomposition, etc.) with composition given by gluing
along common boundary, to the category with objects the BFV manifolds and morphisms
the BV-BFV manifolds over direct products of BFV manifolds, with composition given by
homotopy fiber products. This functor is compatible with the monoidal structure on source
(space-time) and target (BFV) categories, given by disjoint unions and direct products, re-
spectively (in particular, F∂∅ is a point). See [21] for details. See also [46] for the approach to
gluing via synthetic geometry.
2.2. Finite-dimensional BV pushforward in families. Here we will recall the notion of
the BV integral (Section 2.2.1) and its refined version, the BV pushforward construction, or
fiber BV integral (Section 2.2.2). The latter is a model for a path integral over “fast” (or
“ultraviolet”) fields, depending on the “slow” (or “infrared”) residual fields (Wilson’s effective
action), within the Batalin-Vilkovisky approach to gauge theories. We then introduce the
family (or parametric) version of BV pushforward (Section 2.2.3), which models the compu-
tation of matrix elements of the evolution operator in the effective action framework. In this
sense, the BV pushforward in families can be regarded as a “hybrid effective action” formalism
(i.e. a hybrid between effective action in BV formalism and an evolution operator/partition
function, as in Atiyah-Segal axiomatics). In Section 2.2.4 we specialize the construction of
BV pushforward in family to “exponential” half-densities, i.e. those of the form m
1
2 e
i
~S and
consider the asymptotics ~→ 0, which sets the stage for the perturbative quantization scheme
that is the focus of this paper.
6 Note that ( , ) is a Gerstenhaber bracket due to the odd degree of ω. In the literature it is also called
the anti-bracket.
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Within this Section, unless explicitly stated otherwise, we are assuming that all manifolds
are finite-dimensional and all integrals are convergent (see also [1] for the discussion of finite-
dimensional BV integrals; for classical BV formalism in finite-dimensional setting, see [29]).
We also assume that manifolds are equipped with orientations, so that we can ignore the
distinction between densities and Berezinians.
The logic is that we develop all the constructions in the setting of finite-dimensional in-
tegrals, which are defined within measure theory. Then we can consider the fast oscillating
(~→ 0) asymptotics of our integral and write it, using stationary phase formula, as a sum of
Feynman diagrams. In the case of path integrals over infinite-dimensional spaces of fields, we
instead define the integral perturbatively, i.e. as a formal power series in ~ with coefficients
given by sums of Feynman diagrams. In this perturbative setting, theorems that are proven
for measure-theoretic integrals have to be checked, model by model, on the level of Feynman
diagrams.
2.2.1. BV integral. Let Y be a Z-graded manifold with a degree −1 odd symplectic form ω.
Theorem 2.5 ([35, 51]). The space Dens
1
2 (Y) of half-densities on Y carries a degree +1 odd
coboundary operator, the canonical BV Laplacian ∆, such that in any local Darboux coordinate
chart (xi, ξi) on Y, the operator ∆ has the form
∑
i
∂
∂xi
∂
∂ξi
.
Definition 2.6. We say that a Berezinian µ on Y is compatible with the odd symplectic
structure ω, if ∆µ
1
2 = 0 with ∆ the canonical BV Laplacian.
Remark 2.7. Given a compatible Berezinian µ on (Y, ω), one can construct a µ-dependent BV
Laplacian on functions on Y (as opposed to half-densities), ∆µ : C∞(Y) → C∞(Y) defined
by µ
1
2 ∆µf = ∆(µ
1
2 f) for any f ∈ C∞(Y). See [48] for details.
Given a Lagrangian submanifold L ⊂ Y, a half-density ξ on Y can be restricted to a 1-
density ξ|L on L, which can in turn be integrated over L. The BV integral is the composition∫
L
: Dens
1
2 (Y) •|L−−→ Dens(L)
∫
−→ C, ξ 7→
∫
L
ξ|L.
Theorem 2.8 (Batalin-Vilkovisky-Schwarz, [9, 48]). (i) For every half-density ξ on Y and
every Lagrangian submanifold L ⊂ Y, one has∫
L
∆ξ = 0
assuming convergence of the integral.
(ii) For a half-density ξ on Y satisfying ∆ξ = 0 and a smooth family of Lagrangian subman-
ifolds Lt ⊂ Y parametrized by t ∈ [0, 1], one has∫
L0
ξ =
∫
L1
ξ
assuming convergence of
∫
Lt ξ for all t ∈ [0, 1].7
7In fact, in [48] a stronger version of this statement is proven.
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2.2.2. BV pushforward. Assume that (Y, ω) is a direct product of two odd-symplectic mani-
folds (Y ′, ω′) and (Y ′′, ω′′), i.e. Y = Y ′ × Y ′′, ω = ω′ + ω′′. Then the space of half-densities
on Y factorizes as
Dens
1
2 (Y) = Dens 12 (Y ′)⊗̂Dens 12 (Y ′′).
BV integration in the second factor, over a Lagrangian submanifold L ⊂ Y ′′, defines a push-
forward map on half-densities
(2.3)
∫
L
: Dens
1
2 (Y) id⊗
∫
L−−−−→ Dens 12 (Y ′).
This map is also known as the fiber BV integral.8 The version of Theorem 2.8 in the context
of BV pushforwards is as follows.
Theorem 2.9. (i) For ξ a half-density on Y,∫
L
∆ξ = ∆′
∫
L
ξ
.
(ii) For Lt ⊂ Y ′′ a smooth family of Lagrangian submanifolds parametrized by t ∈ [0, 1], and
a half-density ξ on Y satisfying ∆ξ = 0, one has
(2.4)
∫
L1
ξ −
∫
L0
ξ = ∆′Ψ
for some Ψ ∈ Dens 12 (Y ′). Moreover, if Lt+ is given, in the first order in , as the flow
in time  of a Hamiltonian vector field (•, Ht) with Ht ∈ C∞(Lt)−1, then Ψ in (2.4) is
given by
Ψ =
∫ 1
0
dt
∫
Lt
ξHt.
Proof. While (i) follows immediately from (2.8) and from the splitting of Laplacians ∆ =
∆′ + ∆′′, part (ii) is implied by the following calculation. Let µ be a Berezinian on Y
compatible with ω. Then it defines a BV Laplacian ∆µ = µ−
1
2 ∆(µ
1
2 •) on functions on Y.
Expressing the half-density ξ as ξ = µ
1
2 f with f a function, we have
(2.5)
∂
∂t
∫
Lt
µ
1
2 f =
∫
Lt
µ
1
2 ((f,Ht) + f
1
2
divµ(•, Ht)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆µHt
) =
=
∫
Lt
µ
1
2 (∆µ(fHt)−∆µ(f)︸ ︷︷ ︸
0
Ht) = ∆
′
∫
Lt
µ
1
2 fHt,
using (i) and the assumption that ∆ξ = 0 or equivalently ∆µf = 0. 
We refer the reader to [42, 20] for more details.
Theorem 2.9 implies in particular that the BV pushforward defines a pushforward map
from the cohomology of ∆ to the cohomology of ∆′ dependent on a choice of a Lagrangian L
modulo Lagrangian homotopy.9
8Here Y ′ is a model for “slow fields”, or “zero-modes”, or “classical backgrounds”, or “residual fields” in the
effective action formalism.
9We say that two Lagrangians are Lagrangian homotopic if they can be connected by a smooth family of
Lagrangians.
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Of particular interest is the case when the odd-symplectic manifolds Y,Y ′,Y ′′ are equipped
with compatible Berezinians µ, µ′, µ′′ which then give rise to BV Laplacians ∆µ,∆′µ′ ,∆
′′
µ′′ on
functions on the respective manifolds. Assuming that µ = µ′⊗ µ′′, the BV Laplacians satisfy
∆µ = ∆
′
µ′+∆
′′
µ′′ . We can apply the BV pushforward to a half-density of the form ξ = e
i
~Sµ1/2.
It is ∆-closed if and only if S ∈ C∞(Y)0 satisfies the quantum master equation (QME):
(2.6) ∆µe
i
~S = 0 ⇔ 1
2
(S,S)− i~∆µS = 0.
Remark 2.10. Assume that S has the form S = S0 + ~S1 + · · · ∈ C∞(Y)0[[~]]. Then (2.6)
implies, by expanding in powers in ~ and looking at the lowest order term, the classical master
equation (CME)
(2.7) (S0,S0) = 0.
Definition 2.11. We define the effective BV action S ′ ∈ C∞(Y ′)0 via BV pushforward (2.3):
(2.8) e
i
~S′µ′
1
2 : =
∫
L
e
i
~Sµ
1
2 .
Theorem 2.9 implies the following.
Corollary 2.12 ([42, 20]). (i) If S ∈ C∞(Y)0 satisfies the quantum master equation on Y,
then S ′ ∈ C∞(Y ′)0 defined by (2.8) satisfies the quantum master equation on Y ′.
(ii) Assume that Lt ⊂ Y ′′ is a smooth family of Lagrangian submanifolds parametrized by
t ∈ [0, 1] and S satisfies the quantum master equation on Y. Let St be the effective BV
action defined using Lt. Then S1 is a canonical BV transformation of S0, i.e.
(2.9) e
i
~S′1 − e i~S′0 = ∆′µ′Ψ
for some Ψ ∈ C∞(Y ′)−1. Infinitesimally, one has
∂
∂t
S ′t = (S ′t, φt)− i~∆′µ′φt
where the generator of the infinitesimal canonical transformation is
(2.10) φt = µ′−
1
2 e−
i
~S′t ·
∫
Lt
µ
1
2 e
i
~SHt,
with Ht as in (ii) of Theorem 2.9. The generator Ψ of the finite canonical transformation
(2.9) is:
Ψ =
∫ 1
0
dt
∫
Lt
µ
1
2 e
i
~SHt.
(iii) If S, S˜ are solutions of the quantum master equation on Y differing by a canonical
transformation, then the corresponding effective actions S ′, S˜ ′ also differ by a canonical
transformation on Y ′.
As a consequence, the BV pushforward gives a map from solutions of the QME on Y modulo
canonical transformations to solutions of the QME on Y ′ modulo canonical transformations.
This map depends on the choice of a class of Lagrangians L ⊂ Y ′′ modulo Lagrangian homo-
topy:
Solutions of QME on Y
can. transf.
[L]−→ Solutions of QME on Y
′
can. transf.
.
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Remark 2.13. The direct product Y = Y ′ × Y ′′ setting for the BV pushforward introduced
above admits the following generalization. Let Y ′′ be an odd-symplectic manifold. An odd-
symplectic fiber bundle with typical fiber Y ′′ over an odd-symplectic manifold Y ′ consists of a
pair (Y,Y ′) of odd-symplectic manifolds together with a surjective submersion pi : Y → Y ′ such
that each point of Y ′ has a neighborhood U with a symplectomorphism φU : pi−1(U)→ U×Y ′′.
Notice that, by the nondegeneracy of the symplectic forms, on the overlaps of two such
neighborhoods Uα and Uβ the transition functions φαβ : pi−1(Uα ∩ Uβ) → pi−1(Uα ∩ Uβ) are
given by symplectomorphisms of Y constant over Y ′. If all these symplectomorphisms are
connected to the identity, the BV pushforward may be defined and we call such a fiber bundle
a hedgehog, or a hedgehog fibration.10
Remark 2.14. A more general version of BV pushforward is the following. Suppose we have a
coisotropic submanifold C of Y with a smooth reduction C. A half-density on Y can then be
integrated to a half density on C. This pushforward is also a chain map for the BV Laplacians.
An example of this is when we have a hedgehog fibration Y → Y ′; the total space of the fiber
bundle over Y ′ consisting of the (locally constant) choice of Lagrangian submanifolds in the
hedgehog fibers is a coisotropic submanifold of Y with reduction Y ′. The hedgehog version,
though less general, is more suitable for applications to field theory as on the one hand we
want to fix the reduction and on the other hand the choice of Lagrangian submanifolds is an
auxiliary piece of data.
2.2.3. Family version. Let (Y, ω) be an odd-symplectic manifold as above and let B be a
Z-graded supermanifold endowed with a degree +1 odd differential operator Ω acting on
half-densities on B satisfying Ω2 = 0.11
Let F = B × Y be the product manifold. Then we have a coboundary operator ~2∆ + Ω
acting on
(2.11) Dens
1
2 (F) = Dens 12 (B)⊗̂Dens 12 (Y).
Assuming, as in Section 2.2.2, that Y is split as a product of two odd-symplectic manifolds
(Y ′, ω′) and (Y ′′, ω′′), we have a version of the BV pushforward (2.3) in family over B:
(2.12)
∫
L
: Dens
1
2 (F)→ Dens 12 (F ′)
where F ′ = B×Y ′ and L ⊂ Y ′′ is a Lagrangian submanifold. Half-densities on F ′ are equipped
with a coboundary operator ~2∆′ + Ω where ∆′ is the canonical BV Laplacian on Y ′. We
have the following family version of Theorem 2.9.
Theorem 2.15. (i) For every Lagrangian L ⊂ Y ′′ and every ξ ∈ Dens 12 (F), we have∫
L
(~2∆ + Ω)ξ = (~2∆′ + Ω)
∫
L
ξ.
(ii) For a half-density ξ on F satisfying (~2∆+Ω)ξ = 0 and a smooth family of Lagrangians
Lt ⊂ Y ′′ parametrized by t ∈ [0, 1], we have∫
L1
ξ −
∫
L0
ξ = (~2∆′ + Ω)Ψ
10 An explanation for this terminology may be found on YouTube: Hedgehog BV.
11In the setting of field theory, B will become the space of leaves of a Lagrangian foliation of the space of
boundary fields, i.e. the space parameterizing admissible boundary conditions for the path integral over field
configurations.
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for some Ψ ∈ Dens 12 (F ′). Explicitly, the generator is
Ψ = ~−2
∫ 1
0
dt
∫
Lt
ξHt
with Ht ∈ C∞(Lt)−1 as in (ii) of Theorem 2.9.
Proof. Part (i) follows immediately from (i) of Theorem 2.9 and the fact that the map (2.12)
is trivial in the first factor of (2.11) and hence commutes with Ω. The proof of (ii) is a minor
modification of the proof of (ii): choose a Berezinian µ on Y compatible with ω. We can
write ξ = µ
1
2 f for some f ∈ Dens 12 (B)⊗̂C∞(Y). Repeating the calculation (2.5) in the family
setting we have
∂
∂t
∫
Lt
µ
1
2 f =
∫
Lt
µ
1
2 (∆µ(fHt)−∆µ(f)Ht) = ~−2(~2∆′ + Ω)
∫
Lt
ξHt.
Here we used that ∆µ(f) = µ−
1
2 ∆ξ = −~−2µ− 12 Ωξ. 
2.2.4. Case of exponential half-densities and asymptotics ~→ 0. Now consider the case when
F is equipped with a Berezinian m = µ · ν where µ is a Berezinian on Y compatible with
ω and ν is a Berezinian on B (we do not require any compatibility between ν and Ω), and
consider half-densities on F of the form
(2.13) ξ = m
1
2 e
i
~S
with S = S0 + ~S1 + · · · ∈ C∞(F)[[~]]. Using Berezinians µ, ν, we define the BV Laplacian
∆µ = µ
− 1
2 ∆(µ
1
2 •) on C∞(Y) and the coboundary operator Ων = ν− 12 Ω(ν 12 •) on C∞(B).
Assume that Ων =
∑
p≥0(−i~)pΩ(p) where Ω(p) = Ω0(p) + ~Ω1(p) + · · · ∈ Diff(B)[[~]] is a
differential operator on B of order at most p. Denote by Symb Ω0(p) ∈ Γ(B, SpTB) the leading
symbol of Ω0(p), and set Symb Ω
0 =
∑
p≥0 Symb Ω
0
(p). Viewing Symb Ω
0 as a function on T ∗B,
we can define a function Symb Ω0 ◦ δBS0 ∈ C∞(F) where δB is the de Rham differential on
B. Then the modified quantum master equation (mQME)
(2.14) (~2∆ + Ω) m
1
2 e
i
~S = 0
can be expanded, as ~→ 0, as
(2.15) m
1
2
(
−1
2
(S0,S0) + Symb Ω0 ◦ δBS0 +O(~)
)
e
i
~S = 0.
If bα are local coordinates on B, one has
Ων =
∑
p≥0
(−i~)p 1
p!
∑
α1,...,αp
Ωα1···αp(b; ~)
∂
∂bα1
· · · ∂
∂bαp︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ω(p)∈Diff(B)[[~]]
.
Then (2.15) gives, in the lowest order in ~, the equation
(2.16)
1
2
(S0,S0)−
∑
p≥0
1
p!
∑
α1,...,αp
Ωα1···αp(b; 0)
∂S0
∂bα1
· · · ∂S
0
∂bαp
= 0.
This equation is the replacement of the classical master equation (2.7) in the family setting.
Remark 2.16. Note that the Poisson bracket (, ) on Y and the symbol Symb Ω0 do not depend
on the choice of Berezinians µ, ν. Thus, equation (2.16) is also independent of Berezinians.
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In analogy with (2.9), we say that two solutions S0, S1 of the mQME (2.14) differ by a
canonical BV transformation, if
(2.17) e
i
~S1 − e i~S0 = (~2∆µ + Ων)Ψ
for some Ψ ∈ C∞(F)−1. This is equivalent to having a family St of solutions of the mQME
for t ∈ [0, 1], satisfying
(2.18)
∂
∂t
e
i
~St = (~2∆µ + Ων)
(
~−2e
i
~Stφt
)
with φt ∈ C∞(F)−1[[~]]. Note that equation (2.18) together with the mQME can be packaged
into an extended version of the mQME satisfied by St + dt · φt viewed as a non-homogeneous
differential form on the interval [0, 1] with values in functions on F :(
~2dt
∂
∂t
+ ~2∆µ + Ων
)
e
i
~ (St+dt·φt) = 0.
In the lowest order in ~, equation (2.18) reads
(2.19)
∂
∂t
S0t = (S0t , φ0t )−
∑
p≥0
1
p!
∑
α1,...,αp,β
Ωα1···αpβ(b; 0)
∂S0t
∂bα1
· · · ∂S
0
t
∂bαp
∂φ0t
∂bβ
.
Here φ0t = φt mod ~.
Remark 2.17. One can introduce a sequence of multi-derivations with p ≥ 0 inputs,
[•, · · · , •]Ω : C∞(B)× · · · × C∞(B)︸ ︷︷ ︸
p
→ C∞(B),(2.20)
[f1, . . . , fp]Ω =
∑
α1,...,αp
Ωα1···αp(b; 0)
∂f1
∂bα1
· · · ∂fp
∂bαp
,
generated by the symbols Symb Ω0(p).
12 Then equations (2.16,2.19) can be written, respec-
tively, as
1
2
(S0,S0)−
∑
p≥0
1
p!
[S0, . . . ,S0︸ ︷︷ ︸
p
]Ω = 0,
∂
∂t
S0t = (S0t , φ0t )−
∑
p≥0
1
p!
[S0t , . . . ,S0t︸ ︷︷ ︸
p
, φ0t ]Ω.
Assume again that (Y, ω) is a product of odd-symplectic manifolds (Y ′, ω′) and (Y ′′, ω′′)
and that the Berezinian µ on Y is of form µ = µ′ · µ′′ with µ′, µ′′ compatible Berezinians on
Y ′,Y ′′.
Given a half-density on F of the form ξ = m 12 e i~S , we can apply the pushforward construc-
tion (2.12), producing a half-density on F ′ = B × Y ′ of form ξ′ = m′ 12 e i~S′ where m′ = µ′ · ν.
The effective BV action S ′ ∈ C∞(F ′)[[~]] can be calculated by stationary phase formula for
the integral
e
i
~S′ =
∫
L
µ′′
1
2 e
i
~S .
12 As a consequence of Ω2 = 0, the operations (2.20) define on C∞(B)[−1] the structure of a curved L∞
algebra (which is flat if Ω0(0) = 0).
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Here we assume that there is a single simple isolated critical point of S on L. The asymptotics
~→ 0 of the integral yields S ′ as a formal power series in ~ with coefficients given by Feynman
diagrams.
Corollary 2.12 translates to the family setting in the following way.
Corollary 2.18. (i) The modified quantum master equation (2.14) on S implies the mQME
on the effective BV action S ′:
(~2∆′ + Ω) m′
1
2 e
i
~S′ = 0.
In particular, S ′0 satisfies equation (2.16) with Poisson bracket (, ) on Y replaced by the
one on Y ′.
(ii) If Lt ⊂ Y ′′ is a family of Lagrangian submanifolds, the respective effective actions S ′t
satisfy equation (2.18) on F ′, with the generator φt of the infinitesimal canonical BV
transformation given by (2.10).
(iii) If S, S˜ are solutions of the mQME on F related by a canonical transformation (2.17),
then the respective effective actions S ′, S˜ ′ are also related by a canonical transformation
on F ′, with generator given by the pushforward Ψ′ = m′− 12 ∫Lm 12 Ψ.
Definition 2.19. We call a fiber bundle F over a base B with odd-symplectic fiber (Y, ω) a
BV bundle if the transition functions of F are given by locally constant fiberwise symplecto-
morphisms.
Throughout this Section, the direct product F = B×Y can be replaced by a more general
BV bundle. For the family BV pushforward, we can allow F to be a BV bundle over B with
fiber Y a hedgehog (cf. Remark 2.13; recall that a hedgehog is the same as a BV bundle
with an odd-symplectic base, satisfying the extra assumption that the transition functions
are homotopic to the identity). In this case we have a tower of BV bundles F → F ′ → B.
Remark 2.20. In the special case Ω = 0, Theorem 2.15 holds in a more general setting where
F → B is a general fiber bundle with fiber Y a hedgehog (i.e. no requirement on transition
functions to be constant on B). The Lagrangian submanifold L in this setting also does not
have to be locally constant as a function on B.
2.2.5. Half-densities on an elliptic complex. For X = (X•, d) a cochain complex, one can use
the canonical isomorphism of determinant lines DetX• ∼= DetH•(X) to define the space of
densities of weight α ∈ R on X as
(2.21) Densα(X) = C∞(X)⊗ (DetH•(X)/{±1})⊗−α.
Here the second factor represents positive, constant (coordinate-independent) α-densities on
X.13
In the case of infinite-dimensional elliptic complexes, (2.21) gives a definition of the space
of densities, which is suitable for the setting of field theory on compact manifolds. Here the
typical X is the de Rham complex of the space-time manifold tensored with some graded
vector space of coefficients, X = Ω•(M) ⊗ V (which corresponds to abelian BF theory and
its perturbations). In this case C∞(X) in (2.21) should be understood as the space of smooth
13In other words, an α-density ξ prescribes a number ξ(x, {χi}) to an element x ∈ X and a basis {χi} in
cohomology H•(X), in such a way that, for {χ′i} another basis, related to {χi} by a linear transformation
θ ∈ GL(H•(X)), one has ξ(x, {χ′i}) = |Ber θ|αξ(x, {χi}). Here Ber θ ∈ R is the Berezinian (superdeterminant)
of the linear transformation.
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functions on X in Fréchet sense. In perturbative computations one typically encounters ~-
dependent asymptotic families of functions on X of the form
f~ = e
i
~ϕ · ρ, where ϕ ∈ (Ŝ•X∗)0, ρ = ρ0 + ~ρ1 + · · · ∈ Ŝ•X∗[[~]].
Here ϕ(θ) =
∑
n≥0
∫
Mn Φn ∧ pi∗1θ ∧ · · · ∧ pi∗nθ for θ ∈ X = Ω•(M)⊗ V a test differential form,
and likewise ρj(θ) =
∑
n≥0
∫
Mn R
j
n∧pi∗1θ∧· · ·∧pi∗nθ. Here Φn, Rjn are distributional differential
forms (de Rham currents) on Mn = M × · · · ×M︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
with values in SnV ∗ and pii : Mn → M is
the projection to the i-th copy of M .
Note that the Reidemeister-Ray-Singer torsion τ(M) of M provides a natural reference
constant density on X (in the sense above) and thus fixes an isomorphism
C∞(X) ' Densα(X)
f 7→ f · τ(M)−α·Sdim(V )
where Sdim(V ) =
∑
i(−1)i dimV i is the superdimension of the space of coefficients. More
generally, instead of Ω•(M) ⊗ V one can allow X to be the space of differential forms with
coefficients in a flat graded vector bundle over M .14
2.3. The quantum BV-BFV formalism. The goal of this Section is to propose the defi-
nition of perturbative quantum BV-BFV theory.
Given a classical BV-BFV theory, its perturbative quantization consists of the following
data:
(1) A graded vector space HPΣ , the space of states, associated to each (d− 1)-manifold Σ
with a choice of polarization P on F∂Σ (to be constructed as a geometric quantization15
of the symplectic manifold F∂Σ).
(2) A coboundary operator ΩPΣ on HPΣ , the quantum BFV operator, which is a quantization
of S∂Σ.
(3) A finite-dimensional graded manifold VM endowed with a degree −1 symplectic form
– the space of residual fields – associated to a d-manifold M and a polarization P on
F∂∂M . We define the graded vector space ĤPM = HP∂M ⊗̂Dens
1
2 (VM ) endowed with two
commuting coboundary operators Ω̂PM = Ω
P
∂M ⊗ id and ∆̂PM = id ⊗∆VM . Here ∆VM
is the canonical BV Laplacian on half-densities on residual fields.16
(4) A state17 ψ̂M ∈ ĤPM which satisfies the modified quantum master equation (mQME)
(2.22) (~2∆̂PM + Ω̂PM )ψ̂M = 0,
14This is the case e.g. for perturbative Chern-Simons theory evaluated around a non-trivial flat connection,
see [7] and Remark 2.36 below. The bundle in this case is ad(P )[1] – the adjoint of the principal G-bundle P
carrying the flat connection, with a homological degree shift by 1.
15Under the assumption that the 1-form α∂Σ vanishes along P, the space of states is (a suitable model
for) the space of functions on F∂Σ constant in P-directions. Furthermore, in the case of P a real fibrating
polarization, the space of states can be identified with the space of functions on the quotient (space of leaves)
BPΣ = F∂Σ/P. A correction to this picture is that, instead of functions on BPΣ , we should consider half-densities
on BPΣ , i.e. HPΣ = Dens
1
2 (BPΣ ). More generally, the space of states is the space of P-horizontal sections of
the trivial (since we consider an exact boundary BFV theory) prequantum line bundle L over F∂Σ, with global
connection 1-form i~α
∂
Σ, tensored with the appropriate bundle of half-densities (see e.g. [11]).
16In our notational system, objects depending on residual fields are decorated with hats.
17As we will presently see, the state ψ̂M is not uniquely defined as it depends on the additional choice of
a “gauge fixing”.
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which is the quantum version of (2.1).
Remark 2.21. The space ĤPM results from a partial integration of bulk fields. Hence one
can think of ĤPM as of the space of boundary states with values in half-densities on the
space of residual fields VM . In the case of a real fibrating polarization on the boundary, we
have a trivial bundle of residual fields ZM = BP∂M × VM → BP∂M with fiber VM . One has
then ĤPM = Dens
1
2 (ZM ) = HP∂M ⊗̂Dens
1
2 (VM ). Note that the triviality of the bundle ZM is
implicitly built into the data (3) above.
Remark 2.22 (Change of data). The coboundary operator ΩP∂M and the state ψ̂M are not
uniquely defined, but are allowed to change, infinitesimally, as follows18
d
dt
ΩP∂M = [Ω
P
∂M , τ ],
d
dt
ψ̂M = (~2∆̂PM + Ω̂PM )χ̂− τ̂ ψ̂M ,
where χ̂ is an element of ĤPM , τ is an operator on HP∂M and τ̂ = τ ⊗ id is its extension to ĤPM .
Definition 2.23. We say that the space ĤPM is equivalent to H˜PM if there is a quasi-isomorphism
of bi-complexes I : (ĤPM , ∆̂PM , Ω̂PM )→ (H˜PM , ∆˜PM , Ω˜PM ).
Remark 2.24. If VM is a point (and thus ĤPM = HPM and ∆̂PM = 0), we call ψM = ψ̂M the
boundary state. It satisfies ΩP∂MψM = 0. Its Ω
P
∂M -cohomology class is called the physical
state.
An example where this program has been successfully completed is the one-dimensional
Chern–Simons theory [2]. Several other examples are presented in the rest of this paper.
Remark 2.25. For M a closed manifold, the boundary space of states is HP∂M=∅ = C. In this
case the state ψ̂M = e
i
~Seff is the exponential of the BV effective action induced on the space
of residual fields (see [19, 20, 2, 12] for examples).19 If additionally there are no residual fields,
i.e. ĤPM = HP∂M = C, then the state ψ̂M = ψM ∈ C is the usual partition function.
2.4. Perturbative quantization of classical BV-BFV theories. In this Section we out-
line a quantization scheme which produces a realization of quantum BV-BFV formalism of
Section 2.3 out of the data of a classical BV-BFV theory.
In this Section we appeal to the intuition of the finite-dimensional setting. The following
discussion is absolutely correct in the finite-dimensional case and provides a motivating con-
struction for the infinite-dimensional case where the formal reasoning has to be checked, e.g.,
at the level of Feynman diagrams. Concrete examples will be presented in Sections 3 and 4.
2.4.1. From classical to quantum modified master equation. For the purposes of this paper, it
is enough to consider the special situation where the polarization P is given by a Lagrangian
foliation with smooth leaf space, denoted by BPΣ , and with the property that, for an appro-
priately chosen local functional fPΣ , the restriction of the 1-form α
∂,P
Σ := α
∂
Σ − δfPΣ to the
fibers of P vanishes (see Section 3.1). In this case, HPΣ may be identified, via multiplication
by e
i
~f
P
Σ , with the space of half-densities on BPΣ .
18 The ambiguity stems from the freedom to choose different gauge-fixing Lagrangians in fiber BV integrals
which produce the coboundary operators and the state.
19More pedantically, one should write ψ̂M = µ
1
2
VM · e
i
~Seff with µ
1
2
VM a reference half-density on VM .
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Next we assume that Σ is the boundary ∂M of M . Notice that we may change the BV
action SM to
SPM := SM + pi∗MfP∂M ,
This way we get a new BV-BFV manifold (simply replacing SM and α∂∂M by SPM and α∂,PΣ ).
In particular, we still have the fundamental BV-BFV equation
(2.23) ιQMωM = δSPM + pi∗Mα∂,P∂M
and the mCME
(2.24)
1
2
ιQιQωM = pi
∗
MS∂∂M .
Denoting by pP∂M the projection F∂∂M → BP∂M , we have a surjective submersion
(2.25) pP∂M ◦ piM : FM → BP∂M .
We now assume that we have a section so that we can write
(2.26) FM = BP∂M × Y
(we actually need this only locally; more generally, we could allow FM to be a BV bundle
over BP∂M , cf. Definition 2.19).
Assumption 2.26. We assume that, in the splitting (2.26), ωM is a weakly nondegenerate
2-form on Y extended to the product BP∂M × Y.20
There is no contradiction between this assumption and ωM being weakly nondegenerate
on the whole space FM (in the finite-dimensional setting, instead, the BV-BFV formalism is
not consistent with nondegeneracy of ω on the whole space and one precisely has to assume
nondegeneracy along the fibers). We may then write QM = QY + QB (the decomposition
induced by the splitting of the tangent bundle TFM = TYFM ⊕TBFM ) and δ = δY + δB. The
fundamental equation (2.23) now splits into two equations:
δYSPM = ιQYωM ,(2.27a)
δBSPM = −pi∗Mα∂,P∂M .(2.27b)
The first equation implies ιQY ιQYωM = QYSPM =: (SPM ,SPM ) (on the r.h.s. is the fiberwise
BV bracket, defined using the odd-symplectic structure on Y-fiber). By (2.24), which now
reads 12 ιQY ιQYωM = pi
∗
MS∂∂M , we then have
(2.28)
1
2
(SPM ,SPM ) = pi∗MS∂∂M ,
which is the fiberwise version of the modified classical master equation.
To interpret (2.27b), we assume we have Darboux coordinates (bi, pi) for ω∂∂M , where the
bi’s are coordinates on BP∂M and the pi’s are coordinates on the fiber of pP∂M : F∂∂M → BP∂M
(which is part of Y), such that α∂,P∂M = −
∑
i piδb
i (indices may also denote “continuous”
coordinates here). Then we have
(2.29)
∂
∂bi
SPM = pi.
In the infinite-dimensional case, partial derivatives here should be replaced by variational
derivatives. This in particular shows that in a splitting with these properties SPM is linear in
20 In the setting of local field theory this assumption forces one to choose a section BP∂M → FM of (2.25)
which extends boundary fields by zero in the bulk, see Remark 2.33 below.
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the bi-coordinates. It follows that, if we define ΩP∂M as the standard ordering quantization of
S∂∂M , obtained by replacing each pi by −i~ ∂∂bi ,
(2.30) ΩP∂M := S∂∂M
(
b,−i~ ∂
∂b
)
,
and putting all derivatives to the right, we get
(2.31) ΩP∂Me
i
~SPM = pi∗MS∂∂M · e
i
~SPM .
We now assume that Y has a compatible Berezinian (in the infinite-dimensional case this
is formal), so we can define the BV Laplacian ∆. As usual we have
∆e
i
~SPM =
(
i
~
∆SPM +
1
2
(
i
~
)2
(SPM ,SPM )
)
e
i
~SPM .
If ∆SPM = 0, as is usually assumed, then (2.28) and (2.31) imply the modified quantum master
equation
(2.32) (~2∆ + ΩP∂M ) e
i
~SPM = 0.
Remark 2.27. If SPM depends on ~ and/or ∆SPM 6= 0, from the assumption that the QME
holds in the bulk, we get the modified quantum master equation anyway by defining a new
boundary action S˜∂∂M = S∂∂M +O(~) via
pi∗M S˜∂∂M =
1
2
(SPM ,SPM )− i~∆SPM
and setting ΩP∂M to be the standard ordering quantization of S˜∂∂M .
Remark 2.28. To make sense of the interpretation of physical states as the cohomology in
degree zero of the operator ~2∆ + ΩP∂M , we have to assume that it is a coboundary operator.
This is equivalent to the requirement (ΩP∂M )
2 = 0. If this is not the case, one might still try
to correct ΩP∂M (and SPM ) with higher order terms in ~ so as to make it square to zero. There
may be cohomological obstructions (anomalies) to do that.
As a consequence of the two previous remarks, ΩP∂M is a quantization of S∂∂M but not
necessarily the one obtained by standard ordering. In Section 4 we will actually see exam-
ples (notably the Poisson sigma model) where this phenomenon occurs (as ∆SPM = 0 is not
compatible with the regularization).
Remark 2.29. Using the coordinate reference half-density ν
1
2 =
∏
i |dbi|
1
2 on BP∂M , we can
identify C∞(BP∂M )
·ν 12' Dens 12 (BP∂M ) and thus allow the operator ΩP∂M to act on half-densities
on BP∂M . Then we can write the equivalent half-density version of (2.32):
(2.33) (~2∆ + ΩP∂M ) m
1
2 e
i
~SPM = 0,
where m
1
2 = µ
1
2 · ν 12 is the reference half-density on F comprised of ν 12 and half-density µ 12
on Y corresponding to the chosen Berezinian on Y; ∆ in (2.33) is the canonical BV operator
on half-densities on Y.
Remark 2.30. In the setting of local quantum field theory, the modified quantum master
equation (2.32) is formal and requires a regularization (in particular higher order functional
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derivatives have to be regularized). However, in some examples (see [2],[23]) one can re-
place the continuum theory by a cellular model, with finite-dimensional space of fields, where
equation (2.32) holds directly.21
2.4.2. The state. The state is now produced by a perturbative BV pushforward in a family
over BP∂M . For this we have to assume that Y → VM is a hedgehog, where VM denotes the
space of residual fields, which we assume to be finite-dimensional. For simplicity of notations,
and also because this is the case in all the examples we discuss in this paper, we assume
that actually Y = VM × Y ′′ and FM = BP∂M × VM × Y ′′ The gauge fixing then consists in
choosing a Lagrangian submanifold L in Y ′′. We set ZM = BP∂M ×VM (the bundle of residual
fields over BP∂M ) and denote Z˜M = ZM × L. We define the space ĤPM = Dens
1
2 (ZM ) =
Dens
1
2 (BP∂M )⊗̂Dens
1
2 (VM ) and the BV Laplacian ∆̂PM = id⊗∆VM , as in Remark 2.21.
Assumption 2.31. For any φ ∈ ZM , the restriction of the action SPM to Lφ = {φ} × L has
isolated critical points on Lφ.
We finally define the state ψ̂M as the perturbative (Feynman diagram) computation of the
family BV pushforward from FM to ZM :
(2.34) ψ̂M (φ) = e
i
~f
P
∂M
∫
L
e
i
~SM =
∫
L
e
i
~SPM , φ ∈ ZM .
In the finite-dimensional setting, it now follows from the preceding discussion that ψ̂M solves
the modified QME (2.22):
(~2∆VM + Ω
P
∂M ) ψ̂M = 0.
In the infinite-dimensional setting, where integration is replaced by Feynman diagram com-
putations, this equation is only expected to hold and requires an independent proof.
Remark 2.32. If V ′M is a different choice of the space of residual fields and VM fibers over
V ′M as a hedgehog, then Z ′M = BP∂M × V ′M is a BV subbundle of ZM and the corresponding
quantum BV-BFV theories are equivalent in the sense of Definition 2.23, with the map I given
by the BV pushforward from ZM to Z ′M (in a family over BP∂M ). Generally, one can have a
partially ordered set of realizations of the space of residual fields, with partial order given by
hedgehog fibrations acting on states by BV pushforwards (cf. the setting of cellular BF theory
of [23] where one can vary cell decompositions T in the bulk while keeping the decomposition
on the boundary T∂ unchanged; different T ’s correspond to different choices of the space
of residual fields VM,T ; cellular aggregations T → T ′ correspond to hedgehog fibrations/BV
pushforwards). The poset of realizations has a minimal (final) object, corresponding to the
minimal choice of the space of residual fields VminM for which Assumption 2.31 can be satisfied
by a judicious choice of L. In the case of abelian BF theory, VminM is expressed in terms of de
Rham cohomology of M , see Section 3.2.
Remark 2.33. In the typical situation of local field theory, we have FM = Γ(M,E), BP∂M =
Γ(∂M,E′) – spaces of smooth sections of graded vector bundles E,E′ over M , ∂M , respec-
tively, with the odd-symplectic structure given by ωM =
∫
M 〈δx, δx〉. Here 〈, 〉 is a fiberwise
inner product on E with values in densities onM . Assumption 2.26 and equation (2.29) imply
21One can indeed say that the discretization is the regularization here. An important point in the cellular
examples of [2],[23] is that a cellular aggregation (the inverse of subdivision) corresponds to a fiber BV integral,
and therefore these discretizations are exact: one does not have to take an asymptotical subdivision with mesh
tending to zero to recover the state/partition function of the theory as a limit – any cellular structure on the
space-time manifold gives the correct result outright.
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that the extension of the boundary fields σ : BP∂M → FM has been done by discontinuously
extending them by zero outside the boundary.22 A more formal way consists in choosing a
sequence of regular extensions σn : BP∂M → FM that converges to the discontinuous one as
n→∞. Each element of this sequence defines a state ψ̂n that in general will not satisfy the
mQME.23
Remark 2.34. In many examples the action has the form
(2.35) S = S0 + Spert,
a sum of a “free” (quadratic) part and a “perturbation”. The splitting carries over to the
cohomological vector field and the boundary BFV action. Then a choice of gauge-fixing data
for the free theory can also be used for the perturbed theory with action (2.35), under certain
“smallness” assumption on the perturbation. E.g. one can scale the perturbation Spert with
a parameter  and calculate the path integral (2.34) by perturbation theory in , instead of
looking for -dependent critical points of the perturbed action and calculating their stationary
phase contributions as series in ~. For example, the Poisson sigma model is a perturbation
of the 2-dimensional abelian BF theory, and one can use the gauge-fixing for the latter to
define the perturbation theory (cf. e.g. [17]). Likewise, one can use gauge-fixing for abelian
Chern-Simons theory to define the perturbation theory for the non-abelian Chern-Simons (cf.
e.g. [20]). In this context, one first considers (2.32) for the free theory. The functional integral
(2.34) for S0 defines the unperturbed state ψ̂M,0(φ) which satisfies the mQME for the operator
ΩP∂M,0. One then computes the state ψ̂M (φ) for the whole theory perturbatively and looks for
a deformation ΩP∂M of Ω
P
∂M,0 so that the mQME is satisfied. The further condition that this
deformation squares to zero must be checked separately, and there might be obstructions for
it to be satisfied.
Remark 2.35. In the case of Chern-Simons theory with gauge group G on a closed 3-manifold
M , the gauge-fixing of Remark 2.34 corresponds to choosing a Riemannian metric onM . The
metric induces the Hodge–de Rham decomposition of differential forms into exact, harmonic
and d∗-exact (coexact) forms. We set Z˜M = Ω•coclosed(M, g)[1] with g the Lie algebra of G.
Then ZM = H•(M, g)[1], the g-valued de Rham cohomology of M represented by harmonic
forms. For every sufficiently small harmonic 1-form aharm, there is an isolated critical point
of the Chern-Simons action on the subspace aharm +Ω1coexact(M, g). But only if aharm satisfies
the (homotopy) Maurer-Cartan equation on cohomology, the corresponding critical point will
be a flat connection. We refer the reader to [20] for details.
Remark 2.36. The framework described above assumes that one can introduce a global gauge-
fixing. A more general technique is to allow a family, parametrized by a choice x0 of “back-
ground” (or “reference”) solution of the Euler–Lagrange equations, of local gauge-fixings, in a
formal neighborhood of x0 (e.g. one can have an x0-dependent splitting (2.35) and infer the
local gauge-fixing as in Remark 2.34). This produces a family of “local states” — a horizontal
22 One can write the action for a general extension and make sure, by integrating by parts, that no
derivative of the extension appears in the action (this is certainly possible if the theory is written in the first
order formalism). Then we see that the discontinuous extension by zero is enforced by (2.29).
23Notice that the choice of a good splitting, compatible with Assumption 2.26 and leading to (2.29), is a
sufficient but not necessary condition for the formalism to work. For example, if we treat by BV a theory with
no symmetries, then ΩP∂M will be zero, which puts us in the setting of Remark 2.20. A change of extension
is equivalent to a BP∂M -dependent translation on the space of bulk fields Y, and, in particular, mQME for a
good splitting implies mQME for arbitrary splitting.
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section of the vector bundle of local states over the base (the space of allowed x0’s), with
respect to a version of the flat Grothendieck connection on the base. In this framework, the
global state is this family. See [12] for details on how this technology applies to the Poisson
sigma model on a closed surface, where one has a family of gauge-fixings for fields in the
neighborhood of a constant map to the Poisson manifold (thus the parameter of the family
here is the value of the constant map). The treatment of non-abelian Chern-Simons theory
by Axelrod-Singer [7] is also very much in this vein, where x0 is the background flat connec-
tion. Since in [7] the background flat connection is assumed to be acyclic, there is no need
for formal-geometric gluing with the Grothendieck connection, as the base of the family is a
discrete set. See Appendix F for further discussion of the matter.
2.4.3. Transversal polarizations. A special case of gauge-fixing occurs when the polarization
P on F∂∂M is transversal to the Lagrangian submanifod LM := piM (ELM ), where ELM is the
zero locus of QM (the “Euler–Lagrange space”). In this case, one may take BP∂M = LM and
ZM = ELM .24 The fibers of ELM are the moduli spaces of the vacua of the theory. Note
that, by this construction, we have a preferred (“minimal”) choice of ZM .
Despite having this preferred choice, it is convenient to allow for more general ZM ’s as they
are useful for gluing. Also, it is convenient to consider polarizations that are not transversal
to LM , as we will see in the following.
2.4.4. Gluing. If a d-manifold M with boundary is cut along a (d − 1)-submanifold Σ into
components M1 and M2 (i.e. M = M1 ∪Σ M2), then we can obtain the state ψ̂M from the
states ψ̂M1 and ψ̂M2 . The product of the spaces of residual fields VM1 × VM2 is a hedgehog
fibration over VM , and the gluing formula has the structure
(2.36) ψ̂M = P∗
(
ψ̂M1 ∗
Σ
ψ̂M2
)
where ∗
Σ
denotes the pairing in HPΣ and P∗ stands for the BV pushforward corresponding to
P : VM1 × VM2 → VM . Observe that (2.22) is automatically satisfied.
Also note that it is convenient to choose two different, transversal polarizations P1 and P2
to define the states ψ̂M1 and ψ̂M2 . If we can realize F∂Σ as BP1Σ × BP2Σ , then (for simplicity
we ignore the distinction between functions and half-densities) the pairing is the integral over
F∂Σ of the product of a function on BP1Σ times a function on BP2Σ times the Segal–Bargmann
kernel e
i
~ (f
P2
Σ −f
P1
Σ ). The latter term may be used to define the perturbative computation of
the pairing.
To explain (2.36), one can consider gluing at the level of exponentials of actions. For simplic-
ity we assume that ∂M1 = Σ = (∂M2)opp (i.e. the glued manifoldM is closed); the discussion
generalizes straightforwardly to M with boundary. Let bi, b′i be Darboux coordinates on F∂Σ
such that the polarizations P1,P2 are spanned by vector fields ∂∂b′i and
∂
∂bi
, respectively. Thus
the bi are coordinates on B := BP1Σ and the b′i are coordinates on B′ := BP2Σ . We assume
additionally that α∂,P1Σ = −
∑
i b
′
i δb
i and α∂,P2Σ =
∑
i b
i δb′i; then in these coordinates we have
24Here we consider the fiberwise coisotropic reduction ELM which is a symplectic fiber bundle over LM . It
is different from the full “Q-reduction” ELM/QM (which is a bundle over the reduction LM/Q∂M ) and from
the coisotropic reduction of the total space of ELM in FM (called the “symplectic EL-moduli space” in [21]).
The reduction ELM can be seen as an appropriate BV extension of the space of gauge equivalence classes of
solutions of equations of motion, with gauge transformations acting trivially on boundary fields. See [21] for
details.
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e
i
~ (f
P2
Σ −f
P1
Σ ) = e−
i
~ 〈b,b′〉. The spaces of fields decompose as FM1 = Y1×B(1) = (Y˜1×B′(1))×B(1),
FM2 = Y2 × B′(2) = (Y˜2 × B(2)) × B′(2) and FM = Y1 × Y2. The subscripts (1), (2) are here
to distinguish between the copies of B, B′ appearing in FM1 and FM2 . Then we have the
identity
(2.37) e
i
~S
P1
M1m
1
2
1 ∗
Σ
e
i
~S
P2
M2m
1
2
2 = e
i
~SMm
1
2 .
Here the notations are: m
1
2
1 = µ
1
2
1 · |db(1)|
1
2 , m
1
2
2 = µ
1
2
2 · |db′(2)|
1
2 , m
1
2 = µ
1
2
1 · µ
1
2
2 with µ
1
2
1 , µ
1
2
2
reference half-densities on Y1, Y2; the operation ∗
Σ
is defined as the pairing
Ψ1 ∗
Σ
Ψ2 :=
∫
B(1)×B′(2)
e
− i~ 〈b(1),b′(2)〉|db(1)|
1
2 |db′(2)|
1
2 Ψ1Ψ2.
The integral over b(1), b′(2) in (2.37) is Gaussian (since the actions are linear in the integration
variables, by (2.29)) and boils down to evaluating the integrand at the critical point which,
due to (2.29), is given by b(1) = b(2), b′(2) = b
′
(1). Thus (2.37) comes from
SP1M1 + SP2M2 − 〈b(1), b′(2)〉
∣∣∣
b(1)=b(2),b
′
(2)
=b′
(1)
= SM1 + SM2 |b(1)=b(2),b′(2)=b′(1) = SM
which is simply the statement of additivity of the action with respect to gluing. Performing
the BV pushforwards Y1 × Y2 → VM1 × VM2 → VM in (2.37), we obtain the gluing formula
(2.36).
Remark 2.37. We assume that the states are (~2∆ + Ω)-closed and that, on the boundary
component where we glue, the Ω for one polarization is the Segal–Bargmann transform with
kernel e
i
~ (f
P2
Σ −f
P1
Σ ) = e−
i
~ 〈b,b′〉 of the Ω for the other polarization.25 As a consequence of
Theorem 2.15 the glued state will also be (~2∆ + Ω)-closed. Moreover, if we change one state
by an (~2∆+Ω)-exact term, the glued state will also change by an (~2∆+Ω)-exact term, e.g.
if ψ̂M1 is shifted by (~2∆VM1 + Ω
P1
∂M1
) α̂M1 with α̂M1 some degree −1 element of ĤP1M1 , then
the glued state (2.36) gets shifted by (~2∆VM + Ω∂M ) P∗(α̂M1 ∗Σ ψ̂M2). Here we suppress in
the notation the polarizations on the boundary components of M , only denoting explicitly
the polarization on the gluing interface Σ; BV pushforward P∗ and the pairing ∗Σ are as in
(2.36).
Remark 2.38. The gluing procedure may also be used to change the polarization by the use of
cylinders. Namely, suppose that that we have a boundary component Σ on which we choose
a polarization P1 to compute the state. If we want to get the state in a polarization P ′, we
glue in a cylinder Σ × I, I an interval, with polarization P ′ on one side and a polarization
P2 transversal to P1 on the other side, the one we glue in. In a topological field theory it
does not matter which interval we take. In a non-topological theory, one has to take the
limit for the length of the interval going to zero; an alternative procedure consists in putting
on the cylinder a theory that is topological in the interval direction and has the same BFV
boundary structure. A canonical way to do this is by the AKSZ formalism [3] with source
T [1]I and target the BFV manifold associated to Σ (notice that in this version of the AKSZ
25This is automatically satisfied if Ω is constructed as in equation (2.30). It is also satisfied in all the
examples considered in Sections 3 and 4, also in the presence of quantum corrections. This is essentially due
to locality: the quantum corrections may be seen as arising from the standard quantization of a modified BFV
boundary action.
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model the target is usually infinite-dimensional). We call this construction the generalized
Segal-Bargmann transform.
Remark 2.39. The possibility to pass between different polarizations of F∂Σ via (generalized)
Segal-Bargmann transform leads, infinitesimally, to a projectively flat connection ∇H on the
vector bundle of spaces of states HPΣ over the space of polarizations PΣ – the generalized
Hitchin connection – so that the parallel transport of ∇H is the Segal-Bargmann transform
HP1Σ → HP2Σ . E.g. in the case of Chern-Simons theory, the moduli space of conformal structures
MconfΣ on a surface Σ embeds into PΣ, and the pullback of ∇H to MconfΣ is the Hitchin
connection on the bundle of WZW conformal blocks over the moduli of conformal structures
(see e.g. [6]). In the case of perturbed BF theories that are the focus of this paper, we prefer
to work with a discrete subset PA,BΣ of PΣ consisting of 2
#pi0(Σ) points which correspond to
choosing either δδA or
δ
δB polarization (see Section 3.1) on each connected component of Σ. In
this situation we do not have infinitesimal transitions between points of PA,BΣ and so it does
not make sense to speak of the connection ∇H, only of the (finite) Segal-Bargmann transform
between the polarizations.
Remark 2.40. Note that our proof of the gluing formula (2.36) implicitly uses Fubini theorem
which is automatic for finite-dimensional integrals and which we expect to hold for path inte-
grals representing states in field theory. We follow this heuristics to derive the gluing formulae
for the states and the propagators in abelian BF theory (see Section 3.6 and Appendix D).
However, these formulae can be proved to hold a posteriori (see Theorem D.1 for propagators
and Section 3.6.1 for states). This immediately implies the gluing formulae for expectation
values as they are determined by states and propagators. Finally note that, as a consequence,
gluing in perturbation theory (for BF -like theories of Section 4) also automatically holds once
we have proved it to hold for states and propagators of the unperturbed theory.
3. Abelian BF theory
Here we recollect basic notions on the BV-BFV formalism for the abelian BF theory
[47], which occurs as the unperturbed part in many AKSZ [3] theories, but also in quantum
mechanics and in Yang–Mills theory in the first-order formalism.
Fix a dimension d and an integer k. The d-dimensional abelian BF theory (with shift k)
associates to a compact d-manifold M (possibily with boundary) the space of fields FM =
Ω•(M)[k]⊕Ω•(M)[d−k−1]. Using the customary notation A⊕B ∈ Ω•(M)[k]⊕Ω•(M)[d−k−1]
for the fields, we have the following odd-symplectic form, action and cohomological vector field
on FM :
ωM =
∫
M
δB δA,(3.1)
SM =
∫
M
BdA,(3.2)
QM = (−1)d
∫
M
dB
δ
δB
+ dA
δ
δA
,(3.3)
where δ denotes the de Rham differential on FM , d the de Rham differential on M , and we
omit the wedge symbols.
Remark 3.1. One way to read the formulae above is to understand A,B as arguments. A
more formal way, which helps understanding grading conventions, consists in viewing A and
B as maps A : FM → Ω•(M), B : FM → Ω•(M) obtained by composing the projections from
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FM to the first and second summand with the shifted identity maps Ω•(M)[k] → Ω•(M)
and Ω•(M)[d − k − 1] → Ω•(M), respectively. The intrinsic degree (“ghost number”) of the
p-form components A(p),B(p) (i.e. A, B composed with the projection Ω•(M) → Ωp(M))
corresponding to the Z-grading on FM is k − p for A(p) and d− k − 1− p for B(p).
Remark 3.2. If k = 1, one simply speaks of abelian BF theory. In this case the degree zero
component A of A is a 1-form, which can also be thought of as a connection for a line bundle.
The action restricted to the degree zero fields A and B—the latter being now a (d−2)-form—is
just
∫
M BF , where F = dA is the curvature of A. This explains the name BF theory.
The exact BFV manifold (F∂Σ, ω∂Σ = δα∂Σ, Q∂Σ) assigned to a (d − 1)-dimensional compact
manifold Σ is given by F∂Σ = Ω•(Σ)[k]⊕ Ω•(Σ)[d− k − 1] and
α∂Σ = (−1)d
∫
Σ
B δA,
Q∂Σ = (−1)d
∫
Σ
dB
δ
δB
+ dA
δ
δA
,
where we denote again a field by A⊕B ∈ Ω•(Σ)[k]⊕Ω•(Σ)[d− k− 1] (or regard A,B as maps
F∂Σ → Ω•(Σ)). The BFV action is
S∂Σ =
∫
Σ
BdA.
Finally, the surjective submersion piM : FM → F∂∂M is just given by the restriction of forms
to the boundary.
3.1. Polarizations. Let ∂M be the disjoint union of the two compact (possibly empty)
manifolds ∂1M and ∂2M , so F∂∂M = F∂∂1M × F∂∂2M . We consider polarizations P on F∂∂M
given as direct products of polarizations on each factor.
On ∂1M we choose the δδB -polarization and identify the quotient (space of leaves of the
associated foliation) with B1 := Ω•(∂1M)[k], whose coordinates are the A-fields. On ∂2M we
choose the δδA -polarization and identify the quotient with B2 := Ω•(∂2M)[d − k − 1], whose
coordinates are the B-fields.26 Then BP∂M = B1 × B2. We have to subtract the differential of
fP∂M = (−1)d−k
∫
∂2M
BA,
from α∂∂M to get the adapted BFV 1-form
α∂,P∂M = (−1)d
∫
∂1M
B δA + (−1)k
∫
∂2M
δBA.
We then get the modified action
SPM =
∫
M
BdA + (−1)d−k
∫
∂2M
BA.
We will denote by A the coordinate on B1 and by B the coordinate on B2 and by A˜ and B˜
some prescribed extensions of these fields to FM . We write the fields in FM as
A = A˜+ Â,
B = B˜+ B̂,
(3.4)
26One can alternatively call these two polarizations the A- and B-representations, respectively, by analogy
with the coordinate and momentum representations in quantum mechanics.
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where Â is required to restrict to zero on ∂1M , whereas B̂ is required to restrict to zero on
∂2M . This is our choice of a section of FM → BP∂M . See Section 3.4 for a further discussion.
We then get
(3.5) SPM =
∫
M
(
B˜dA˜+ B˜dÂ + B̂dA˜+ B̂dÂ
)
+ (−1)d−k
∫
∂2M
(
BA˜+ BÂ
)
.
3.2. Residual fields. We now focus on the last bulk term ŜM :=
∫
M B̂dÂ. Because of the
boundary conditions on Â and B̂, its variations have no boundary terms. Its critical points are
given by dÂ = dB̂ = 0. As ZM we now choose an embedding of the appropriate cohomologies.
Namely, for i = 1, 2, let us define the subcomplexes
Ω•Di(M) := {γ ∈ Ω•(M) : ι∗i γ = 0}
of Ω•(M), where ιi is the inclusion map of ∂iM into M . (Here D stands for Dirichlet.)
Observe that the corresponding cohomologies H•D1(M) and H
•
D2(M) are canonically paired
by integration over M .27 Hence
VM := H•D1(M)[k]⊕H•D2(M)[d− k − 1]
is a finite-dimensional BV manifold. Using Poincaré duality, we may also write VM =
T ∗[−1](H•D1(M)[k]) = T ∗[−1](H•D2(M)[d− k− 1]). This is the space of residual fields. In the
notations of Section 2.4, we have
(3.6) ZM = VM × BP∂M
as a trivial bundle. According to our construction (cf. Remark 2.21), the space ĤPM is
Dens
1
2 (ZM ).
To define the BV Laplacian on VM pick a basis {[χi]} of H•D1(M) and its dual basis {[χi]}
of H•D2(M) with chosen representatives χi and χ
i in Ω•D1(M) and Ω
•
D2(M). In particular, we
have
∫
M χ
iχj = δ
i
j . We write
a =
∑
i
ziχi,
b =
∑
i
z+i χ
i,
where {zi, z+i } are canonical coordinates on VM with BV form
ωVM =
∑
i
(−1)k+(d−k)·deg ziδz+i δzi.
Notice that deg zi = k − degχi and deg z+i = −deg zi − 1. The BV operator on VM is
(3.7) ∆VM =
∑
i
(−1)k+(d−k)·deg zi ∂
∂zi
∂
∂z+i
.
27We have canonical identification with cohomology of pairs H•D1(M) = H•(M,∂1M), H•D2(M) =
H•(M,∂2M).
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3.2.1. Boundary components and residual fields. Our choice of residual fields depends on
which components of the boundary we choose as ∂1M and ∂2M .
If ∂M is connected, there are only two choices: (∂1M = ∂M, ∂2M = ∅) and (∂1M =
∅, ∂2M = ∂M). The first yields VM = H•(M,∂M)[k] ⊕ H•(M)[d − k − 1], the second
VM = H•(M)[k] ⊕ H•(M,∂M)[d − k − 1]. The two are not BV symplectomorphic to each
other (unless 2k = d− 1).
If ∂M is not connected, there are more choices which yield other, generally inequivalent,
moduli spaces. For example, take M = Σ × [0, 1] where Σ is a compact (d − 1)-manifold.
Besides the choices (∂1M = ∂M, ∂2M = ∅) and (∂1M = ∅, ∂2M = ∂M), which yield VM =
T ∗[−1](H•(Σ)[d − k − 1]) and VM = T ∗[−1](H•(Σ)[k]), we now also have ∂1M = Σ ×
{0}, ∂2M = Σ× {1} and ∂1M = Σ× {1}, ∂2M = Σ× {0}, both of which yield VM = {0}.
3.3. The propagator. We now write
Â = a + α,
B̂ = b + β,
(3.8)
where the fluctuation α is required to restrict to zero on ∂1M , whereas the fluctuation β is
required to restrict to zero on ∂2M . Notice that we have ŜM =
∫
M β dα. We regard it as a
quadratic function on Ω•D1(M)[k]⊕Ω•D2(M)[d− k − 1]. Notice that critical points are closed
forms.
We now have to fix a Lagrangian subspace L of a symplectic complement of VM on which
ŜM has an isolated critical point at the origin (i.e. d has no kernel). This can be done,
for example, using the Hodge theory on manifolds with boundary [30, 43, 14]. Namely, we
pick a metric on M through which we define the Hodge star operator. We assume that the
metric has a product structure near the boundary.28 This yields a scalar product on Ω•(M),
(γ, λ) :=
∫
M γ ∗λ, and the Hodge dual d∗ of the de Rham differential. We define
(3.9) L = ((d∗Ω•+1N2 (M)) ∩ Ω•D1(M))[k]⊕ ((d∗Ω•+1N1 (M)) ∩ Ω•D2(M))[d− k − 1]
where
Ω•Ni(M) := {γ ∈ Ω•(M) : ι∗∂iM ∗γ = 0}
is the space of Neumann forms relative to ∂iM . The restriction of ŜM to L is nondegenerate. In
Appendix A, see Lemma A.4, we show that L is Lagrangian in the complement ofH•D1(M)[k]⊕
H•D2(M)[d − k − 1] which, thanks to (A.5) and (A.6), is embedded into Ω•N2,D1(M)[k] ⊕
Ω•N1,D2(M)[d− k − 1] as the space of (d,d∗)-closed forms.
In the notations of Section 2.4, the coisotropic subbundle Z˜M of FM → BP∂M , generating
ZM as its fiberwise reduction, is
Z˜M = ZM × L
with ZM as in (3.6).
The propagator can then be explicitly constructed generalizing the construction by Axelrod
and Singer [7] for the boundaryless case. As a different option, one can use a topologically
constructed propagator following the philosophy of [36, 13, 49].
28 In other words, there is a diffeomorphism φ between a neighborhood U of ∂M in M and ∂M × [0, ) for
some  > 0, such that φ|∂M = id∂M and the the metric on M restricted to U has the form φ∗(g∂M + dt2).
Here g∂M is some Riemannian metric on the boundary and t ∈ [0, ) is the vertical coordinate on ∂M × [0, ).
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More concretely, we are interested in the integral kernel η (a.k.a. parametrix) of the chain
contraction K of the space of forms Ω•D1(M) onto the cohomology H
•
D1(M), which is related
to the gauge-fixing Lagrangian by
(3.10) L = im(K)[k]⊕ im(K∗)[d− k − 1].
One possible strategy is to choose the Hodge-theoretic chain contraction K : Ω•D1(M) →
Ω•−1D1 (M) given byK = d
∗/(∆Hodge+PHarm) where PHarm is the projection to (ultra-)harmonic
forms (we refer the reader to Appendix A.3 for details). This choice corresponds, via (3.10),
to the gauge-fixing subspace (3.9).
Being the integral kernel of the inverse of an elliptic operator (composed with d∗), the
propagator η restricts to a smooth form away from the diagonal of M ×M . If we define
C02 (M) = {(x1, x2) ∈M : x1 6= x2}
and denote by ιD the inclusion of
D := {x1 × x2 ∈ (∂1M ×M) ∪ (M × ∂2M) : x1 6= x2}
into C02 (M), we then have η ∈ Ωd−1(C02 (M),D),29 with
(3.11) Ω•(C02 (M),D) = {γ ∈ Ω•(C02 ) : ι∗Dγ = 0}.
Its properties are defined by the formula
(3.12) η =
1
TM
(−1)kd
i~
∫
L
e
i
~ ŜMpi∗1αpi
∗
2β,
with
(3.13) TM =
∫
L
e
i
~ ŜM .
In (3.12), we denote by pi1, pi2 the projections from M ×M to its first and second factor, and,
by abuse of notations, also the corresponding restricted maps C02 (M)→M .
3.3.1. On TM and torsions. First we comment on the Gaussian functional integral (3.13)
which has to be prescribed a mathematical meaning using an appropriate regularization pro-
cedure.
In the case ∂M = ∅ and with forms on M taken with coefficients in an acyclic O(m)-local
system E, Schwarz showed in [47] that TM , understood via zeta-function regularization, is
the Ray–Singer torsion (or its inverse, depending on k) of the complex Ω•(M,E): TM =
τRS(M,E)
(−1)k−1 . In the present case, we should think of it as a generalization to the relative
complexes (one relevant model being the complex Ω•
D̂1N̂2
(M), cf. Appendix A).
Since we consider forms on M with trivial coefficients, and the trivial local system is not
acyclic, TM is not a number, but a constant (i.e. not depending on a point in VM ) complex-
valued half-density on VM , defined up to a sign:30
TM ∈ C⊗Dens
1
2
const(VM )/{±1} ∼= C⊗ (DetH•D1(M))(−1)
k−1
/{±1}
29 In fact, the Hodge-theoretic propagator outlined above satisfies stronger boundary conditions: ultra-
Dirichlet (see Appendix A for the definition) on ∂1M in the first argument and ultra-Dirichlet on ∂2M in the
second argument, and also ultra-Neumann on ∂2M in the first argument and ultra-Neumann on ∂1M in the
second argument, see Section A.3.3. The same is true for the propagator constructed in Appendix B.
30For the purposes of this paper we are working with partition functions as defined up to a sign. The
problem of fixing this sign is akin to fixing the sign of Reidemeister torsion, which requires the introduction
of additional orientation data, cf. [54].
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where DetH•D1(M) is the determinant line of de Rham cohomology ofM relative to ∂1M and,
by convention, for l a line, l−1 = l∗ is the dual line. A choice of basis {[χi]} in H•D1(M) induces
a trivialization of the determinant line φ : DetH•D1(M)
'−→ R, which makes φ∗TM ∈ C/{±1} a
number (defined up to sign). Choosing a different basis {[χ˜i]} in H•D1(M) induces a different
trivialization φ˜ of the determinant, and one has the transformation property
φ˜∗TM = (Ber θ)(−1)
k
φ∗TM
where θ is the transformation matrix between the two bases, [χ˜i] =
∑
j θ
i
j [χj ] and Ber θ is it’s
Berezinian (superdeterminant).
The BV integral (3.13) does not depend on the choice of L (cf. independence of Ray-Singer
torsion on the choice of Riemannian metric).
By comparison with the result of [23] in the combinatorial setting, TM is expressed in terms
of the Reidemeister torsion τ(M,∂1M) ∈ DetH•D1(M)/{±1} as
(3.14) TM = ξ · τ(M,∂1M)(−1)k−1
where the factor ξ, originating in the normalization of the integration measure, compatible
with gluing, is
(3.15)
ξ = (2pi~)
∑d
j=0
(
(−1)k
4
+ 1
2
j(−1)j−1
)
dimHjD1(M) ·
(
e−
pii
2 ~
)∑d
j=0
(
−(−1)k
4
+ 1
2
j(−1)j−1
)
dimHjD1(M) ∈ C
Note that, by Milnor’s duality theorem for torsions, (3.14) can also be written as TM =
ξ · τ(M,∂2M)(−1)d−k .
Remark 3.3. In (3.14) we use the Reidemeister torsion. On the other hand, the analytic
(Ray-Singer) torsion, as defined via zeta-function regularized determinants of Hodge-de Rham
Laplacians, is known to differ from the Reidemeister torsion by the factor 2
1
4
χ(∂M) with χ(∂M)
the Euler characteristic of the boundary (in the case of a product metric near the boundary),
see [39, 55]. This means that the normalization of the functional integral measure in (3.13)
corresponding to the zeta-function regularization procedure is not the one compatible with
discretization and gluing as in [23].
Remark 3.4. To be completely pedantic, we should also include in TM the factors τ(∂1M)
(−1)k−1
2
and τ(∂2M)
(−1)d−k
2 , coming from the fact that TM is also a constant half-density on bound-
ary fields and identification between half-densities and functions is via multiplication by an
appropriate power of torsion, cf. Section 2.2.5. Note that, for gluing, these boundary torsion
factors coming from the two sides of the gluing interface cancel each other due to the relation
τ(Σ)(−1)k−1 · τ(Σ)(−1)d−k = 1 for Σ a closed (d − 1)-manifold, arising from Milnor’s duality
theorem.
3.3.2. Properties of propagators. For the computations, it is also useful to define
(3.16) η̂ :=
1
TM
(−1)kd
i~
∫
L
e
i
~ ŜMpi∗1Âpi
∗
2B̂ = η +
(−1)kd
i~
∑
ij
zipi∗1χi z
+
j pi
∗
2χ
j .
By calculating
∫
L∆
(
e
i
~ ŜMpi∗1Âpi∗2B̂
)
in two different ways (taking ∆ out by the chain map
property of BV pushforwards – Theorem 2.9, or by computing the integrand directly), we get
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the relation (−1)ddη̂ = ~i ∆VM η̂, which implies
(3.17) dη = (−1)d−1
∑
i
(−1)d·degχipi∗1χi pi∗2χi.
Notice that in the case ∂M = ∅ the sum defines a representative of the Euler class of M .
The other characteristic property of η is that its integral on the (d − 1)-cycle given by
fixing one of the two arguments in C02 (M) and letting the other vary on a small (d−1)-sphere
centered on the first one is normalized to ±1.31 (As a consequence, if the first point is fixed
on the boundary, then either the propagator is identically zero due to boundary conditions
(3.11), or otherwise the integral over the relative cycle given by second point varying on a
small half-sphere is ±1.)
Instead of using the Hodge-theoretic propagator of Appendix A.3, one can construct a “soft”
propagator along the lines of [13, 15, 25]. More precisely, one may use the construction for
boundaryless manifolds to produce the propagator for manifolds with boundary by a version
of the method of image charges, see Appendix B. The soft propagator does not correspond
to the gauge-fixing Lagrangian (3.9), but to another one, constructed via (3.10) for the chain
contraction
(3.18) Ksoft : Ω
•
D1(M) → Ω•−1D1 (M)
α 7→ (pi1)∗(η ∧ pi∗2(α))
Remark 3.5 (Change of data). Notice that, once we have fixed representatives χi’s and χi’s,
still η is only defined up to the differential of a form λ ∈ Ω(d−2)(C02 (M)). We may also change
the representatives χi’s and χi’s by exact forms and also perform a change of basis. The latter
corresponds to a linear BV transformation of VM . If we denote the former change by
χ˙i = dσi, σi ∈ Ωdegχi−1D1 (M),(3.19a)
χ˙i = dσi, σi ∈ Ωdegχi−1D2 (M),(3.19b)
then we get
(3.20) η˙ = dλ+ (−1)d−1
∑
i
(−1)d·degχipi∗1σi pi∗2χi + (−1)d−1
∑
i
(−1)(d−1)·degχipi∗1χi pi∗2σi.
Cf. the classification of infinitesimal deformations of gauge-fixing data for BV pushforwards
into types I, II, III in [20].
Remark 3.6. To study the properties of Feynman diagrams in theories that are perturbations
of abelian BF theories, it is useful to consider the ASFM compactifications of configuration
spaces [7, 32]. The propagator, see Appendix B, extends to the compactification C2(M),
which is a smooth manifold with corners, as a smooth form.
Remark 3.7. For M closed, the Hodge propagator of Appendix A.3 has the property
(3.21) T ∗η = (−1)dη
where the map T : C2(M)→ C2(M) sends (x1, x2) to (x2, x1), which corresponds to the chain
contraction K being skew self-adjoint. If M has boundary, one has instead
(3.22) T ∗η = (−1)dηop
31 More precisely, the integral is +1, if we fix the second argument and vary the first. In the opposite case,
the integral is (−1)d.
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where ηop stands for the propagator (corresponding to the same metric on M) with opposite
boundary conditions. For soft propagators, see Appendix B, this T -symmetry property is not
automatic but can always be achieved. In Section 4.3 we explain how to recover this property
that might have been spoiled by the gluing procedure. Another property that is automatic
for the Hodge propagator is
(3.23) (pi2)∗(pi∗12η ∧ pi∗23η) = 0
where pi12, pi23 : C3(M)→ C2(M) are the projections induced from taking the first or the last
pair of points in a triple (x1, x2, x3) and pi2 : C3(M)→M takes the middle point in a triple.
Property (3.23) corresponds the property K2 = 0 of the Hodge chain contraction. Properties
(3.21,3.22) and (3.23) are useful for simplifications in perturbation theory, but our treatment
does not rely on having them.
3.4. Choosing the extensions. Let us choose the extensions A˜ and B˜ of the boundary
values A and B in such a way that the extension A˜ has support in a neighborhood N1 of ∂1M
and the extension B˜ has support in a neighborhood N2 of ∂2M with N1∩N2 = ∅. Then (3.5)
becomes
(3.24) SPM =
∫
M
(
B˜dÂ + B̂dA˜+ B̂dÂ
)
+ (−1)d−k
∫
∂2M
BÂ
and the BV odd-symplectic form (3.1) becomes
ωM =
∫
M
(
δB̂ δÂ + δB˜ δÂ + δÂ δA˜
)
.
From the latter equation, we see that, in order to comply with Assumption 2.26, we are forced
to choose the discontinuous extension in which A˜ and B˜ drop to to zero immediately outside
the boundary (cf. Remark 2.33) – only then does ωM become independent of the boundary
fields A,B and attain the form ωM =
∫
M δB̂ δÂ. The de Rham differential of A˜ in (3.24) is
not defined, but this problem is easily remedied if we integrate by parts
SPM =
∫
M
(
B˜dÂ + (−1)d−kdB̂ A˜+ B̂dÂ
)
+ (−1)d−k
(∫
∂2M
BÂ−
∫
∂1M
B̂A
)
.
The action for the discontinuous extension is then simply
(3.25) SPM =
∫
M
B̂dÂ + (−1)d−k
(∫
∂2M
BÂ−
∫
∂1M
B̂A
)
.
Thus, with discontinuous extension of boundary fields, Assumption 2.26 and equation (2.29)
are satisfied. On the other hand, if we would have chosen a generic extension, the formalism of
Section 2.2 would not apply, and we would produce partition functions that are not guaranteed
to satisfy mQME and may change uncontrollably under a change of gauge-fixing.
3.5. The state. Using the splitting (3.8), we may rewrite (3.25) as the sum of the quadratic
part in fluctuations, the residual part and the source term:
SPM = ŜM + SresM + SsourceM ,
with
ŜM =
∫
M
β dα,
SresM = (−1)d−k
(∫
∂2M
Ba−
∫
∂1M
bA
)
,
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SsourceM = (−1)d−k
(∫
∂2M
Bα−
∫
∂1M
βA
)
.
To compute the state we just have to perform the Gaussian integral over the fluctuations α
and β. Using the notations of Section 3.3, we get
(3.26) ψ̂M = TM e
i
~SeffM ,
with the effective action
(3.27) SeffM = (−1)d−k
(∫
∂2M
Ba−
∫
∂1M
bA
)
− (−1)d+kd
∫
∂2M×∂1M
pi∗1B η pi∗2A.
By (3.7) and (3.17), we immediately see that ψ̂M satisfies the mQME (2.22) with ∆̂PM given
by ∆VM acting on the fibers of ZM = VM × BPM and with Ω̂PM the standard quantization of
S∂∂M relative to the chosen polarization, acting on the base of ZM :
Ω̂PM = i~(−1)d
(∫
∂2M
dB
δ
δB
+
∫
∂1M
dA
δ
δA
)
.
Remark 3.8 (Change of data). Under the change of data (3.19) and (3.20), the operator Ω̂PM
does not change, whereas the state ψ̂M changes as in Remark 2.22 with τ = 0 and χ̂ = ψ̂M · ζ̂
with
ζ̂ =
(
i
~
)2 (∑
i
(−1)deg zi
∫
∂2M
Bziσi −
∑
i
(−1)d−k−deg zi
∫
∂1M
z+i σ
iA+
+ (−1)d−k+kd
∫
∂2M×∂1M
pi∗1Bλpi∗2A
)
.
3.5.1. The space of states. What is left to describe is the space of states ĤPM . To do this we
first introduce the following vector spaces associated to a (d − 1)-manifold. For an integer
l and a nonnegative integer n, we define HnΣ,l as the vector space of n-linear functionals on
Ω•(Σ)[l] of the form
Ω•(Σ)[l] 3 D 7→
∫
Σn
γ pi∗1D . . . pi∗nD,
multiplied by τ(Σ)
(−1)l−1
2 (cf. Section 2.2.5). Here γ is a distributional form on Σn; τ(Σ) is
the Reidemeister torsion of Σ. We then define
HP∂M =
∞∏
n1,n2=0
Hn2∂2M,d−k−1 ⊗̂H
n1
∂1M,k
and
ĤPM = HP∂M ⊗̂Dens
1
2 (VM ).
This is our model for the space of half-densities on ZM . In this description states are regarded
as families in the parameter ~. Perturbative calculations of partition functions and expectation
values of observables for (possibly perturbed) BF theory yield asymptotic states of the form
TM · e i~SeffM ·
∑
j≥0
~j
∑
n1,n2≥0
∫
(∂1M)n1×(∂2M)n2
Rjn1n2(a, b) pi
∗
1,1A · · ·pi∗1,n1A pi∗2,1B · · ·pi∗2,n2B
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where the coefficients Rjn1n2(a, b) are distributional forms on (∂1M)n1 × (∂2M)n2 with values
in half-densities on VM . Here TM is as in (3.14), whereas SeffM should, in the case of a perturbed
BF theory, be replaced by the corresponding zero-loop effective action.
We will compute some examples of states arising as expectation values of observables in
Section D.1.
3.6. Gluing. Suppose two manifolds with boundary M1 and M2 have a common boundary
component Σ (Σ ⊂ ∂M1 and Σopp ⊂ ∂M2, where Σopp denotes Σ with the opposite orienta-
tion). We want to get the state ψ˜M for the glued manifold M = M1 ∪Σ M2 by pairing the
states ψ̂M1 and ψ̂M2 . (More precisely, we start from a manifold with boundary M and cut it
along a codimension-one submanifold Σ into two manifolds with boundary M1 and M2.)
This pairing is better suited to functional integral computations if we choose transverse
polarizations on F∂Σ viewed as a space of boundary fields coming from M1 or M2. More
precisely, we fix the boundary decompositions ∂M1 = ∂1M1unionsq∂2M1 and ∂M2 = ∂1M2unionsq∂2M2
in such a way that Σ ⊂ ∂1M1 and Σopp ⊂ ∂2M2. Denoting by AΣ1 and BΣ2 the coordinates on
Ω•(Σ)[k] and Ω•(Σ)[d− k − 1], respectively, we get
(3.28) ψ˜M =
∫
AΣ1 ,BΣ2
e
i
~ (−1)d−k
∫
Σ B
Σ
2 AΣ1 ψ̂M1 ψ̂M2
as a half-density on Z˜M = V˜M × BP∂M , with V˜M = VM1 × VM2 . Notice that we have ∂1M =
(∂1M1 \ Σ) ∪ ∂1M2, ∂2M = ∂2M1 ∪ (∂2M2 \ Σ) and
BP∂M =
Ω•(∂1M1 \ Σ)[k]⊕ Ω•(∂2M1)[d− k − 1]⊕ Ω•(∂1M2)[k]⊕ Ω•(∂2M2 \ Σ)[d− k − 1]
3 A′1 ⊕ B1 ⊕ A2 ⊕ B′2.
The integral may be explicitly computed and yields
ψ˜M = TM1 TM2 e
i
~ S˜effM
with
S˜effM = −(−1)d−k
∫
Σ
b1a2+(−1)d+kd
∫
Σ×∂1M2
pi∗1b1 η2 pi
∗
2A2−(−1)d+kd
∫
∂2M1×Σ
pi∗1B1 η1pi∗2a2−
− (−1)kd
∫
∂2M1×Σ×∂1M2
$∗1B1 p∗1η1 p∗2η2$∗3A2+
+ (−1)d−k
(∫
∂2M2\Σ
B′2a2 +
∫
∂2M1
B1a1 −
∫
∂1M2
b2A2 −
∫
∂1M1\Σ
b1A′1
)
−
− (−1)d+kd
(∫
∂2M1×(∂1M1\Σ)
pi∗1B1 η1 pi∗2A′1 +
∫
(∂2M2\Σ)×∂1M2
pi∗1B′2 η2 pi∗2A2
)
,
where ai and bi, i = 1, 2, are the corresponding a and b variables on Mi, and ηi denotes
the propagator for Mi. In the fourth contribution we also used pullbacks by the following
projections:
$1 : ∂2M1 × Σ× ∂1M2 7→ ∂2M1
$3 : ∂2M1 × Σ× ∂1M2 7→ ∂1M2
p1 : ∂2M1 × Σ× ∂1M2 7→ ∂2M1 × Σ
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p2 : ∂2M1 × Σ× ∂1M2 7→ Σ× ∂1M2.
The propagator η˜ on M can also be obtained by pairing the states on M1 and M2, see
Section D.2.
3.6.1. Reducing the residual fields. We now wish to reduce the space of residual fields by
integrating out those appearing in the term
∫
Σ b1a2. We will refer to them as redshirt residual
fields. More precisely, let
τ1 : H
•
D2(M1)→ H•(Σ)
τ2 : H
•
D1(M2)→ H•(Σ)
be the restriction maps induced by the inclusion of Σ into M1 and M2. We denote by L1 (L2)
the image of τ1 (τ2). We now choose sections
σ1 : L1→ H•D2(M1)
σ2 : L2→ H•D1(M2)
of τ1 and τ2. We will also need the orthogonal complements L⊥1 , L⊥2 ⊂ H•(Σ) with respect to
the Poincaré pairing on H•(Σ). By Lefschetz duality, L⊥i is the image of H
•(Mi, ∂iMi\Σ) in
H•(Σ) for i = 1, 2.32
Next, we choose a complement L×1 of L1 ∩ L⊥2 in L1 and a complement L×2 of L⊥1 ∩ L2
in L2. Finally, denoting H•D2(M1)
# = ker τ1 and H•D1(M2)
# = ker τ2, we end up with the
decompositions
H•D2(M1) = σ1(L1 ∩ L⊥2 )⊕ σ1(L×1 )⊕H•D2(M1)#
H•D1(M2) = σ2(L
⊥
1 ∩ L2)⊕ σ2(L×2 )⊕H•D1(M2)#
We use the notations b1 = b∩1 + b
×
1 + b
#
1 and a2 = a
∩
2 + a
×
2 + a
#
2 for the corresponding
decompositions of the residual fields. To fix notations for the following, we set
H•D2(M1)
′ = σ1(L1 ∩ L⊥2 )⊕H•D2(M1)# = τ−11 (L1 ∩ L⊥2 )
H•D1(M2)
′ = σ2(L⊥1 ∩ L2)⊕H•D1(M2)# = τ−12 (L⊥1 ∩ L2)
H•D1(M1)
◦ = (σ1(L1 ∩ L⊥2 ))∗ ⊕ (H•D2(M1)#)∗ ⊂ H•D1(M1) = (H•D2(M1))∗
H•D2(M2)
◦ = (σ2(L⊥1 ∩ L2))∗ ⊕ (H•D1(M2)#)∗ ⊂ H•D2(M2) = (H•D1(M2))∗
and
H˜•D1(M1,M2) := H
•
D1(M1)
◦ ⊕H•D1(M2)′
H˜•D2(M1,M2) := H
•
D2(M1)
′ ⊕H•D2(M2)◦
Notice that classes in σ1(L1 ∩ L⊥2 ) and σ2(L⊥1 ∩ L2) can be extended to the other manifold.
The other summands in the H˜’s contain classes that restrict to zero on Σ and which can then
also be extended. Thus, we get maps
h1 : H˜
•
D1(M1,M2)→ H•D1(M)(3.29a)
h2 : H˜
•
D2(M1,M2)→ H•D2(M)(3.29b)
32 Indeed, for [γ] ∈ Hj(Σ) and [α] ∈ Hd−1−jD2 (M1), we have 〈[γ], τ1[α]〉Σ = 〈B1[γ], [α]〉 where 〈, 〉Σ is the
Poincaré pairing on H•(Σ) and 〈, 〉 is the Lefschetz pairing between Hj+1D1 (M1) and Hd−1−jD2 (M1); B1 is a
map in the long exact sequence · · · → H•(M1, ∂1M1\Σ) r1−→ H•(Σ) B1−−→ H•+1D1 (M1) → · · · . Therefore, due to
nondegeneracy of Lefschetz pairing, L⊥1 = kerB1 = im(r1). Case of L⊥2 is treated similarly.
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We will return to this in Section 3.6.2, where we will prove that h1 and h2 are isomorphisms.
Notice that we have
∫
Σ b1a2 =
∫
Σ b
×
1 a
×
2 . By writing
b×1 = z
+×
1i χ
i
1×,
a×2 = z
i
2× χ
×
2i,
with {[χi1×]} a basis of σ1(L×1 ) and {[χ×2i]} a basis of σ2(L×2 ), we also get∫
Σ
b1a2 = (−1)k·degχi2× z+×1i zj2× Λij
with
(3.30) Λij =
∫
Σ
χ×2j χ
i
1×.
Note that the matrix Λ is invertible.33
We now reduce the space of residual fields by integrating over the zero section L× of
T ∗[−1](σ1(L×1 )[d− k− 1]⊕σ2(L×2 )[k]). Namely, we integrate out all the z+×1i and zi2× coordi-
nates, the redshirt residual fields, and set their canonically conjugate variables to zero. This
way we obtain the state
ψˇM =
∫
L×
ψ˜M
as a function on ZˇM = VˇM × BP∂M with
(3.31) VˇM = H˜•D1(M1,M2)[k]⊕ H˜•D2(M1,M2)[d− k − 1].
We denote by aˇ1, aˇ2 = a∩2 +a
#
2 , bˇ1 = b
∩
1 +b
#
1 and bˇ2 the corresponding variables. We represent
them as (d,d∗)-closed differential forms on M1, M2 with appropriate Dirichlet/Neumann
boundary conditions, as in (A.5,A.6).
The integral over L× can be easily computed and yields
ψˇM = TˇM e
i
~ SˇeffM
with
(3.32) TˇM = Ξ · TM1TM2
Ber Λ
,
where Ber Λ denotes the Berezinian of Λ, and
SˇeffM = (−1)d+kd
(∫
Σ×∂1M2
pi∗1 bˇ1 η2 pi
∗
2A2 −
∫
∂2M1×Σ
pi∗1B1 η1pi∗2 aˇ2
)
−
− (−1)kd
∫
∂2M1×Σ×∂1M2
$∗1B1 p∗1η1 p∗2η2$∗3A2+
+ (−1)d−k
(∫
∂2M2\Σ
B′2aˇ2 +
∫
∂2M1
B1aˇ1 −
∫
∂1M2
bˇ2A2 −
∫
∂1M1\Σ
bˇ1A′1
)
−
33 This is equivalent to the nondegeneracy of the restriction of Poincaré pairing on H•(Σ) to L×1 ⊗L×2 → R.
To prove the latter, assume the opposite, i.e. that there is a nonzero [α] ∈ L×1 such that for any [β] ∈ L×2 ,
one has 〈[α], [β]〉Σ = 0. Then [α] is orthogonal to the whole L2, since [α] being in L1 is certainly orthogonal
to L⊥1 ∩ L2. Hence [α] ∈ L1 ∩ L⊥2 , which is a contradiction to [α] ∈ L×1 . Thus we have shown that the left
kernel of the pairing L×1 ⊗ L×2 → R vanishes. Vanishing of the right kernel is shown similarly, which finishes
the proof of nondegeneracy.
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− (−1)d+kd
(∫
∂2M1×(∂1M1\Σ)
pi∗1B1 η1 pi∗2A′1 +
∫
(∂2M2\Σ)×∂1M2
pi∗1B′2 η2 pi∗2A2
)
−
−
∑
ij
(−1)d+kd+degχ×2iV ij
(∫
∂2M1×Σ
pi∗1B1 η1 pi∗2χ×2i − (−1)k+kd
∫
∂2M2\Σ
B′2χ×2i
)
·
·
(∫
Σ×∂1M2
pi∗1χ
j
1× η2 pi
∗
2A2 + (−1)d+k+kd+(d+1)·degχ
×
2i
∫
∂1M1\Σ
χj1×A
′
1
)
.
Here we denoted by V the inverse of the matrix Λ defined in (3.30).
The factor
(3.33) Ξ = (2pii)
1
2
dim(L×)even ·
(
i
~
) 1
2
dim(L×)odd
=
ξM
ξM1ξM2
∈ C
with ξ as in (3.15) appears in (3.32) because of the 2pi, i and ~ factors coming from the
Gaussian integral over a superspace. (The last equality in (3.33) is non-obvious; we refer the
reader to [23] for details).
From now on we will denote the boundary fields on M by Aˇ and Bˇ. The restriction of Aˇ
to ∂1M1 \ Σ is what we denoted so far by A′1, whereas the restriction of Aˇ to ∂1M2 is what
we denoted so far by A2. Similarly, restriction of Bˇ to ∂2M1 is what we denoted so far by B1,
whereas the restriction of Bˇ to ∂2M2 \ Σ is what we denoted so far by B′2.
For the residual fields we will adopt the collective notation aˇ and bˇ. The restriction of aˇ to
M2 is what we denoted so far by aˇ2. On the other hand, the restriction of aˇ to M1 is the sum
aˇ1 + a
ext
2 . The extension aext2 of aˇ2 to M1 is defined by∫
M1
γaext2 = (−1)d+(d−1)·deg γ
∫
M1×Σ
pi∗1γ η1 pi
∗
2 aˇ2 = (−1)d+(d−1)·deg γ
∫
M1×Σ
pi∗1γ η1 pi
∗
2a
∩
2 ,
where γ is a form on M1. Similarly, the restriction of bˇ to M1 is what we denoted so far by
bˇ1. On the other hand, the restriction of bˇ to M2 is the sum bˇ2 + bext1 . The extension bext1 of
bˇ1 to M2 is defined by∫
M2
bext1 µ = (−1)d+k+kd
∫
Σ×M2
pi∗1 bˇ1 η2 pi
∗
2µ = (−1)d+k+kd
∫
Σ×M2
pi∗1b
∩
1 η2 pi
∗
2µ,
where µ is a form on M2.
With these notations and with the explicit form for the glued propagator ηˇ of Appendix D.3,
we finally get
SˇeffM = (−1)d−k
(∫
∂2M
Bˇaˇ−
∫
∂1M
bˇAˇ
)
− (−1)d+kd
∫
∂2M×∂1M
pi∗1Bˇ ηˇ pi∗2Aˇ,
which, upon the change of notations, coincides with the one in (3.27).
Observe that TˇM is equal to TM , by the gluing properties of Reidemeister torsions (cf. e.g.
[41]). This implies ψˇM = ψ̂M .
Remark 3.9. Residual fields aˇ, bˇ, as constructed above, are represented by closed forms on M
which are smooth away from Σ but generally discontinuous through Σ ⊂ M ; however they
have a well-defined smooth pullback to Σ.
Remark 3.10. Representatives of the cohomology H•D1(M), H
•
D2(M) constructed via the ex-
tension defined above are exactly the ones appearing in the differential of the glued propagator
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of Appendix D.3, as in (3.17). This can be checked either by a brute force calculation, or,
more concisely, via homological perturbation theory (see [23]).
3.6.2. The reduced space of residual fields.
Lemma 3.11. Maps h1, h2 defined in (3.29) are isomorphisms.
Proof. We will consider h1; the case of h2 is treated similarly.
Recall that for a triple of topological spaces X ⊃ Y ⊃ Z one has the long exact sequence
of cohomology of the triple
(3.34) · · · → H•(X,Y )→ H•(X,Z)→ H•(Y,Z)→ H•+1(X,Y )→ · · ·
Consider the triple X = M , Y = M2∪∂1M1, Z = ∂1M . Then the sequence (3.34) becomes
(3.35) · · · → H•(M,M2 ∪ ∂1M1) κ−→ H•(M,∂1M) λ−→
λ−→ H•(M2 ∪ ∂1M1, ∂1M) ρ−→ H•+1(M,M2 ∪ ∂1M1)→ · · ·
Note that, by excision property of cohomology, we have H•(M,M2 ∪∂1M1) = H•(M1, ∂1M1)
and H•(M2 ∪ ∂1M1, ∂1M) = H•(M2, ∂1M2). Thus (3.35) becomes
(3.36) · · · → H•D1(M1) κ−→ H•D1(M) λ−→ H•D1(M2) ρ−→ H•+1D1 (M1)→ · · ·
Therefore for the cohomology of M we have
(3.37) H•D1(M) ' im(λ)⊕ im(κ) = ker ρ⊕
H•D1(M1)
im(ρ)
.
Note that the connecting homomorphism ρ in (3.36) factorizes as H•D1(M2)
τ2−→ H•(Σ) B1−−→
H•+1D1 (M1) (with B1 as in Footnote 32). This implies
ker ρ = τ−12 (kerB1) = τ
−1
2 (L
⊥
1 ∩ L2) = H•D1(M2)′.
For the image of ρ we have im(ρ) = B1(L2) = B1(L×2 ) ⊂ HD1(M1). Its annihilator in
H•D2(M1) is
Ann(im ρ) = {[α] ∈ H•D2(M1) : 〈[α], B1[γ]〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
=〈τ1[α],[γ]〉Σ
= 0 ∀[γ] ∈ L2} = τ−11 (L⊥2 ) = τ−11 (L1 ∩ L⊥2 ).
Therefore, for the second term in (3.37) we have
H•D1(M1)
im(ρ)
= (Ann(imρ))∗ =
(
τ−11 (L1 ∩ L⊥2 )
)∗
= H•D1(M1)
◦.
Thus we have constructed the isomorphism
H•D1(M) ' H•D1(M1)◦ ⊕H•D1(M2)′.
By inspection of the construction, it is precisely the inverse of h1 of (3.29). 
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4. BF -like theories
In this Section we consider interacting theories that deform abelian BF theories. This
means first that as unperturbed theory we consider n copies of an abelian BF theory,
SM,0 =
n∑
i=1
∫
M
Bi dA
i,
with Ai ⊕ Bi ∈ Ω•(M)[ki] ⊕ Ω•(M)[d − ki − 1] for some choice of ki. Equivalently, we may
define FM = (Ω•(M) ⊗ V [1]) ⊕ (Ω•(M) ⊗ V ∗[d − 2]) where V is a graded vector space and
write34
SM,0 =
∫
M
〈B , dA 〉 ,
where 〈 , 〉 denotes the canonical pairing between V ∗ and V . The whole Section 3 can now
be extended with obvious modifications.
Next we consider an interacting term that is the integral of a density-valued function V of
the fields A and B,
SM,pert =
∫
M
V(A,B),
such that SM := SM,0 +SM,pert solves the classical master equation for M without boundary.
We view SM,pert as a “small” perturbation (cf. Remark 2.34). We further require that V
depends only on the fields, but not on their derivatives. We consider three examples:
Example 4.1 (Quantum mechanics). This is the case when d = 1 and V = W [−1], with W
concentrated in degree zero. We denote by P and Q the degree-zero zero forms components
of B and A, respectively. We choose a volume form dt on M and a function H on T ∗W . We
then set V(A,B) := H(A,B) dt = H(Q,P ) dt. We then have
SM =
∫
M
(∑
i
PiQ˙
i +H(Q,P )
)
dt,
the classical action of mechanics in Hamilton’s formalism.
Example 4.2 (AKSZ theories [3]). In this case we assume that we are given a function Θ
on T ∗[d − 1](V [1]) = V [1] ⊕ V ∗[d − 2] that has degree d and Poisson commutes with itself
with respect to the canonical graded Poisson structure on the shifted cotangent bundle. We
then set V(A,B) to be the top degree part of Θ(A,B). Notice that this is a special case of the
construction in [3], where the target is not assumed to be a shifted cotangent bundle but just
a general graded symplectic manifold with symplectic form of degree d − 1. We have three
particular cases of interest:
BF theories: Here we assume V = g to be a Lie algebra and set Θ = 12 〈 b , [a, a] 〉 with
a ∈ V [1] and b ∈ V ∗[d− 2].
Split Chern–Simons theory: If we are given a Lie algebra g with an invariant pairing,
we can define a function Θ of degree 3 on g[1] by Θ = 16(a, [a, a]). This fits with our
setting if d = 3 and we have a decomposition of g, as a vector space, g = V ⊕W where
V and W are maximally isotropic subspaces. The pairing allows identifying W with
V ∗.
34We recover the previous notation if we pick a graded basis ei of V and its dual basis ei, set ki = 1− |ei|
and write A =
∑n
i=1 e
iAi, B =
∑n
i=1(−1)1−kiBiei.
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The Poisson sigma model: If (P, pi) is a Poisson manifold, the Poisson sigma model
on M has as its space of fields
FM = Map(T [1]M,T ∗[1]P )
and Θ is the Poisson bivector field pi regarded as a function of degree d = 2 on
T ∗[1]P . This fits with our setting if P is a vector space W and we set V = W [−1].
More generally, we may perturb the general Poisson sigma model around a constant
map x : M → P and we fit again in our setting with V = TxP [−1].
Example 4.3 (2D Yang–Mills theory). The classical action of Yang–Mills (YM) theory can
be written in the first order formalism as
∫
M
(〈B , FA 〉+ 12g2(B, ∗B)) where A is a connection
on a principal G-bundle overM , FA its curvature, B a (d−2)-form of the coadjoint type, ( , )
a nondegenerate, invariant pairing on the dual g∗ of the Lie algebra g of G, ∗ the Hodge star
for some reference metric, and g a coupling constant. This action looks like a perturbation
of BF theory, with V = g, but for d > 2 the perturbation
∫
M (B, ∗B) breaks the symmetry;
hence the corresponding BV theory is not a perturbation of the BV version of BF theory. This
is due to the fact that one of the symmetries of BF theory consists in adding the covariant
derivative of a (d − 3)-form to B. However, for d = 2 this symmetry is absent, so indeed in
two dimensions YM theory is a perturbation of BF theory. We can write the corresponding
BV action as
SM =
∫
M
(
〈B , dA 〉+ 1
2
〈B , [A,A] 〉+ 1
2
g2v(B,B)
)
where v is the volume form associated to the fixed metric on M and B denotes the degree
zero zero-form in B. More generally, for any coad-invariant function f on g∗, the BV action
SM =
∫
M
(
〈B , dA 〉+ 1
2
〈B , [A,A] 〉+ vf(B)
)
solves the classical master equation on a two-manifoldM without boundary and perturbs BF
theory. Notice that, by degree reasons, we have
V(A,B) = 1
2
〈B , [A,A] 〉+ vf(B) = 1
2
〈B , [A,A] 〉+ vf(B).
We call this theory the generalized two-dimensional YM theory.
Notice that, whereas the AKSZ theories of Example 4.2 are topological, quantum mechanics
and YM theory are not.
Remark 4.4. YM theory in 4 dimensions can also be regarded as a perturbation of a BF -like
theory [28]. The main difference is that the d operator appearing in the unperturbed term is
not the de Rham differential. This changes the propagator, but the algebraic structure is the
same as the one considered in this paper.
4.1. Perturbative expansion. The assumption that V(A,B) does not depend on derivatives
of the field implies that the space of boundary fields on a (d − 1)-manifold Σ is exactly the
same as for the unperturbed theory, F∂Σ = (Ω•(Σ) ⊗ V [1]) ⊕ (Ω•(Σ) ⊗ V ∗[d − 2]), with the
same symplectic structure ω∂Σ = δα
∂
Σ and
α∂Σ = (−1)d
∫
Σ
〈B , δA 〉 .
On the other hand the perturbation may affect the boundary cohomological vector field Q∂Σ
and the boundary action S∂Σ.
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Remark 4.5. In the case of an AKSZ theory, one has [21]
S∂Σ =
∫
Σ
(〈B , dA 〉+ Θ(A,B)) .
Remark 4.6. In the case of the generalized two-dimensional YM theory, the non-AKSZ term
vf(B) produces a vertical term in QM . Hence, Q∂∂M is the same as for BF theory. As a
consequence,
S∂Σ =
∫
Σ
(〈B , dA 〉+ Θ(A,B)) =
∫
Σ
(
〈B , dA 〉+ 1
2
〈B , [A,A] 〉
)
.
We then proceed as in Section 3 and choose polarizations as in subsection 3.1. Notice that
the term to be added to the action to make it compatible with the polarization now reads
fP∂M = (−1)d−1
∫
∂2M
〈B , A 〉 .
We denote again by A the coordinate on B1 and by B the coordinate on B2, which we have
to extend by zero in the bulk. We have
A = a + α,
B = b + β,
where a and b denote the residual fields, and α and β denote the fluctuations. For the
unperturbed part we proceed exactly as in Section 3, getting
SPM = ŜM,0 + ŜM,pert + SresM + SsourceM
with
ŜM,0 =
∫
M
〈β , dα 〉 ,
ŜM,pert = V(a + α, b + β),
SresM = (−1)d−1
(∫
∂2M
〈B , a 〉 −
∫
∂1M
〈 b , A 〉
)
,
SsourceM = (−1)d−1
(∫
∂2M
〈B , α 〉 −
∫
∂1M
〈β , A 〉
)
.
The propagator is determined, exactly like in the abelian case, by ŜM,0. The perturbation
term ŜM,pert has to be Taylor expanded around zero and produces the interaction vertices. In
addition we have univalent vertices on the boundary. The Feynman diagrams of the theory
with boundary then also contain edges connecting to the boundary.
Ultimately, the perturbative expansion for the state takes the form
(4.1) ψˆM =
n∏
i=1
T
(ki)
M · exp
(
i
~
∑
Γ
(−i~)loops(Γ)
|Aut(Γ)|
∫
CΓ
ωΓ(A,B; a, b)
)
where T (k)M is as in (3.14), for the field grading shift k. In the exponential, we sum over
connected Feynman diagrams – connected oriented graphs Γ – with
• n ≥ 0 bulk vertices inM decorated by “vertex tensors” ∂s+t
∂Ai1 ···∂Ais∂Bj1 ···∂Bjt
∣∣∣
A=B=0
V(A,B)
where s, t are the out- and in-valencies of the vertex,
• n1 ≥ 0 boundary vertices on ∂1M with single incoming half-edge and no outgoing
half-edges decorated by Ai evaluated at the point (vertex location) on ∂1M ,
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• n2 ≥ 0 boundary vertices on ∂2M with single outgoing half-edge and no incoming
half-edges decorated by Bi evaluated at the point on ∂2M ,
• edges are decorated with the propagator η · δij , with η same as in Section 3.3,35
• loose half edges (leaves) are allowed and are decorated with the residual fields ai (for
out-orientation), bi (for in-orientation).
The differential form ωΓ(A,B; a, b) on the compactified configuration space CΓ of points on
M (with n bulk points, n1 points on ∂1 and n2 points on ∂2) is the wedge product of the
decorations above, with field component indices i contracted according to the combinatorics
of Γ. Note that ωΓ is a polynomial in boundary and residual fields of order determined by
the numbers of boundary vertices and leaves in Γ.
Remark 4.7 (Short loops). The perturbative expansion has potential singularities when we
contract a fluctuation α with a fluctuation β in the same interaction vertex (short loops). In
AKSZ theories, short loops are absent if a unimodularity condition of the target structure is
satisfied.36
Formally the gluing procedure is exactly as in subsection 3.6. The integral over the bound-
ary fields forces the matching of the boundary vertices. Next one has to integrate over the
redshirt residual fields.
Proposition 4.8 (Gluing). Let M be cut along a codimension-one submanifold Σ into M1
and M2. Let ψM1 and ψM2 be the states for M1 and M2 with a choice of residual fields and
propagators and transverse (A vs. B) polarizations on Σ. Then the gluing of ψM1 and ψM2 is
the state ψM for M with the consequent choice of residual fields and propagators.
Sketch of the proof. The gluing of the prefactors (the torsions) and the BV pushforward on
the redshirt residual fields (Mayer–Vietoris) are as in the abelian theory. The explicit inte-
gration over the boundary fields and the redshirt residual fields has the effect to produce the
M -propagators out of the M1- and M2-propagators (see Appendix D). 
4.1.1. The full state. The state as described above—to which we will refer as the principal
part of the state—is all what we need for gluing purposes. However, it may be incorrect as
for the modified quantum master equation. The problem lies in the fact that in general Ω will
contain higher functional derivatives and one has to be careful in defining them appropriately.
Let us start the discussion with the present field theory version of (2.29). We focus on
the ∂1M boundary where we work in the A-representation (the ∂2M boundary is treated
analogously). There the base coordinate b is A, whereas the fiber coordinate p is ι∗∂1MB =
ι∗∂1M (β + b). In the following we will refer to A (and similarly to B) as to a base boundary
field. Equation (2.29) works indeed. To make this more precise, we average the functional
35More generally, if the shifts ki are different for different field components, we put η(ki) · δij on the edge,
where η(k) is the propagator for abelian BF theory with field grading shift k.
36If the Euler characteristic of M vanishes, one does not even have to impose the unimodularity condition
and one can simply disregard short loops. This is why, e.g., the Poisson sigma model is well defined on the
upper half plane and on the torus for every Poisson structure. Notice that short loops contributions are needed
for the (modified) quantum master equation to hold. To match (3.17), one has to assign a (d− 1)-form ηsl to
a short loop on M such that
dηsl = (−1)d−1
∑
i
(−1)d·degχiχi χi.
Notice that the right hand side is precisely exact when the Euler characteristic of M vanishes.
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derivatives at a point by a test form F (a smooth differential form possibly depending on
residual and on base boundary fields). We have∫
∂1M
F i
δ
δAi
SPM = (−1)d
∫
∂1M
(βi + bi)F
i.
To move to (2.32) we have to assume that a higher functional derivative with respect to A
applied to e
i
~SPM will produce multiplication by the corresponding power of ι∗∂1M (β+ b). This
also works with the naive definition of a higher functional derivative. For example,∫
∂1M
F ij
δ2
δAiδAj
e
i
~SPM =
(
i
~
)2
e
i
~SPM
∫
∂1M
(βi + bi)(βj + bj)F
ij .
Problems arise when we move to the functional integration. The point is that the right hand
side of the above equation now involves a quadratic vertex at the boundary. To be more
precise, the principal part of the state can be written as Z
〈
e
i
~ (SresM +SsourceM )
〉
, where Z is the
product of torsions and 〈 〉 denotes the expectation value for the bulk theory. The problem is
that a higher functional derivative of this expectation value may differ from the expectation
value of the higher functional derivative, for the latter also includes Feynman diagrams that
remain connected after removing the boundary vertex corresponding to the insertion of the
higher power of β.
The way out is to define the higher functional derivative in a way that agrees with the
naive expectation above but does not have this problem; at the same time one has to define
the product of functionals (as in the exponential) appropriately. This is easily achieved by
introducing composite fields (as e.g. in [4, 27]) as higher powers of A at a point and
regarding higher functional derivatives as first-order functional derivatives with respect to the
corresponding composite field. To make this fit with the naive expectation where a higher
functional derivative concentrates the fields on some diagonal, we should also understand the
product of integrals as containing the diagonal contributions for the corresponding composite
field. Namely, we set∫
∂1M
uiAi •
∫
∂1M
vj Aj :=
(−1)|Ai|(d−1+|vj |)+|ui|(d−1)
(∫
C2(∂1M)
pi∗1uipi
∗
2vj pi
∗
1Aipi∗2Aj +
∫
∂1M
uivj [AiAj ]
)
,
where u and v are smooth differential forms depending on bulk and residual fields and [AiAj ]
is our notation for the composite field. Now the operator
∫
∂1M
F ij δ
2
δAiδAj has to be interpreted
as
∫
∂1M
F ij δ
δ[AiAj ] , so we get∫
∂1M
F ij
δ2
δAiδAj
(∫
∂1M
uiAi •
∫
∂1M
vj Aj
)
=
∫
∂1M
uivjF
ij
in accordance with our naive expectation.
We now formalize the above construction. For a multi-index I = (i1, . . . , ip), the symbol[
AI
]
, or equivalently
[
Ai1 · · ·Aip], denotes a new composite field of degree k − (p− 1)(d− 1)
where k is the sum of the degrees of Ai1 , . . . ,Aip (one way to remember this is to think of
the composite field as being obtained by integrating the A fields around the point where we
evaluate the composite field). The functional derivative δ
p
δAi1 ···δAip is interpreted as
δ
δ[Ai1 ···Aip ] .
Analogously we consider composite B-fields and their corresponding functional derivatives.
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These operators act on the algebra generated by linear combinations of expressions of the
form ∫
Cm1 (∂1M)×Cm2 (∂2M)
LJ1···J2···I1···I2··· pi
∗
1
[
AI1
] · · ·pi∗m1 [AIm1 ] pi∗1 [BJ1 ] · · ·pi∗m2 [BJm2 ] ,
where the Ls are smooth differential forms depending on the fluctuations and on the residual
fields. The product (denoted by •) of two expressions as above is obtained by adding all the
possible ways of restricting to a diagonal in the product of the spaces; whenever we do that,
the As or the Bs from the different brackets are put together. We give one more example:∫
C2(∂1M)
Lij pi
∗
1[Ai]pi∗2[Aj ] •
∫
∂1M
bk [Ak] =
∫
C3(∂1M)
pi∗12Lijpi
∗
3bk pi
∗
1[Ai]pi∗2[Aj ]pi∗3[Ak]+
+ (−1)|Aj ||Ak|
∫
C2(∂1M)
Lijpi
∗
1bk pi
∗
1[AiAk]pi∗2[Aj ] +
∫
C2(∂1M)
Lijpi
∗
2bk pi
∗
1[Ai]pi∗2[AjAk].
With this piece of notation, where e• is the exponential defined by the •-product, we now
have that ∫
∂1M
F I
δI
δAI
〈
e
i
~ (SresM +SsourceM )•
〉
=
〈∫
∂1M
F I
δI
δAI
e
i
~ (SresM +SsourceM )•
〉
,
where F is a smooth differential form depending on residual, base boundary and (possibly)
composite fields.
Finally, we come to the correct definition of the state, which we call the full state and write
in boldface:
ψˆM = Z
〈
e
i
~ (SresM +SsourceM )•
〉
,
where we just have replaced the exponential with the •-exponential. In terms of Feynman
diagrams we now have additional boundary vertices of higher valency. The combinatorics
may be simplified by observing that, for any form γ,
e
∑
i
∫
∂1M
Aiγi
• = e
∑
I:|I|>0
I
|I|!
∫
∂1M
[AI ]γI ,
where on the right hand side we have the usual exponential and I is a sign, implicitely
determined by
Ai1γi1 · · ·Aipγip = i1···ipAi1 · · ·Aipγi1 · · · γip .
We have an analoguous expression for B.
Note that, when gluing states we do not see the composite fields (the proof of this statement
relies on the explicit formula for the glued propagators). For this purposes it is enough to
consider the principal part ψˆM of the state.
In abelian BF theory, Ω contains functional derivatives up to the first order. For this
reason we did not bother introducing the •-exponential. Note that the full state is just
ψ̂M = TM e
i
~SeffM• , whereas its principal part was ψ̂M = TM e
i
~SeffM . For perturbed BF theories,
the full state however is in general not just the bullet exponential of the effective action
appearing in the principal part.
The strategy for checking the modified quantum master equation as well as the fact that
Ω squares to zero simply relies on computing boundary contributions in the compactified
configuration spaces appearing in the Feynman diagram expansion for the state. Before doing
this, we make the definition of the space of states and its algebra of differential operators more
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precise (essentially, the only addition to the above, is the possibility of products of composite
fields, for these contributions are generated by the application of differential operators).
4.1.2. The space of states. In Section 3.5.1 we gave a description of the space of states for
(possibly perturbed) BF theories. Now we have to refine the structure of the distributional
forms Rjn1n2(a, b) to allow for a proper definition of the higher functional derivatives with
respect to A and B that may appear in Ω following the discussion of Section 4.1.1. We then
come to the following definition: A regular functional on the space of base boundary fields
is a linear combination of expressions of the form∫
Cm1 (∂1M)×Cm2 (∂2M)
L
J11 ···J
l1
1 J
1
2 ···J
l2
2 ···
I11 ···I
r1
1 I
1
2 ···I
r2
2 ···
pi∗1
r1∏
j=1
[
AI
j
1
]
· · ·pi∗m1
rm1∏
j=1
[
AI
j
m1
]
pi∗1
l1∏
j=1
[
B
Jj1
]
· · ·pi∗m2
lm2∏
j=1
[
B
Jjm2
]
,
where the Iji and J
j
i are (target) multi-indices and L
J11 ···J
l1
1 J
1
2 ···J
l2
2 ···
I11 ···I
r1
1 I
1
2 ···I
r2
2 ···
is a smooth differential form
on the product of compactified configuration spaces Cm1(∂1M) and Cm2(∂2M) depending on
the residual fields.
We assume that at each point in the configuration space there is a field insertion (otherwise
we may integrate that point out and get a new L); i.e., we have the conditions
|I1s |+ |I2s |+ · · ·+ |Irss | > 0 for all s = 1, . . . ,m1,
|J1s |+ |I2s |+ · · ·+ |J lss | > 0 for all s = 1, . . . ,m2.
The space of the states is the span of the regular functionals (multiplied by TM ).
We may extend the bullet product to the regular functionals. Notice that the derivative
with respect to a residual field satisfies the Leibniz rule also with respect to the bullet product.
Remark 4.9. Note that we have only allowed insertions of A and B in the states but not of
their derivatives. If we only consider states that may appear from the bulk and from the
application of Ω to them, it is enough to work with this restricted definition: applying Ω will
produce terms containing dA and dB, but it is always possible to integrate by parts and move
all the derivatives on the coefficients (see below).
4.1.3. Operators. We now come to the class of operators we consider acting on the space of
states defined above.
One term of Ω that is always present, as we work in perturbation theory, is the one cor-
responding to abelian BF theory, i.e., the one that acts by the de Rham differential (times
i~ (−1)d) on A and B as well as on all composite fields. We will denote it by Ω0. Integrating
by parts, we may rewrite the result as an allowed state. Namely, on a regular functional as
above we get a term wih L replaced by dL plus all the terms corresponding to the boundary
of the configuration space. As L is smooth, its restriction to the boundary is also smooth
and can be integrated on the fibers yielding a smooth form on the base configuration space;
the bracketings at the related points are instead put together at the collapsing vertex. For
example:
Ω0
∫
∂1M
LIJ [AI ][AJ ] = ±i~
∫
∂1M
dLIJ [AI ][AJ ],
Ω0
∫
C2(∂1M)
LIJK pi
∗
1([AI ][AJ ])pi∗2[AK ] =
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= ±i~
∫
C2(∂1M)
dLIJK pi
∗
1([AI ][AJ ])pi∗2[AK ]± i~
∫
∂1M
LIJK [AI ][AJ ][AK ],
with LIJK = pi∂∗LIJK , where pi∂ : ∂C2(∂1M)→ ∂1M is the canonical projection. Notice that
for any two regular functionals S1 and S2 we have Ω0(S1 • S2) = Ω0(S1) • S2 ± S1 • Ω0(S2).
The other generators that we allow are products of expressions of of the form∫
∂1M
LJI1···Ir
[
AI
1
]
· · · [AIr] δ|J |
δAJ
or ∫
∂2M
LJ
1···J l
I [BJ1 ] · · · [BJ l ]
δ|I|
δBI
,
where the L’s are smooth differential forms on the boundary. We call these expressions simple
operators. Each of the factors in a product of operators acts independently on a state. The
action of a simple operator on a regular functional is defined by pairing a derivative with the
corresponding composite field in all possible ways. If there are no derivatives (i.e., if |I| = 0
or |J | = 0), then the factor is just •-multiplied with the rest. Example:∑
ijk
∫
∂1M
Lijk [A
k]
δ2
δAiδAj
(∑
r
∫
∂1M
br[Ar] •
∑
s
∫
∂1M
bs[As]
)
= ±
∫
∂1M
Lijk bibj [A
k].
The algebra of differential operators that we consider is generated by products of Ω0 and
simple operators. Note that the composition of two products of simple operators is again a
sum of products of simple operators. This composition is easy to describe: each factor acts
on a product either by multiplication (in the graded symmetric algebra) or by pairing the
multiple derivative with a corresponding composite field. Restricted to the A-representation,
this algebra is the space of (Sm × Sn)-invariants and coinvariants ⊕m,nP (m,n)Sm×Sn , where
in our case P is the prop envelope of the endomorphism operad of SV tensored with Ω•(∂1M)
(with the condition that the arguments must be in S+V ). It was shown in [40] that for a
general (dg) operad this construction yields a (dg) associative algebra. In the B-representation
we get the same description with V replaced by V ∗ and ∂1M replaced by ∂2M .
Example of a composition of products of simple operators (here  is the graded commuta-
tive product of simple operators):(∫
∂1M
(L1)
i δ
δAi︸ ︷︷ ︸
λ1

∫
∂1M
(L2)
jk δ
2
δAjδAk︸ ︷︷ ︸
λ2
)
◦
(∫
∂1M
(N1)
s
pqr[Ap][AqAr]
δ
δAs︸ ︷︷ ︸
ν1

∫
∂1M
(N2)t[At]︸ ︷︷ ︸
ν2
)
= ±
∫
∂1M
(L1)
i(L2)
jk(N1)
s
ijk
δ
δAs

∫
∂1M
(N2)t[At]±
∫
∂1M
(L2)
jk(N1)
s
pjk[Ap]
δ
δAs

∫
∂1M
(L1)
i(N2)i
± λ1 
∫
∂1M
(L2)
jk(N1)
s
pjk[Ap]
δ
δAs
 ν2 ± λ2 
∫
∂1M
(L1)
i(N1)
s
iqr[AqAr]
δ
δAs
 ν2
± λ2  ν1 
∫
∂1M
(L1)
i(N2)i + λ1  λ2  ν1  ν2.
We call an operator principal if it is simple and each field insertion is linear (i.e., |I1| =
· · · = |Ir| = 1 or |J1| = · · · = |J l| = 1) or if it is a multiple of Ω0. Notice that, on a boundary
Σ, Ω0 can be viewed as the standard quantization of
S∂Σ,0 =
∫
Σ
〈B , dA 〉 .
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By analogy, we will say that the principal operator
((−1)di~)|J |
∫
Σ
LJi1···ir
[
Ai
1
]
· · · [Air] δ|J |
δAJ
is the standard quantization, in the A-representation, of∫
Σ
LJI A
I BJ ,
where we grouped the indices i1, . . . , ir into the multi-index I. Similarly, we will say that
((−1)di~)|I|
∫
Σ
Lj
1···jl
I
[
Bj1
] · · · [Bjl] δ|I|δBI ,
is the standard quantization, in the B-representation, of∫
Σ
LJI BJ A
I ,
where we grouped the indices j1, . . . , jr into the multi-index J .
The Ω we will get in the modified QME is a linear combination of simple operators. We
will call the underlying linear combination of principal terms its principal part. In most
examples we will focus on the principal part only. By the above notation it can be written as
the standard quantization of some boundary functional.
4.2. The modified QME. In all these theories Ω may be explicitly obtained by the usual
techniques about integrals on compactified configurations spaces (see, e.g., [20]). Under the
assumption of “unimodular” perturbations and “tractable” contributions from hidden faces in
the bulk we have the following
Theorem 4.10 (The mQME). There is a quantization Ω of S∂ that squares to zero and
such that the modified quantum master equation (mQME) is satisfied. This Ω is completely
determined by graph contributions at the boundary of compactified configuration spaces.
We split the proof this result into three Lemmata.
Lemma 4.11. The modified QME is satisfied with Ω = Ω0 + Ωpert, where Ω0 is the standard
quantization of the unperturbed boundary action and Ωpert is determined by the boundary
configuration space integrals.
Sketch of the proof and construction of Ωpert. Let Γ be a Feynman graph (a disjoint union of
≥ 1 graphs of the type appearing in the exponential in (4.1 )) and ωΓ the corresponding
differential form over the compactified configuration space CΓ. Consider Stokes theorem∫
CΓ
dωΓ =
∫
∂CΓ
ωΓ. The left hand side contains terms where d acts on an A or a B and terms
where d acts on the propagator. The former correspond to the action of 1i~Ω0, the latter when
summed over graphs Γ assemble, due to (3.17), to the action of −i~∆VM on the state. The
right hand side contains three classes of terms:
(1) Integrals over boundary components where two vertices collapse in the bulk. The
combinatorics of the Feynman diagrams in the expansion ensures that these terms
cancel out when we sum over all the diagrams.37
37This cancellation relies on the assumption that the perturbed action satisfies the classical master equation,
which is equivalent to
∑n
i=1± ∂∂AiV(A,B) ·
∂
∂Bi
V(A,B) = 0, which in turn implies a relation on contractions of
pairs of vertex tensors.
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(2) Integrals over boundary components where more than two vertices collapse in the bulk
(“hidden faces”). The usual arguments—vanishing theorems—ensure the vanishing
of all these terms apart, possibly, for faces where all the vertices of a connected
component of a graph collapse. In all the above mentioned theories, with the exception
of Chern–Simons theory, also these terms vanish. In Chern–Simons theory, they may
possibly survive, but can be compensated by a framing dependent term (see [7] and
[13]).
(3) Terms where two or more (bulk and/or boundary) vertices collapse together at the
boundary or a single bulk vertex hits the boundary. The integral on such a boundary
face splits into an integral over a subgraph Γ′ of Γ corresponding to the collapsed
vertices and an integral over Γ/Γ′, the graph obtained by identifying all the vertices
in Γ′ and forgetting the edges inside Γ′. We define the action of i~Ωpert by the sum
of the boundary contributions of the Γ′’s. If we now sum over all graphs Γ, all these
terms will give i~Ωpert applied to the state.
As a result we get the mQME. 
Remark 4.12. In QM we clearly have Ω = 0, by degree reasons.
Remark 4.13. In the (generalized) two-dimensional YM theory, the term vf(B) does not
contribute to Ωpert, for the restriction of v to the boundary is zero. As a consequence, Ω for
the (generalized) two-dimensional YM theory is the same as for BF theory.
Lemma 4.14. Ω squares to zero.
Sketch of the proof. This can be done again by the same techniques as in the previous Lemma.
Namely, let Γ′ be a graph appearing in the definition of Ωpert and σΓ′ the corresponding
differential form —a product of the propagators η and the boundary fields A or B — over
the compactified configuration space CΓ′ , obtained by modding out translations along the
boundary and scalings. Consider again Stokes theorem
∫
CΓ′
dσΓ′ =
∫
∂CΓ′
σΓ′ . The left hand
side contains only terms where d acts on an A or a B, which correspond to the action of 1i~Ω0.
The right hand side contains again three classes of terms. The first class contains the terms
where two vertices collapse in the bulk (the bulk is now a neighborhood of a point in the
boundary); these terms cancel out when we sum over all graphs. The second class contains
the terms where more than two vertices collapse in the bulk; these terms do not contribute
by the usual vanishing theorems. Finally, the third class contains terms when two or more
(bulk and/or boundary) vertices collapse together at the boundary or a single bulk vertex
hits the boundary. When we sum over all graphs, these terms yield the action of i~Ωpert. This
shows that Ω0Ωpert + ΩpertΩ0 + Ω2pert vanishes. Since we know that Ω20 = 0, we conclude that
Ω2 = 0. 
Lemma 4.15. Ω is given by the canonical quantization of S∂ plus (possibly) higher order
corrections. More precisely, the canonical quantization of S∂ corresponds to Ω0 plus the con-
tributions of Ωpert corresponding to exactly one bulk point approaching the boundary.
Sketch of the proof. Consider, e.g., the ∂1 boundary (the ∂2 case is treated similarly). Here
we are in the A representation. In a boundary term of the type stated in the Lemma, there
will be one bulk vertex coming from V(A,B) and boundary vertices 〈A , β 〉 (in d > 1 there
are no contributions from composite fields as in this particular case they would correspond
to a multiple edge which vanishes by dimensional reasons, for d > 2, or by parity reasons,
for d = 2). The bulk As actually only contribute with α as a vanishes on the boundary. So
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a monomial term of degree k in A in V(A,B) will actually yield a boundary graph with k
boundary vertices and with k propagators joining the bulk vertex to each boundary vertex.
The integration is over the configuration space of these k + 1 vertices modulo horizontal
translations (i.e. translations tangent to the boundary) and scalings. All the A fields are
grouped in the integration along the boundary. The Bs in V correspond to applying (−1)di~ δδA
to the rest of the state (as we explained above, if this results in a higher functional derivative, it
has to be interpreted as the first order functional derivative with respect to the corresponding
composite field). What remains to be shown is that the coefficients are equal to 1. This is
obvious for k = 0. For k ≥ 1, denote by gk the result of the integration of the graph with k
boundary vertices (notice that each gk is a number as we are integrating a k× (d−1)-form on
a k×(d−1)-dimensional space). The simplest one, g1, corresponds to one bulk vertex and one
boundary vertex joined by a an edge. We fix the horizontal translations by fixing the boundary
point and we fix the scalings on the bulk point. The integral yields 1 precisely because the
propagator is normalized. Next, one shows that all other graphs yield the same contribution.
This is an application of Stokes’ theorem again. Consider a graph with 2 bulk and k boundary
vertices, k ≥ 1, and exactly one edge joining the bulk vertex 1 to each boundary vertex and
to the bulk vertex 2. We take the differential of the corresponding form and integrate over
the corresponding boundary configuration space. Notice that all propagators are closed as we
are near the boundary, so we just get an equality between the boundary contributions. There
are actually two of them: the first is when the two bulk points collapse together, and this
yields gk; the second is when the bulk point 2 goes to the boundary, and this yields gk+1. So
we have gk+1 = gk for all k, which, together with g1 = 1, yields gk = 1 for all k.

Remark 4.16. If we choose a different propagator, the higher order corrections might change
leading to a different, but equivalent, Ω.
Remark 4.17. Using results from [13, 25] one sees that the possible higher order corrections
depend on global forms, possibly appearing in the action, and on universal coefficients that
are invariant polynomials of the curvature of the connection used in the construction of the
propagator. The universal coefficients are Chern–Weil representatives of certain universal
polynomials, with real coefficients, in the Pontryagin classes of the pull-back of the tangent
bundle of M to ∂M . Note that, by the stability property, these Pontryagin classes coincide
in cohomology, H4j(∂M), with classes of the tangent bundle of ∂M , since TM |∂M = T∂M ⊕
N∂M and the last term (the normal bundle to the boundary) is a trivial rank 1 bundle. This
implies that, up to equivalence as in Remark 4.16, the boundary operator Ω does not depend
on the bulk.
The principal part of the operator Ωpert (see the end of Section 4.1.3) constructed in the
proof of Lemma 4.11 has the following general structure:
Ωpert =
∑
n,k≥0
∑
Γ′1
(−i~)loops(Γ′1)
|Aut(Γ′1)|
∫
∂1M
(
σΓ′1
)j1···jk
i1···in
Ai1 · · ·Ain
(
(−1)di~ δ
δAj1
)
· · ·
(
(−1)di~ δ
δAjk
)
+
∑
n,k≥0
∑
Γ′2
(−i~)loops(Γ′2)
|Aut(Γ′2)|
∫
∂2M
(
σΓ′2
)i1···in
j1···jk
Bi1 · · ·Bin
(
(−1)di~ δ
δBj1
)
· · ·
(
(−1)di~ δ
δBjk
)
where Γ′1 runs over graphs with
• n vertices on ∂1M of valence 1 with adjacent half-edges oriented inwards and decorated
with boundary fields Ai1 , . . . ,Ajn , all evaluated at the point of collapse x ∈ ∂1M ,
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• k inward leaves decorated with variational derivatives in boundary fields
(−1)di~ δ
δAj1
, . . . , (−1)di~ δ
δAjk
at the point of collapse,
• no outward leaves (graphs with them do not contribute).
The form σΓ′1 on ∂1M is the universal coefficient of Remark 4.17 and is obtained as the
integral, over the compactified configuration space CΓ′1 (with translations along boundary
and scalings modded out), of the product of limiting propagators at the point of collapse and
vertex tensors. The graphs Γ′2 correspond to a collapse at a point y ∈ ∂2M ; the Feynman
rules for them are similar, but with opposite orientations for boundary vertices and leaves,
and with multiplications and derivations in the field B instead of A.
Note that Ω does not depend on residual fields.
Remark 4.18 (Change of data). Using the same techniques [20], one can show that under a
change of data, see Remark 3.5, the state changes consistently: ddtψ = (~
2∆ + Ω)(ψζ), where
ζ can be computed explicitly in terms of Feynman diagrams.
Remark 4.19 (Open problem). When we glue two states ψM1 and ψM2 as in Proposition 4.8
we get a new state ψM . All three states satisfy the mQME as they are Feynman diagram
expansions of the theory. This shows that there is a relation between the operators Ω1 and
Ω2 on the gluing submanifold Σ regarded as a boundary component of M1 or of M2. Namely,
the pairing of ψM2 with (Ω̂1−Ω2)ψM2 vanishes, where Ω̂1 is the functional Fourier transform
of Ω1. Notice that in the pairing we only see the principal parts. This leads then to the
conjecture that Ω̂princ1 = Ω
princ
2 .
4.3. The doubling trick. On a manifold without boundary one can choose the propagator
to be symmetric, up to a sign, under the exchange of α and β. The boundary polarizations
however break this symmetry. This asymmetry persists after gluing, even if at the end we
have a closed manifold. One can obviate this as follows. First we add an additional abelian
BF theory with the same field content:
SM,double(A,B, Aˇ, Bˇ) := SM,0(A,B) + SM,pert(A,B) + SM,0(Aˇ, Bˇ).
The states for this theory are tensor products of the states for the (A,B)-theory with the
states for the abelian (Aˇ, Bˇ)-theory, and we know the latter explicitly. In particular, on a
closed manifold, the partition function of the doubled theory will differ from the one in the
original theory just by a multiple of the torsion of M . Moreover, the expectation values
of (A,B)-observables will be the same for the two theories. Next we make the change of
variables:38
A = A1 + A2, Aˇ = A1 − A2,
B = B1 + B2, Bˇ = B1 − B2,
We now have
SM,double(A1,B1,A2,A2) = 2SM,0(A1,B1) + 2SM,0(A2,B2) + SM,pert(A1 + A2,B1 + B2).
38In our setting the space of fields is a vector space. In more general settings, A and Aˇ contain a connection
in degree zero, so the space of fields is affine. In this case, A1 will still belong to the same affine space, whereas
A2 will belong to its tangent space.
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The final step in this construction is the choice a polarization. Our choice will be to choose
opposite polarizations for the fields of type 1 and those of type 2. To stick to the notations
of subsection 3.1, on ∂1M we choose the δδB1 × δδA2 -polarization and on ∂2M we choose the
δ
δA1
× δδB2 -polarization. We then proceed with the splittings of the fields into boundary,
residual and fluctuation fields. Notice that the propagators for the theories 1 and 2 will have
opposite boundary conditions and will be 12 of the propagators considered before (because of
the factor 2 in front of the SM,0’s). On the other hand, to construct the Feynman diagrams
we will always have to contract a factor α1 + α2 from one vertex with a factor β1 + β2 from
another vertex. This will produce the average of the two propagators computed in Section 3
with the two opposite boundary conditions.
4.4. Quantum mechanics. We start with the simple case of quantum mechanics, see Ex-
ample 4.1. In this case, F∂ = T ∗W and, by degree reasons, we have S∂ = 0 and Ω = 0 (as
the only connected zero dimensional manifold is a point, we do not write it explicitly as an
index).39 Also we take M to be the interval [t1, t2].
The simplest way to compute QM is with the mixed polarization: namely, we take ∂1M =
{t1} and ∂2M = {t2} (or vice versa). In this case there are no residual fields and we have
η(s, t) = Θ(s − t), with Θ the Heaviside function. We also have TM = 1 (with TM as in
Section 3.3.1). If H = 0, we then simply have
Ψ[t1,t2],0 = e
− i~
∑
i piq
i
,
where we use the notation q = A and p = B. Notice that this state is the representaion
of the identity operator. One can easily compute 〈Pr(τ)〉0 = e− i~
∑
i piq
i
pr and 〈Qs(τ)〉0 =
e−
i
~
∑
i piq
i
qs for all τ ∈ (t1, t2). Let τ1, τ2 be such that t1 < τ1 < τ2 < t2. We then have
〈Qs(τ2)Pr(τ1)〉0 = e− i~
∑
i piq
i
(qspr + i~ δsr),(4.2a)
〈Ps(τ2)Qr(τ1)〉0 = e− i~
∑
i piq
i
psq
r,(4.2b)
〈Ps(τ2)Pr(τ1)〉0 = e− i~
∑
i piq
i
pspr,(4.2c)
〈Qs(τ2)Qr(τ1)〉0 = e− i~
∑
i piq
i
qsqr.(4.2d)
Hence, if f and g are functions on T ∗W , we have
〈f(Q(τ2), P (τ2)) g(Q(τ1), P (τ1))〉0 = e− i~
∑
i piq
i
f ? g(q, p)
where ? is the star product defined by the ordering (4.2), i.e. f ?g = f e
∑
i i~
←−
∂
∂qi
−→
∂
∂pi g. Finally, if
we have a Hamiltonian function H, we may write
∫
M H(Q,P )dt as a limit of Riemann sums.
Taking the expectation value and computing the limit finally yields
Ψ[t1,t2] = e
− i~
∑
i piq
i
e
i
~ (t2−t1)H
? (q, p).
We may also work in the A-representation on both sides. In this case, we have residual
fields
a = zv, b = z+,
with v ∈ Ω1([t1, t2]) satisfying
∫ t2
t1
v = 1. Notice that deg z = −1 and deg z+ = 0 and that
∆ = −∑r ∂2∂zr∂z+r . The corresponding propagator is then η(s, t) = Θ(s − t) + ψ(s) with
39More generally, we could take as target a superspace endowed with BFV data in addition to a Hamiltonian
function. In this case, S∂ and Ω may not be trivial.
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ψ(s) = − ∫ st1 v. It follows that
Ψ[t1,t2],0 = e
i
~
∑
i z
+
i (q
i
2−qi1),
where q1 and q2 denote A at {t1} and at {t2}. Notice that we can make a BV integration
on residual fields by choosing the Lagrangian subspace {z = 0}. The integration over z+
yields, up to a normalization constant, δ(q2−q1), which is the q-representation of the identity
operator. We can now compute 〈Pr(τ)〉0 = e i~
∑
i z
+
i (q
i
2−qi1)z+r and
〈Qs(τ)〉0 = e i~
∑
i z
+
i (q
i
2−qi1)(qs1 + (q1 − q2)sψ(τ)) =
= e
i
~
∑
i z
+
i (q
i
2−qi1)qs1 − i~∆(e
i
~
∑
i z
+
i (q
i
2−qi1)zsψ(τ)),
for all τ ∈ (t1, t2). Similarly, for t1 < τ1 < τ2 < t2, we get
〈Qs(τ2)Pr(τ1)〉0 = e i~
∑
i z
+
i (q
i
2−qi1)(qs1z
+
r + i~δsr)− i~∆(e
i
~
∑
i z
+
i (q
i
2−qi1)zsz+r ψ(τ2)),
〈Ps(τ2)Qr(τ1)〉0 = e i~
∑
i z
+
i (q
i
2−qi1)z+s q
r
1 − i~∆(e
i
~
∑
i z
+
i (q
i
2−qi1)z+s z
rψ(τ1)),
〈Ps(τ2)Pr(τ1)〉0 = e i~
∑
i z
+
i (q
i
2−qi1)z+s z
+
r ,
〈Qs(τ2)Qr(τ1)〉0 = e i~
∑
i z
+
i (q
i
2−qi1)qs1q
r
1 − i~∆(e
i
~
∑
i z
+
i (q
i
2−qi1)(q1 − q2)szrψ(τ1)ψ(τ2)).
More generally, we have
〈f(Q(τ2), P (τ2)) g(Q(τ1), P (τ1))〉0 = e i~
∑
i z
+
i (q
i
2−qi1)f ? g(q1, z+)− i~∆(· · · ).
If we integrate over z+, with z = 0, we finally get∫
z=0
dz+ 〈f(Q(τ2), P (τ2)) g(Q(τ1), P (τ1))〉0 = f ? g
(
q2,−i~ ∂
∂q2
)
δ(q2 − q1).
Finally, ∫
z=0
dz+ Ψ[t1,t2] = e
i
~ (t2−t1)H
?
(
q2,−i~ ∂
∂q2
)
δ(q2 − q1).
4.5. Nonabelian BF theories. We continue with the case of nonabelian BF theories for a
Lie algebra g, see Example 4.2. The bulk BV action is
SM =
∫
M
(
〈B , dA 〉+ 1
2
〈B , [A,A] 〉
)
and, since this is an AKSZ theory, the boundary BFV action has the same form:
S∂Σ =
∫
Σ
(
〈B , dA 〉+ 1
2
〈B , [A,A] 〉
)
.
The standard quantization is then
(4.3) Ωstand =
∫
∂2M
(−1)di~∑
a
dBa
δ
δBa
−
∑
a,b,c
fabc
~2
2
Ba
δ
δBb
δ
δBc
+
+
∫
∂1M
(−1)di~∑
a
dAa
δ
δAa
+
1
2
∑
a,b,c
fabc (−1)di~AbAc
δ
δAa
 ,
where we have introduced a basis for the Lie algebra and denoted the corresponding structure
constants by fabc. One can easily check that Ω
2
stand = 0.
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Lemma 4.20. If d is even, then the principal part of Ω is Ωstand. If d is odd, then the
principal part of Ω is the standard quantization of
S˜∂M = S∂M − i~
[ d−34 ]∑
j=0
∫
∂M
γj Tr ad
d−4j
A ,
where γj is a closed 4j-form on ∂M which is an invariant polynomial, with universal coeffi-
cients, of the curvature of the connection used in the construction of the propagator.
Sketch of the proof. As the interaction is cubic, the vertices are at most trivalent. Notice
that if the boundary diagram contains a univalent bulk vertex, then the integral is zero by
dimensional reasons unless this is the only vertex, in which case we get a contribution to
Ωstand. This means that in the boundary graph we only have bivalent and trivalent bulk
vertices. We now use the following convention: edges in the graph are oriented pointing from
the A vertex to the B vertex. Notice that the trivalent vertex has one incoming and two
outgoing arrows, so it increases the number of outgoing arrows.
On ∂2M we then have outgoing arrows from the boundary and the bulk vertices are either
bivalent, with one incoming and one outgoing arrow, or trivalent. Thus, the only possibility
is to have only the bivalent vertices and they have to be arranged in a loop.
On ∂1M we have instead arrows pointing to the boundary and the bulk vertices are either
bivalent, with two outgoing arrows, or trivalent. Suppose that the graph has b bivalent bulk
vertices, t trivalent bulk vertices and m boundary vertices. By arrow conservation we have
2b + t = m. Moreover, the total number of arrows is (3t + 2b + m)/2 = 2t + 2b. This
implies that the form degree is (2t + 2b)(d − 1). The dimension of the boundary space is
d(b+ t) + (d− 1)m− d = (3d− 2)b+ (2d− 1)t− d. If the dimension is larger than the form
degree, then the integral vanishes. Since the difference between form degree and dimension
is d(1 − b) − t, we get d(b − 1) + t ≤ 0. This cannot hold if b > 1. For b = 1 we get
t = 0, which is a contribution to Ωstand. Hence we are left with b = 0 — i.e., no bivalent
vertices — and t ≤ d. This means that the graph is a wheel from which trees depart to
hit the boundary. We claim that this graph vanishes unless each vertex in the wheel is
directly connected to a boundary vertex. In fact, if this is not the case, there will be a
bulk vertex not in the wheel with two emanating edges that hit the boundary. Integrating a
boundary vertex removes the corresponding edge, by normalization of the propagator. Hence,
integrating these two boundary vertices leaves a univalent vertex, so the integral vanishes.
Finally consider the wheels with each vertex directly attached to a boundary vertex. Again,
integrating the boundary vertices removes the corresponding edges. Hence, the contribution
of each such wheel is the same as the contribution of the corresponding loop, as on ∂2M .
In figure 1 we give an example of a loop and the corresponding wheel that might give a
nontrivial contribution.
Figure 1. An example of a loop (only the internal edges, not leaves, of the
collapsed graph are shown) and the corresponding wheel
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Let us denote by βk the (d − k)-form on ∂M obtained by integrating the loop with k
vertices. Since the restriction of the propagators to these boundary faces is closed, by Stokes
theorem we get dβ2s+1 = ±β2s ∀s.
As in Remark 4.17, we now have to recall, see [13, 25], that βk is an invariant polynomial
in the curvature of the connection used to define the propagator (if we define the propagator
by Hodge decomposition, the connection is the Levi-Civita connection for the chosen metric).
In particular, βk = 0 if its degree is odd. Moreover, using compatibility of the connection
with reduction of the structure group of the tangent bundle to SO(d), we have that βk can
be nonzero only if d− k = 0 mod 4. The coefficients in the polynomial are universal.
If d is even, then deg β2s+1 is odd. This then implies that β2s+1 = 0 and hence also β2s = 0
for all s.
If d is odd, then β2s = 0 for all s by the same reason. Moreover, β2s+1 is zero unless
2s+1 = d mod 4. We then denote γj := βd−4j the potentially non-vanishing polynomials. 
Remark 4.21. If we change the connection in the construction, each polynomial γj changes
by an exact form dσj . Hence, S˜∂M changes byS˜∂M , i~
[ d−34 ]∑
j=0
∫
∂M
σj Tr ad
d−4j
A
 ,
where { , } is the Poisson bracket associated to ω∂∂M , so we see explicitly that we get an
equivalent Ω.
Remark 4.22. We do not know if the characteristic classes γj in odd dimension are non zero.
They might vanish if, e.g., we had a vanishing Lemma that ensures that bivalent vertices with
consecutive arrows yield zero. (This is easily shown to be true in two dimensions.)
Remark 4.23. Notice that γ0 is a closed zero-form. Moreover, this constant is universal
(possibly zero). Denoting it by cd, we get a contribution cd
∫
∂M Tr ad
d
A. Notice that this is
the only contribution for d = 3 and for d = 5. In higher odd dimensions there may be other
contributions as well.
Example 4.24. We first consider the example when M is a ball and we work in the B-repre-
sentation. If we denote the propagators as arrows joining α to β, then we have arrows issuing
from the boundary. The only vertex that reduces the number of arrows corresponds to a term
βaa. Because of the boundary conditions the residual fields a are concentrated in cohomology
degree 0. Hence we get univalent vertices which vanish upon integration. There are two
vertices that preserve the number of arrows: baa and βαa. The first just gives an insertion of
residual fields. The second produces loops. However, since a is in degree zero, the form degree
of a loop with n vertices is n(d−1); the dimension of the configuration space is however nd, so
the integral vanishes. In conclusion, the state for a ball in nonabelian BF theory is the same
as for dim g copies of abelian BF theory plus the insertion baa. In particular, the effective
action in d dimensions reads
SeffM (B, z, z+) = (−1)d−1
∫
Sd−1
〈B , a 〉+
∫
M
1
2
〈 b , [a, a] 〉 =
= (−1)d
∑
a
za
∫
Sd−1
Bd−1a +
1
2
∑
a,b,c
fabcz
+
a z
bzc,
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where we have written a = z1 and b = z+v for a normalized volume form on M with z ∈ g
and z+ valued in g∗. By Bd−1 we denote the (d− 1)-form component of B (which has ghost
number −1).
The same computation in the A-polarization is much more involved as in this case nontrivial
graphs appear. This case may be obtained from the previous one using the generalized Segal–
Bargmann transform, which is nontrivial as requires considering the cylinder Sd−1 × I with
A-polarization on both boundary components.
4.6. 2D Yang–Mills theory. As explained in Example 4.3, the (generalized) two-dimen-
sional YM theory may be treated as a perturbation of BF theory with the same Lie algebra
g. As the perturbation does not affect the boundary, we get that Ω = Ωstand as in (4.3).
4.6.1. Examples. For simplicity we focus on the abelian case g = R. The vertices are given
by the Taylor expansion of f , f(x) =
∑∞
k=0
1
k!f
(k)xk.
We first consider the example when M is a disk and we work in the B-representation. In
the bulk we expand B = b + β. As b is concentrated in form degree 2, we get
∫
M vf(B) =∫
M vf(β) =
∑∞
k=0
1
k!f
(k)
∫
M vβ
k. Each α on the boundary can be paired to a β in the inter-
action. The graphs contributing to the state are stars with one bulk vertex, with coefficient
vf (k), and k boundary vertices. If we denote by αk the k-form on (S1)k obtained by integrating
the bulk vertex of such a graph, we get
(4.4) SeffM (B, z, z+) = −
∫
S1
Bz +
∞∑
k=0
1
k!
f (k)
∫
(S1)k
αk pi
∗
1B · · ·pi∗kB =
= z
∫
S1
B1 +
∞∑
k=0
1
k!
f (k)
∫
(S1)k
αk pi
∗
1B
0 · · ·pi∗kB0,
where Bi denotes the i-form component of B.
Next we consider the same example but in the A-representation. In this case b is con-
centrated in form degree 0. On the other hand, there are no αs to pair the βs. If we write
b = z+1, with deg z+ = 0, we get the effective action
(4.5) SeffM (A, z, z+) =
∫
S1
z+A+ V f(z+) = V f(z+) + z+
∫
S1
A1
with V :=
∫
M v the area of the disk and A1 the 1-form component of A (i.e., the classical
field).
One can pass from one polarization to the other by the generalized Segal–Bargmann trans-
form, see Remark 2.38. To do this we have to consider the cylinder S1×I with the topological
theory corresponding to the 2D generalized YM theory. This is just BF theory.
Suppose we start from the B-representation. Then we should consider the cylinder with
A-representation on both end sides. We denote the boundary fields by A˜ and A to distinguish
the two boundary components. We write the residual fields as
a = w1χ1 + wu, b = w
+1 + w+1 χ
1,
with u a two-form and χ1, χ1 one-forms forming a basis in the cohomologies together with 1.
The effective action reads
SeffS1×I(A˜,A, w, w1, w+, w+1 ) = w+
∫
S1
A˜1 − w+1
∫
S1
χ1A˜0 − w+
∫
S1
A1 + w
+
1
∫
S1
χ1A0.
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We now pair the A variables with the B variables in (4.4). This yields, after integration, the
exponent
w+
∫
S1
A˜1 − w+1
∫
S1
χ1A˜0 − zw+1 + V f(w+).
We now take the Lagrangian subspace {w1 = 0, z+ = 0}; integrating out z and w+1 , and
using
∫
(S1)k αk = V ,
40 yields the exponent
V f(w+) + w+
∫
S1
A˜1
which is (4.5) with a relabeling of the variables.
Next we start from the A-representation. We then consider the cylinder with B-represen-
tation on both end sides. We now denote the boundary fields by B˜ and B to distinguish the
two boundary components. We write the residual fields as
a = w1 + w1χ1, b = w
+
1 χ
1 + w+u.
We have the effective action
SeffS1×I(B˜,B, w, w1, w+, w+1 ) = −
∫
S1
B˜1w −
∫
S1
B˜0w1χ1 +
∫
S1
B1w +
∫
S1
B0w1χ1.
We pair the B variables with the A variables in (4.5). This yields, after integration, the
exponent
−
∫
S1
B˜1w −
∫
S1
B˜0w1χ1 + V f(z
+)− z+w1,
where we have used
∫
S1 χ1 = 1. We now choose the Lagrangian subspace {z = 0, w+1 = 0}
and integrate out z+ and w1. This yields the exponent
(4.6) −
∫
S1
B˜1w + V f
(
−
∫
S1
B˜0χ1
)
,
which differs from (4.4) but actually just by a BV transformation. Recall that
∫
(S1)k αk =
(−1)kV . This shows that αk and βk := (−1)kV pi∗1χ1 · · ·pi∗kχ1 are in the same cohomology class.
Let τk be a path of k-forms interpolating between αk and βk; e.g., τk(t) = (1 − t)αk + tβk,
t ∈ [0, 1]. We have that τ˙k = dγk, for some (k − 1)-form γk. We define
SeffM (B, z, z+; t) = z
∫
S1
B1 +
∞∑
k=0
1
k!
f (k)
∫
(S1)k
τk(t)pi
∗
1B
0 · · ·pi∗kB0,
Notice that the exponent computed above, equation (4.6), with a relabeling of the variables
is SeffM (B, z, z+; 1), whereas SeffM (B, z, z+) is SeffM (B, z, z+; 0). We now have
d
dt
e
i
~SeffM (B,z,z+;t) = e
i
~SeffM (B,z,z+;t) i
~
∞∑
k=0
1
k!
f (k)
∫
(S1)k
dγk pi
∗
1B
0 · · ·pi∗kB0.
Observe that∫
(S1)k
dγkpi
∗
1B
0 · · ·pi∗kB0 = (−1)k
∫
(S1)k
γkd(pi
∗
1B
0 · · ·pi∗kB0) =
(−1)k+1
i~
Ω
∫
(S1)k
γkpi
∗
1B
0 · · ·pi∗kB0.
40In fact, integrating the boundary vertices just removes the edges form the graph; at the end we are left
with
∫
M
v = V .
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Since ΩSeffM (B, z, z+; t) = 0 for all t and all the terms involved are ∆-closed, we have
d
dt
e
i
~SeffM (B,z,z+;t) = (~2∆ + Ω)
(
(−1)k+1
~2
e
i
~SeffM (B,z,z+;t)
∞∑
k=0
1
k!
f (k)
∫
(S1)k
γkpi
∗
1B
0 · · ·pi∗kB0
)
,
which shows that (4.4) and (4.6) are equivalent.
4.7. Split Chern–Simons theory. The split Chern–Simons theory, see Example 4.2, can be
treated like the nonabelian BF theory; cf. [24] for an example of a perturbative calculation.
There are more vertices and what causes more problem is the presence of possibly nonvanishig
hidden face contributions, which however can be dealt with using framing (see [13, 20]).
The principal part of the boundary operator Ω might now have additional contributions
to the canonical quantization of S∂ . By dimensional reasons and by the same argument as
in Section 4.5, the corrections are given by cubic terms with universal numerical coefficients.
Hence, the principal part of Ω will be the canonical quantization of the boundary Chern–
Simons action for a possibly deformed Lie algebra. We will return to this example in a future
paper (for low order results see [24]).
4.8. The Poisson sigma model. The Poisson sigma model, see Example 4.2, is important
in connection to deformation quantization [38, 17]. It is also a deformation of abelian BF
theory. Its fields are usually denoted by X and η instead of A and B. For a source two-manifold
M and target Rn, we have X ∈ Ω•(M) ⊗ Rn and η ∈ Ω•(M) ⊗ (Rn)∗[1]. Given a Poisson
bivector field pi on Rn, the BV action reads
SM =
∫
M
 n∑
i=1
ηidX
i +
1
2
n∑
i,j=1
piij(X)ηiηj
 .
As an AKSZ theory its boundary BFV action has the same form:
S∂Σ =
∫
Σ
 n∑
i=1
ηidX
i +
1
2
n∑
i,j=1
piij(X)ηiηj
 .
We will denote by X and E the boundary fields corresponding to X and η, respectively. The
standard quantization of S∂Σ in the X-representation is a second-order differential operator,
whereas in the E-representation it is in general of unbounded order (unless pi is polynomial).
For the quantization of the PSM one has to pick a background, i.e., a constant map x : M →
Rn, and expand around it (by abuse of notation we will write x also for the image of this
map). In the standard quantization of S∂Σ in the E-representation we Taylor-expand pi around
x, thus getting in general a formal power series in X.
Recall that the quantization of the PSM on the upper half plane [17] yields Kontsevich’s
star product [38]. This is an associative product on C∞(Rn)[[i~]]. We write
f ? g = fg +
∑
I,J
BIJ
∂|I|
∂xI
f
∂|J |
∂xJ
g = fg − i~
2
∑
ij
piij
∂f
∂xi
∂g
∂xj
+O(~2),
where I and J are multi-indices (and i and j are indices) and BIJ = 0 if |I| = 0 or |J | = 0.
Lemma 4.25. In the E-representation, we have
Ω = Ω0 +
∫
Σ
∑
IJKRS
(−i~)|K|−|I|−|J |+1
(|K|+ |R|+ |S|)! ∂KB
IJ(x) [EIER][EJES ]
δ|K|+|R|+|S|
δEKδERδES
.
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Note that Ω2 = 0 follows from the associativity of the star product. Also notice that the
principal part of Ω is the standard quantization of
S˜∂Σ =
∫
Σ
 n∑
i=1
ηidX
i +
1
2
n∑
i,j=1
Πij(X)ηiηj
 ,
where
Πij =
Bij −Bji
−i~ =
xi ? xj − xj ? xi
−i~ = pi
ij +O(~).
Sketch of the proof. The main remark is that the propagator in a boundary face near the
boundary is Kontsevich’s propagator. To see this recall that the propagator on a closed
two-manifold M restricts to the boundary ∂C2(M) = STM , with ST denoting the sphere
bundle of the tangent bundle, to a global angular form γ. By choosing a Riemannian metric,
we may view STM as O(M)×SO(2) S1, where O denotes the orthogonal frame bundle. The
pullback of γ to O(M)×S1 is ω−θ, where ω is the normalized invariant volume form on S1 and
θ some metric connection (regarded as an so(2)-valued 1-form on O(M)). The propagator for
a manifold with boundary is constructed by the method of image charges, see Appendix B.
Hence, θ drops out and ω gets replaced by Kontsevich’s propagator (notice that in higher
dimension connection dependent terms in the propagator survive).
We use the following convention: edges in the graph are oriented pointing from the η-vertex
to the X-vertex.
In the E-representation we have arrows pointing to the boundary and the bulk vertices
have two outgoing arrows. If we have n bulk vertices and m boundary vertices, then the form
degree is 2n, whereas the dimension is 2n+m− 2. Since the propagators do not depend on
boundary variables, we must have equality between dimension and degree for the integral not
to vanish: hence, m = 2. The resulting graphs are the same as in Kontsevich’s star product.
The edges that leave the graph do either correspond to derivatives of the coefficients or get
directly attached to a boundary vertex. 
To deal with the X-representation, we have have to consider graphs on the upper half
plane with opposite boundary conditions as in [17]. These boundary conditions have been
considered in [18]. In the present setting, we define
pi =
∑
Kij
1
|K|! θiθj ∂Kpi
ij(x)
∂|K|
∂θK
,
where K is a multi-index and the θs are the coordinates on Rn[1]. Since pi is Poisson, pi is
a MC element in the graded Lie algebra of multivector fields on Rn[1]. The Poisson sigma
model on the upper half plane with the boundary conditions as in [18] produces a (curved)
A∞-structure on C∞(Rn[1])[[i~]][(i~)−1] that quantizes pi. We write
µk(φ1, . . . , φk) = φ1φ2 δk2 +
∑
I1...Ik
AI1...Ik ∂
I1φ1 · · · ∂Ikφk =
= φ1φ2 δk2 +−1
2
(i~)k−1
k!
∑
iji1...ik
θiθj ∂i1 · · · ∂ikpiij(x) ∂i1φ1 · · · ∂ikφk +O(~k),
where I1, . . . , Ik are multi-indices and i, j, i1, . . . , ik are indices, and AI1...Ik = 0 if |Ir| = 0 for
some r. Derivatives with an upper (multi)index refer to the θ-coordinates: ∂i := ∂∂θi . Note
that AI1...Ik is a function of θ (and of the background x).
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Lemma 4.26. In the X-representation, we have
Ω = Ω0 −
∞∑
k=0
1
k!
∫
Σ
∑
LI1...IkR1...Rk
(i~)|L|−(|I1|+···+|Ik|)+1
(|L|+ |R1|+ · · ·+ |Rk|)! ·
· ∂LAI1...Ik |θ=0 [X
I1XR1 ] · · · [XIkXRk ] δ
|L|+|R1|+···+|Rk|
δXLδXR1 · · · δXRk .
Note that Ω2 = 0 follows from the A∞-relations.
Sketch of the proof. The first part of the proof of Lemma 4.25 carries over. For the second
part, specific for the chosen representation, we just have to observe that the graphs we obtain
are those appearing in [18] to define the (curved) A∞-structure. 
4.8.1. Example. Consider M the disk, pi a constant Poisson structure structure and ∂1M =
∂M = S1; i.e., we work in E-representation. We denote by z and z+ the coefficients, in Rn,
for the residual fields. The effective action is easily computed as
SeffS1(E, z, z
+) =
n∑
i=1
∫
S1
Eizi +
1
2
n∑
i,j=1
piij
∫
C2(S1)
pi∗1Ei ζ pi∗2Ej +
n∑
i,j=1
piijz+i
∫
S1
Eiτ,
where τ ∈ Ω1(S1) is the result of the integral over the bulk vertex of the graph with one bulk
vertex connected to one boundary vertex and ζ ∈ Ω0(C2(S1)) is the result of the integral over
the bulk vertex of the graph with one bulk vertex connected to two boundary vertices. Notice
that
∫
S1 τ = 1 and that ζ is a propagator for S
1 satisfying dζ = pi∗1τ − pi∗2τ . It is not difficult
to check that e
i
~S
eff
S1
(E,z,z+) is (~2∆ + Ω)-closed with
Ω =
∫
S1
i~ n∑
i=1
dEi
δ
δEi
+
1
2
n∑
i,j=1
piijEiEj
 .
4.8.2. The deformation quantization of the relational symplectic groupoid. In the applications
to deformation quantization [38, 17, 18] one imposes boundary conditions, for example η = 0
if no branes are present.
Let Dn denote the disk with the boundary S1 split into 2n intervals I intersecting only at
the end points and with the boundary condition η = 0 on alternating intervals. The remaining
n intervals are free, so the space of boundary fields is F∂Dn = (F∂I )n with
F∂I = Ω•(I)⊗ Rn ⊕ Ω•0(I)⊗ (Rn)∗[1],
with Ω•0(I) denoting the subcomplex of forms whose restriction to the end points is zero. We
will denote by H the vector space that quantizes F∂I in one of the two usual polarizations.
We may then view the statemx associated toD3 perturbing around a constant solutionX =
x as a linear map H⊗H → H. There are two inequivalent ways to cut D4 into gluings of two
D3s. From this we see thatmx defines an associative structure in the (~2∆+Ω)-cohomology for
D4. This provides a way of defining the deformation quantization of the relational symplectic
groupoid of [16].
To compare this result with the deformation quantization of the Poisson manifold W , we
have to consider also D1. We view the state σx associated to it as a linear map H → C[[]],
with  = i~/2. If f is a function on W , we may also take the expectation value of f(X(u0))
where u0 is a point in the interior of the interval with the boundary condition. We denote
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the result by τxf . We may view τx as a linear map C∞(W ) ⊗ C[[]] → H. Kontsevich’s star
product is then obtained by composition:
f ? g(x) = σx(mx(τxf ⊗ τxg)).
Remark 4.27. Notice that the classical field X on the boundary defines a path in the target
W . Thus, if we work in the X-representation, the degree zero part of H is Fun(PW )⊗C[[]],
where Fun(PW ) denotes a convenient space of functions on the path space PW of W . There
is a canonical inclusion ι : W → PW that maps a point to a constant map with that value. We
may regard σ as a deformation of ι∗ : Fun(PW ) → C∞(W ). Given ν ∈ Ω1(I) with ∫I ν = 1,
we also have a map p : PW → W , X 7→ ∫I Xν. We may then regard τ as a deformation
of p∗ : C∞(W ) → Fun(PW ) with ν the result of integrating the free boundary vertex of the
graph with one edge joining the free boundary vertex to u0.
Appendix A. The Hodge decomposition for manifolds with boundary
In this Appendix we describe a form of Hodge decomposition for manifolds with boundary
that in particular shows that (3.9) is a gauge fixing. In this Section M is a smooth com-
pact Riemannian manifold with boundary, with the metric having product structure near the
boundary (cf. Footnote 28). We denote by ∗ the Hodge operator and by by d∗ the corre-
sponding adjoint of the de Rham differential. We call a form ultra-harmonic if it closed with
respect to both d and d∗.41 We denote by Ĥarm
•
(M) the space of ultra-harmonic forms on
M .
A.1. Ultra-Dirichlet and Ultra-Neumann forms. For the following construction we need
a refinement of the notion of Dirichlet and Neumann forms. Let M be a compact manifold
with boundary ∂M . We fix a given boundary component ∂iM .
Definition A.1. We say that a differential form µ on M is ultra-Dirichlet relative to ∂iM
if the pullbacks to ∂iM of all the even normal derivatives of µ and the pullbacks of all the
odd normal derivatives of ∗µ vanish. Similarly, we say that µ is ultra-Neumann relative to
∂iM if the pullbacks to ∂iM of all the even normal derivatives of ∗µ and the pullbacks of all
the odd normal derivatives of µ vanish. We denote by Ω•
D̂i
(M) and by Ω•
N̂i
(M) the spaces
of ultra-Dirichlet and ultra-Neumann forms, respectively. Notice that they are subcomplexes
both for d and for d∗.42
Near the boundary component ∂iM , we can write a form µ as
µ = α+ λdt,
where t is the normal coordinate, and α and λ are t-dependent forms on ∂iM . With this
notation, µ is ultra-Dirichlet if and only if
(
d
dt
)n
|t=0 α = 0 for n = 0, 2, 4, . . . and
(
d
dt
)n
|t=0 λ = 0
for n = 1, 3, 5, . . . . It is ultra-Neumann if and only if
(
d
dt
)n
|t=0 λ = 0 for n = 0, 2, 4, . . . and(
d
dt
)n
|t=0 α = 0 for n = 1, 3, 5, . . . . In the following we are going to need the following formulae:
dµ = d′α+ (α˙+ d′λ)dt,(A.1)
∗µ = ∗′λ+ (∗′α)dt,(A.2)
d∗µ = (d∗′α+ λ˙) + (d∗′λ)dt,(A.3)
41Notice that this implies that the form is harmonic, but, in the presence of a boundary, this is a stronger
condition.
42This property relies on having a product metric near the boundary.
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where d′ is the de Rham differential on ∂iM , ∗′ is the Hodge operator for the induced metric,
d∗′ is the formal adjoint of d′, and the dot denotes the derivative with respect to t. These
formulae immediately imply the following
Lemma A.2. An ultra-harmonic Dirichlet form is ultra-Dirichlet and an ultra-harmonic
Neumann form is ultra-Neumann.
With a bit more work, we also have the following
Lemma A.3. Fix a a neighborhood Ui of a boundary component ∂iM . Let µ ∈ Ωk(M) for
some 0 ≤ k ≤ d. The following statements hold:
(1) If dµ = 0, then there is a ν ∈ Ωk−1Di with support in Ui such that µ − dν ∈ ΩkN̂i.
Moreover,
(a) if µ ∈ ΩkNi, then dν ∈ ΩkNi;
(b) if µ ∈ ΩkDi, then one can choose ν as above such that in addition µ− dν ∈ ΩkD̂i
(2) If d∗µ = 0, then there is a ν ∈ Ωk+1Ni with support in Ui such that µ − d∗ν ∈ ΩkD̂i.
Moreover,
(a) if µ ∈ ΩkDi, then d∗ν ∈ ΩkDi;
(b) if µ ∈ ΩkNi, then one can choose ν as above such that in addition µ− d∗ν ∈ ΩkN̂i
Proof. For (1), we pick a t-dependent form γ on ∂iM to be determined below. We pull it
back to a neighborhood of ∂iM and multiply it by a bump function supported in Ui and
equal to 1 in a neighborhood of ∂iM . This will define ν. In the latter neighborhood we have
dν = d′γ+ γ˙dt, so µ−dν = (α−d′γ)+(λ− γ˙)dt =: α′+λ′dt. This shows that we can choose
γ so that λ′ = 0. Since µ is closed, this automatically implies that α˙′ = 0. In particular, this
shows that µ − dν ∈ Ω
N̂i
. This immediately implies (1a). If µ is Dirichlet, then α|t=0 = 0.
By choosing γ with γ|t=0 = 0, we get α′|t=0 = 0 which, together with α˙′ = 0, implies that
α′ = 0. In conclusion, µ − dν vanishes in a whole neighborhood of ∂iM and in particular is
ultra-Dirichlet.
Statement (2) follows from (1) by applying Hodge star ∗ : Ω• → Ωd−• to all objects and
renaming ∗µ 7→ µ, ∗ν 7→ ν, k 7→ d− k. 
Now, as in Section 3, we split the boundary of M into two disjoint components ∂1M
and ∂2M . The above Lemma can be used in a neighborhood of each boundary component.
In particular, we may choose the neighborhoods U1 and U2 to be disjoint. We thus get
isomorphisms
H•
N̂1,D̂2
(M) ' H•(M,∂2M) = H•D2(M),(A.4a)
H•
N̂2,D̂1
(M) ' H•(M,∂1M) = H•D1(M),(A.4b)
withH•
N̂1,D̂2
(M) the de Rham cohomology of Ω•
N̂1
(M)∩Ω•
D̂2
(M), andH•
N̂2,D̂1
(M) the de Rham
cohomology of Ω•
N̂2
(M) ∩ Ω•
D̂1
(M).43
43 In the case of (A.4a), the map i∗ : H•N̂1,D̂2(M) → H•D2(M) is induced by the inclusion i : Ω
•,closed
N̂1,D̂2
→
Ω•,closedD2 while the map in the opposite direction j : H
•
N̂1,D̂2
(M) ← H•D2(M) sends a cohomology class [µ] of
µ ∈ Ω•,closedD2 to the class of the form µ− dν ∈ Ω•,closedN̂1,D̂2 , constructed using (1) of Lemma A.3, in H
•
N̂1,D̂2
(M).
These two maps are obviously mutually inverse. One point that requires a comment is that j is well-defined
(or, equivalently, that i∗ is injective): if α ∈ ΩnN̂1,D̂2(M) is exact, i.e. α = dβ with β ∈ Ωn−1D2 (M), then one
can find another primitive γ ∈ Ωn−1
N̂1,D̂2
(M) such that α = dγ. To construct such γ, choose a smooth map
Φ: [0, 1] ×M → M such that Φ0 = idM , Φτ the identity on ∂M for any τ ∈ [0, 1], and such that normal
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A.2. Doubling the manifold (twice). Pick a second copy of M with opposite orientation
and glue it toM along ∂1M . This defines a new compact Riemannian manifold with boundary,
which we denote by M ′. On this manifold we can define an (orientation reversing) involution
S1 that maps a point in one copy of M to the same point in the other copy.
We now repeat the operation with M ′ by gluing it to a second copy of itself with opposite
orientation along the whole boundary. We now get a compact closed Riemannian manifold
M ′′. We can extend the involution S1 to it, but we can also define a new (orientation reversing)
involution S2 that maps a point in one copy ofM ′ to the same point in the other copy. Notice
that, by construction, the metric on M ′′ is invariant under S1 and S2. As a consequence,
pullbacks on differential forms, S∗1 and S∗2 , anticommute with ∗ and commute with d, and
hence also commute with d∗.
We denote by Ω•Se1 ,So2 (M
′′) the (d,d∗)-subcomplex44 of forms that are even with respect to
S∗1 and odd with respect to S∗2 . Similarly, we denote by Ω•Se2 ,So1 (M
′′) the (d,d∗)-subcomplex
of forms that are even with respect to S∗2 and odd with respect to S∗1 . Setting Ω•N̂i,D̂j(M) :=
Ω•
N̂i
(M) ∩ Ω•
D̂j
(M), i 6= j in {1, 2}, we have the following isomorphisms of (d, d∗)-complexes:
q12 : Ω
•
N̂1,D̂2
(M)→ Ω•Se1 ,So2 (M
′′),
q21 : Ω
•
N̂2,D̂1
(M)→ Ω•Se2 ,So1 (M
′′),
which are obtained by extending the differential forms from M to M ′′. Thanks to (A.4), we
then get the isomorphisms
H•D2(M) ' H•Se1 ,So2 (M
′′) = Harm•Se1 ,So2 (M
′′),(A.5a)
H•D1(M) ' H•Se2 ,So1 (M
′′) = Harm•Se2 ,So1 (M
′′),(A.5b)
where Harm• denotes the space of harmonic forms and we have used Hodge’s theorem on
M ′′. Notice that, by the qij ’s, Harm•Se1 ,So2 (M
′′) and Harm•Se2 ,So1 (M
′′) are the subspaces of
ultra-Harmonic forms in Ω•D2(M) and Ω
•
D1(M), respectively. More precisely,
q−112 (Harm
•
Se1 ,S
o
2
(M ′′)) = Ĥarm
•
N1,D2(M),(A.6a)
q−121 (Harm
•
Se2 ,S
o
1
(M ′′)) = Ĥarm
•
N2,D1(M).(A.6b)
Lemma A.4. Fix two integers 0 ≤ k, l ≤ d satisfying k + l = d. Then the symplectic
orthogonal of
L =
(d∗Ωk+1N2 (M)) ∩ ΩkD1(M)
⊕
(d∗Ωl+1N1 (M)) ∩ ΩlD2(M)
in ΩkD1(M)⊕ ΩlD2(M) is
Ĥarm
k
N2,D1(M)⊕ (d∗Ωk+1N2 (M)) ∩ ΩkD1(M)
⊕
Ĥarm
l
N1,D2(M)⊕ (d∗Ωl+1N1 (M)) ∩ ΩlD2(M).
derivatives of Φ1 of all orders vanish on the boundary. Then we construct the primitive as γ =
∫ 1
0
Φ∗α+ Φ∗1β;
it satisfies the required boundary conditions. The second isomorphism (A.4b) is constructed similarly.
44By a (d, d∗)-complex we simply mean a Z-graded vector space which is simultaneously a cochain complex
with respect to d and a chain complex with respect to d∗. Since d and d∗ do not commute, this is obviously
not a bi-complex.
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Proof. We have to prove that β ∈ ΩlD2(M) satisfies
∫
M β α = 0 for every α ∈ (d∗Ωk+1N2 (M)) ∩
ΩkD1(M) if and only if β ∈ q−112 (HarmlSe1 ,So2 (M ′′))⊕ (d∗Ω
l+1
N1 (M))∩ΩlD2(M). Similarly, we have
to prove that α ∈ ΩkD1(M) satisfies
∫
M β α = 0 for every β ∈ (d∗Ωl+1N1 (M)) ∩ ΩlD2(M) if and
only if α ∈ q−121 (HarmkSe2 ,So1 (M ′′))⊕ (d∗Ω
k+1
N2 (M)) ∩ ΩkD1(M).
We prove the first statement only, as the proof of the second is identical (by exchanging
the role of the boundary indices 1 and 2, and interchanging k and l). We start with the
(easier) “if” part. We write α = d∗γ with γ ∈ Ωk+1N2 (M) and d∗γ ∈ ΩkD1(M). Up to sign, we
have that
∫
M β α is equal to
∫
M (∗β) d ∗ γ. Since d∗β = 0, this is equal to the boundary term
which, up to a sign, is
∫
∂M (∗β) (∗γ). This boundary term vanishes since γ ∈ Ωk+1N2 (M) and
β ∈ ΩlN1(M).
We now have to prove the “only if” part. Writing α = d∗γ, we have that
∫
M (∗β) d ∗ γ = 0
for every γ ∈ Ωk+1N2 (M) with d∗γ ∈ ΩkD1(M). In particular, we may take γ to be a bump form
near any point in the bulk and vanishing on the boundary (so that we can integrate by parts).
This implies
d∗β = 0.
This in turns implies
∫
∂M (∗β) (∗γ) = 0 for every γ as above. Since γ ∈ Ωk+1N2 (M), we actually
have
∫
∂1M
(∗β) (∗γ) = 0 for every γ as above. If, in a neighborhood of ∂1M , we write γ as
σ+λdt, we get, as in (A.3), d∗γ = (d∗′σ+ λ˙)+(d∗′λ)dt. The condition d∗γ ∈ ΩkD1(M) implies
that d∗′σ+ λ˙ vanishes on ∂1M , but this puts no condition on the restriction ∗′λ of ∗γ to ∂1M .
As a consequence, we get that ∗β must vanish on ∂1M , i.e.,
β ∈ ΩlN1(M)
To summarize, we now know that d∗β = 0 and β ∈ ΩlN1,D2. Thanks to Lemma A.3,
part (2), picking ν appropriately near each boundary component, we conclude that there
is a ν ∈ Ωl+1N1,N2 with d∗ν ∈ ΩlD2(M) such that β′ := β − d∗ν belongs to ΩlN̂1,D̂2(M). So
q12(β
′) ∈ ΩlSe1 ,So2 (M
′′) and d∗q12(β′) = 0. By the Hodge decomposition theorem on M ′′
(which has no boundary), we get q12(β′) ∈ HarmlSe1 ,So2 (M ′′) ⊕ d∗Ω
l+1
Se1 ,S
o
2
(M ′′) and hence β′ ∈
q−112 (Harm
l
Se1 ,S
o
2
(M ′′))⊕ d∗Ωl+1
N̂1,D̂2
(M) and, in turn,
β ∈ q−112 (HarmlSe1 ,So2 (M
′′))⊕ (d∗(Ωl+1N1,N2(M) + Ωl+1N̂1,D̂2(M))) ∩ Ω
l
D2(M) ⊂
⊂ q−112 (HarmlSe1 ,So2 (M
′′))⊕ (d∗Ωl+1N1 (M)) ∩ ΩlD2(M).

A.3. The Hodge propagator.
A.3.1. Strong and weak Hodge decompositions.
Definition A.5. We say that a cochain complex of real (possibly, infinite-dimensional) vector
spaces (V •, d) admits a strong Hodge decomposition if it is equipped with a positive inner
product (, ) : V j ⊗ V j → R, d has an adjoint d∗ : V • → V •−1 with respect to (, ) and V •
splits as a direct sum of eigenspaces of the Laplacian ∆Hodge = dd∗ + d∗d: V • → V •. As a
consequence, V • splits as
V • = V •Harm ⊕ d(V •−1)⊕ d∗(V •+1)
with V •Harm = ker ∆Hodge ' H•(V ) the harmonic representatives of cohomology.
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Definition A.6. For a cochain complex (W •,d), we call a weak Hodge decomposition a
decomposition of the form
(A.7) W • = ι(H•(W ))⊕ d(W •−1)⊕K(W •+1)
where ι : H•(W ) → W • is a choice of representatives of cohomology, K : W • → W •−1 is a
linear map (the chain contraction) satisfying
dK +Kd = id− ι ◦ p, K ◦ ι = p ◦K = 0
with p : W • → H•(W ) a choice of projection onto cohomology.
To a strong Hodge decomposition of V •, one can canonically associate the data of the weak
Hodge decomposition of V •, where ι represents the cohomology class by a harmonic cochain,
p takes the cohomology class of the orthogonal projection of the input cochain onto harmonic
cochains, and the chain contraction is given by
(A.8) KHodge = d∗/(∆Hodge + PHarm)
where PHarm = ι ◦ p is the orthogonal projection onto harmonic cochains.
A.3.2. The hierarchy of boundary conditions on differential forms. Returning to the setting of
a Riemannian manifoldM with boundary ∂M = ∂1M unionsq∂2M , consider the tower of inclusions
(A.9) Ω•D1(M) ⊃ Ω•D1,N2(M) ⊃ Ω•rel1,abs2(M) ⊃ Ω•D̂1,N̂2(M).
Here, following [44, 26], we say that a form α satisfies relative boundary condition on ∂1M
if α|∂1M = d∗α|∂1M = 0 and satisfies absolute boundary condition on ∂2M if ∗α|∂2M =
∗dα|∂2M = 0. Similarly, we have a tower related to (A.9) by applying the Hodge star to all
terms:
(A.10) Ω•D2(M) ⊃ Ω•N1,D2(M) ⊃ Ω•abs1,rel2(M) ⊃ Ω•N̂1,D̂2(M).
Note that only the rightmost terms in (A.9,A.10) are closed with respect to d and d∗. Leftmost
terms are closed with respect to d but not d∗, and middle terms are closed with respect to
neither (in particular, they are not cochain complexes).
All the graded vector spaces in (A.9,A.10) are equipped with the Hodge inner product
(α, β) =
∫
M α ∧ ∗β. On Ω•rel1,abs2(M) the operators d and d∗ are mutually adjoint, i.e.
(dα, β) = (α,d∗β), and the spectral problem for the Laplacian is well-posed, however, as
pointed out above, these operators spoil the relative/absolute boundary conditions, i.e. are
not endomorphisms of Ω•rel1,abs2(M). Moreover, if α ∈ Ω•rel1,abs2(M) (or even in Ω•D1,N2(M))
is an eigenform of the Laplacian ∆Hodge, then it is automatically in Ω•D̂1,N̂2(M).
45 The case
of Ω•abs1,rel2(M) vs. Ω
•
N̂1,D̂2
(M) works analogously.
45 Indeed, assume that α ∈ ΩpD1,N2(M) is an eigenform of ∆Hodge with eigenvalue λ. For i = 1, 2, near ∂iM
the Laplacian decomposes as ∆Hodge = ∆Hodge,∂i− d
2
dt2
with t the normal coordinate near boundary. Thus, near
∂iM we have α =
∑
r θ
(p)
∂i,r
(
ar cos(ω
(p)
r t) + br sin(ω
(p)
r t)
)
+ dt ·∑s θ(p−1)∂i,s (cs cos(ω(p−1)s t) + ds sin(ω(p−1)s t))
where sums are over the eigenforms θ∂i of the boundary Laplacian on ∂iM of degrees p and p−1, respectively,
with r, s the indices enumerating the boundary spectrum in these degrees. Denoting eigenvalues of the latter
by µ∂i , for the (possibly, imaginary) frequencies ω we have λ = (ω
(p)
r )
2 + µ
(p)
∂i,r
= (ω
(p−1)
s )
2 + µ
(p−1)
∂i,s
. Relative
boundary condition on ∂1M enforces ar = ds = 0, which implies the ultra-Dirichlet condition; similarly, the
absolute boundary condition on ∂2M enforces br = cs = 0, which implies the ultra-Neumann condition.
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A.3.3. The Hodge propagator. As follows from the discussion of Sections A.2, A.3.2, the com-
plexes Ω•
D̂1,N̂2
(M) and Ω•
N̂1,D̂2
(M) possess a strong Hodge decomposition, whereas all other
terms of (A.9,A.10) do not. On Ω•
D̂1,N̂2
(M) we construct the chain contraction as in (A.8):
(A.11) KD̂1,N̂2Hodge = d
∗/(∆Hodge + PHarm) : Ω•D̂1,N̂2(M)→ Ω
•−1
D̂1,N̂2
(M).
Similarly, on Ω•
N̂1,D̂2
we have the chain contraction
KN̂1,D̂2Hodge = d
∗/(∆Hodge + PHarm) : Ω•N̂1,D̂2(M)→ Ω
•−1
N̂1,D̂2
(M).
Being the inverse of an elliptic operator (composed with d∗), the chain contractions above
are integral operators
KD̂1,N̂2Hodge = (pi1)∗(ηHodge ∧ pi∗2(−)), KN̂1,D̂2Hodge = (pi1)∗(η′Hodge ∧ pi∗2(−))
with integral kernels ηHodge, η′Hodge given by smooth (d− 1)-forms on the configuration space
of two points C02 (M). Since the complexes Ω•D̂1,N̂2(M) and Ω
•
N̂1,D̂2
(M) are dual to each other
by Poincaré pairing
∫
M α ∧ β, we have
(A.12) T ∗ηHodge = (−1)d η′Hodge
where T : C02 (M) → C02 (M) maps (x1, x2) 7→ (x2, x1). Equation (A.12) implies that ηHodge
satisfies boundary conditions D̂1, N̂2 in the first argument and N̂1, D̂2 in the second argument;
η′Hodge satisfies the opposite boundary conditions: N̂1, D̂2 in the first argument and D̂1, N̂2 in
the second argument.
Definition A.7. We call the form ηHodge ∈ Ωd−1(C02 (M)) defined as above, i.e. as the integral
kernel of the chain contraction (A.11), the Hodge propagator on M .
This is the adaptation of the propagator of Axelrod-Singer [7] to manifolds with boundary.
Finally, notice that one can use ηHodge to define the chain contraction of the whole complex
Ω•D1(M), given by the same formula KHodge = (pi1)∗(ηHodge ∧ pi∗2(−)) (i.e. we extend the
domain of KD̂1,N̂2Hodge by relaxing the boundary conditions from D̂1, N̂2 to D1). This defines a
weak Hodge decomposition (A.7) of Ω•D1(M):
Ω•D1(M) = Ĥarm
•
D1,N2(M) ⊕ d Ω•−1D1 (M)︸ ︷︷ ︸
im(d)
⊕ d∗Ω•+1N2 ∩ Ω•D1︸ ︷︷ ︸
im(KHodge)
Appendix B. Constructing the propagator: “soft” method and the method of
image charges
Recall that, if N is a closed, compact d-manifold, then it is possible to construct a propa-
gator ηN on N as in [13, 15, 25].
Namely, one has first to choose an inclusion ι of H•(N) into Ω•(N). This determines a
representative of the Poincaré dual χ∆ of the diagonal ∆ in N × N and, by restriction, a
representative eN of the Euler class of N :
χ∆ =
∑
i
(−1)d·degχipi∗1χNi pi∗2χiN ,
eN =
∑
i
(−1)degχiχiNχNi ,
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where pi1 and pi2 are the projections from N ×N to N , {χNi } is the image under ι of a basis
of H•(N) and {χNi } is the image of the dual basis.
Next one picks a global angular form ϑ on the sphere bundle STN such that dϑ is the
pullback of the representative of eN . By explicit construction, one can obtain a (d− 1)-form
σN with the following properties:
dσN = pi
∗χ∆,
ι∗∂σN = ϑ,
T ∗σN = (−1)dσN ,
where pi is the projection C2(N)→ N×N , ι∂ is the inclusion map STN = ∂C2(N) ↪→ C2(N),
and T is the involution of C2(N) the sends (x, y) to (y, x).
It follows that ηN := (−1)d−1σN is a propagator for the abelian BF theory on N .
We now want to use the above construction to get a propator for the manifold with boundary
M by using a variant of the method of image charges. First we double it twice to M ′′ as in
Appendix A.2. By using the involutions S1 and S2 defined there, we may write
Ω•(M ′′) = Ω•Se1 ,Se2 (M
′′)⊕ Ω•Se1 ,So2 (M
′′)⊕ Ω•So1 ,Se2 (M
′′)⊕ Ω•So1 ,So2 (M),
and similarly in cohomology. Notice that, since S1 and S2 are orientation reversing, an Sei
component is paired to an Soi component. We choose the embedding ι : H
•(M ′′) ↪→ Ω•(M ′′)
to respect this decomposition and construct a propagator ηM ′′ accordingly. Next we define
C˘02 (M
′′) := {(x, y) ∈M ′′ ×M ′′ : x 6= y, S1(x) 6= y, x 6= S2(y), S1(x) 6= S2(y)}
as a subspace of C02 (M ′′). We extend to C˘02 (M ′′) the involutions S1 and S2 as
S˘1(x, y) := (S1(x), y),
S˘2(x, y) := (x, S2(y)).
Finally, we denote by η˘ the restriction of the propagator ηM ′′ to C˘02 (M ′′) and define η as the
extension to the compactification C2(M) of the restriction to C02 (M) ⊂ C˘02 (M ′′) of
η˘′ := η˘ − S˘∗1 η˘ − S˘∗2 η˘ + S˘∗1 S˘∗2 η˘.
It is readily verified that η is a propagator onM with respect to the embeddings ofH•(M,∂1M)
and H•(M,∂2M) into Ω•D1(M) and Ω
•
D2(M) (actually, Ω
•
D̂1,N̂2
(M) and Ω•
N̂1,D̂2
(M)) given by
the following forms
χi = 2ι
∗
Mχ
M ′′,So1 ,S
e
2
i ,
χi = 2ι∗Mχ
i
M ′′,Se1 ,S
o
2
,
with ιM the inclusion M ↪→M ′′.
Remark B.1. The Hodge propagator of Appendix A.3 is a special case of this construction,
corresponding to ηM ′′ being the Hodge propagator on M ′′.
Remark B.2 (One boundary component). If we group all the boundary components ofM into
∂1M , so ∂2M = ∅, the formulae get simplified as follows. First, we have the decomposition
Ω•(M ′) = Ω•Se1 (M
′)⊕Ω•So1 (M
′), and similarly in cohomology, where M ′ is the doubling of M
defined in Appendix A.2. We choose the embedding ι : H•(M ′) ↪→ Ω•(M ′) to respect this
decomposition and construct a propagator ηM ′ accordingly. Next we define
C˘02 (M
′) := {(x, y) ∈M ′ ×M ′ : x 6= y, S1(x) 6= y}
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as a subspace of C02 (M ′). We extend to C˘02 (M ′) the involution S1 as
S˘1(x, y) := (S1(x), y).
Finally, we denote by η˘ the restriction of the propagator ηM ′ to C˘02 (M ′) and define η as the
extension to the compactification C2(M) of the restriction to C02 (M) ⊂ C˘02 (M ′) of
η˘′ := η˘ − S˘∗1 η˘.
Again, it is readily verified that η is a propagator on M with respect to the embedding of
H•(M,∂1M) into Ω•D1(M) (actually, Ω
•
D̂1
(M)) given by the following forms
χi = 2ι
∗
Mχ
M ′,So1
i ,
χi = ι∗Mχ
i
M ′,Se1
,
with ιM the inclusion M ↪→M ′.
Appendix C. Examples of propagators
Example C.1 (Interval with opposite polarization on the endpoints). Let M = [0, 1] be an
interval with coordinate t. We set ∂1M = {1}, ∂2M = {0}. Then the space of residual fields
is empty VM = 0 and the propagator is
(C.1) η(t1, t2) = −Θ(t2 − t1) ∈ Ω0(C02 (M),D)
with Θ(x) =
{
1 x > 0
0 x < 0
the step function (which we never have to evaluate at zero, since
the diagonal t1 = t2 is removed from the configuration space where η is defined). The D-
boundary condition (3.11) simply means that η(t1, t2) vanishes if either t1 = 1 or t2 = 0. The
associated chain contraction of Ω•D1(M) (which is an acyclic complex) is
(C.2) K : f + g dt 7→
∫ 1
0
η(t, t2)g(t2)dt2 = −
∫ 1
t
g(t2)dt2.
It satisfies dK +Kd = idΩ•D1(M), which is equivalent to dη = 0 accompanied by the disconti-
nuity condition
(C.3) η(t+ 0, t)− η(t− 0, t) = 1.
The propagator (C.1) is in fact unique and does indeed extend to the ASMF compactification,
which simply amounts to attaching boundary strata {(t+ 0, t) | t ∈ [0, 1]} and {(t− 0, t) | t ∈
[0, 1]} to C02 .
Example C.2 (Interval with same polarization on the endpoints). Consider again the unit
interval, but now set ∂1M = {0} unionsq {1} and ∂2M = ∅. Then the space of residual fields
is non-empty, since H1D1(M) = R = H0D2(M) (the other cohomology spaces vanish), and we
choose the basis [χ1] = [dt] ∈ H1D1(M) and [χ1] = [1] ∈ H0D2(M). Thus VM = R[k−1]⊕R[−k]
and we write the residual fields as a = z1 · dt, b = z+1 · 1 with coordinates z1, z1 of degrees
k − 1 and −k, respectively. We have
(C.4) η(t1, t2) = Θ(t1 − t2)− t1
which satisfies the equation dη = −dt1 ∧ 1t2 (cf. (3.17)), the discontinuity condition (C.3)
and D-boundary condition η(0, t2) = η(1, t2) = 0.
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The case of the interval with both boundary points marked as ∂2 works similarly. The
propagator in this case is:
(C.5) η(t1, t2) = −Θ(t2 − t1) + t2.
Example C.3 (Circle). Let M = S1 be a circle with coordinate t ∈ [0, 1] with points
t = 0 and t = 1 identified. The basis in cohomology is [χ0] = [1] ∈ H0(M), [χ1] = [dt] ∈
H1(M); the Poincaré-dual basis is [χ0] = [dt] ∈ H1(M), [χ1] = [1] ∈ H0(M). Hence
VM = R[k] ⊕ R[k − 1] ⊕ R[−1 − k] ⊕ R[−k] and the residual fields are a = z0 · 1 + z1 · dt,
b = z+0 · dt + z+1 · 1 where the coordinates z0, z1, z+0 , z+1 have degrees k, k − 1, −1 − k, −k
respectively. The propagator is:
η(t1, t2) = Θ(t1 − t2)− t1 + t2 − 1
2
it is periodic in t1, t2 and moreover is a smooth function on the configuration space C02 (S1).
It also clearly satisfies the discontinuity condition (C.3) and the equation (3.17): dη = −dt1∧
1t2 + 1t1 ∧ dt2. The propagator also satisfies the anti-symmetry property
(C.6) η(t2, t1) = −η(t1, t2).
Example C.4 (The 2-sphere). Let M = S2 be the 2-sphere which we endow with a complex
coordinate z ∈ C∪{∞} via stereographic projection. The cohomology is H0(M) = H2(M) =
R, H1(M) = 0 and we choose the basis [χ0] = [1] ∈ H0(M), [χ1] = [µ] ∈ H2(M) with
(C.7) µ =
1
2pi
idz ∧ dz¯
(1 + |z|2)2
the SO(3)-invariant volume form on the sphere of total volume 1. The dual basis is [χ0] =
[µ] ∈ H2(M), [χ1] = [1] ∈ H0(M). We have VM = R[k] ⊕ R[k − 2] ⊕ R[−1 − k] ⊕ R[1 − k],
with residual fields a = z0 ·1+z1 ·µ, b = z+0 ·µ+z+1 ·1; coordinates z0, z1, z+0 , z+1 have degrees
k, k − 2, −1− k, 1− k, respectively. The SO(3)-invariant propagator is
(C.8) η =
1
2pi
|1 + z1z¯2|2
(1 + |z1|2) (1 + |z2|2)
(
d1 arg
(
z1 − z2
1 + z1z¯2
)
+ d2 arg
(
z2 − z1
1 + z2z¯1
))
where d1 = dz1 ∂∂z1 + dz¯1
∂
∂z¯1
, d2 = dz2 ∂∂z2 + dz¯2
∂
∂z¯2
are the de Rham differentials in z1 and
z2, respectively. It is smooth on the configuration space C02 (S2) and extends smoothly to the
compactification by the tangent circle bundle of S2diag, it satisfies (3.17): dη = −µz1 ∧ 1z2 −
1z2 ∧ µz2 . Instead of the discontinuity property (C.3), we have the property
lim
→0
∮ 2pi
φ=0
η(z1 = z2 +  · eiφ, z2) = 1.
Moreover, the propagator (C.8) is symmetric with respect to interchanging z1 and z2:
(C.9) T ∗η = η
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where T : C02 (S2)→ C02 (S2) sends (z1, z2) 7→ (z2, z1), cf. (C.6).46 Note also that (C.8) can be
obtained as the SO(3)-invariant extension of the propagator with z2 fixed to 0:47
(C.10) η(z1, 0) =
1
2pi
1
1 + |z1|2 d arg(z1).
The properties above do not characterize η uniquely: one can add to (C.8) a term of the
form d Φ(Dist(z1, z2)) where Dist(z1, z2) is the geodesic distance between the two points with
respect to the round metric on S2 and Φ can be any smooth even function on R/2piZ.
One can show that (C.8) is in fact the Hodge propagator (cf. Appendix A.3) corresponding
to the round metric on S2, while shifting η by d Φ(Dist(z1, z2)) destroys this property.
Example C.5. Let M = D be a 2-disk, which we view as the unit disk in the complex
plane, or a hemisphere (via stereographic projection) {z ∈ C : |z| ≤ 1}. Set ∂1M = ∂M
the boundary circle and ∂2M = ∅. We choose the basis vector [χ0] = [2µ] in H2D1(M) and
the dual one [χ0] = [1] in H0D2(M). Here µ is given by (C.7); note that µ has volume 1/2
on the hemisphere, hence the normalization of the class [2µ]. The space of residual fields is
VM = R[k− 2]⊕R[1− k]. The propagator can be constructed by the method of Appendix B
for the propagator (C.8) for the sphere:
η(z1, z2) = ηS2(z1, z2)− ηS2(z¯−11 , z2)
Here we denoted ηS2 the propagator (C.8). For the method of image charges, we are using
the involution z 7→ z¯−1 on S2 which has the equator |z| = 1 as its locus of fixed points.
If instead we assign the boundary circle as ∂2M , the relevant cohomology becomesH0D1(M) =
Span([1]), H2D2(M) = Span([2µ]); the space of residual fields becomes VM = R[k]⊕R[−1−k].
The corresponding propagator is
η(z1, z2) = ηS2(z1, z2)− ηS2(z1, z¯−12 )
Another example of a propagator on a disk was considered in [19].
C.1. Axial gauge on a cylinder. The following example comes from the construction of
axial gauge-fixing, in the sense of [12], a special case of the construction of tensor product for
induction data in homological perturbation theory [42, 23].
The propagators we construct here are not smooth differential forms on the compacti-
fied configuration space, but rather distributional forms on M ×M . Properties (3.17) and
normalization of the integral over the (d − 1)-cycle given by one point spanning an infin-
itesimal sphere around the other point, are replaced by the distributional identity dη =
δ
(d)
M,diag +(−1)d−1
∑
i(−1)d·degχipi∗1χipi∗2χi. Here δ(d)M,diag is the distributional d-form onM×M
supported on the diagonal, the integral kernel of the identity map Ω•(M)→ Ω•(M).
Example C.6 (Two distributional propagators on a cylinder). Let Σ be a closed (d− 1)- di-
mensional manifold with [χ(Σ)i] a basis in H•(Σ), [χi(Σ)] the dual basis and ηΣ ∈ Ωd−2(C02 (Σ))
a propagator. Let M = Σ× [0, 1], with assignments ∂1M = Σ× {1}, ∂2M = Σ× {0}. Then
H•D1(M) = H
•
D2(M) = 0 and hence VM = 0. Then there are the following two distributional
propagators on M :
(C.11) ηaxial((x1, t1), (x2, t2)) = η[0,1](t1, t2) · δ(d−1)(x1, x2),
46Note that one cannot expect such a property for a propagator on a manifold with boundary, as there are
different boundary conditions on the two arguments.
47 I.e. we recover the first term of (C.9) (with d1) by pulling back (C.10) by a z2-dependent Möbius
transformation Fz2 : z 7→ z−z2z¯2·z+1 (which is in the image of SO(3) in PSL(2,C)). The second term of (C.8) is
recovered by enforcing the symmetry (C.9).
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(C.12) ηhor((x1, t1), (x2, t2)) = −δ(t1 − t2) · (dt1 − dt2) · ηΣ(x1, x2)+
+
∑
i
(−1)(d−1)·(degχ(Σ)i+1)η[0,1](t1, t2) · χ(Σ)i(x1) · χi(Σ)(x2).
Here we denote by t the coordinate on [0, 1] and x stands for a point of Σ; δ(d−1)(x1, x2) is the
distributional (d− 1)-form δ(d−1)Σ,diag; η[0,1] = −Θ(t2 − t1) is the propagator (C.1). The distribu-
tional propagators (C.11,C.12) are the integral kernels of the well-defined chain contractions
Kaxial = idΣ ⊗K[0,1], Khor = KΣ ⊗ id[0,1] + PH•(Σ) ⊗K[0,1]
acting on smooth forms Ω•(M) =
∑1
j=0 Ω
•−j(Σ)⊗̂Ωj([0, 1]). Here PH•(Σ) is the projection
from Ω•(M) onto cohomology H•(Σ); KΣ is the chain contraction for Σ associated to the
propagator ηΣ via (3.18) andK0,1 is the chain contraction (C.2) for the interval. A propagator
closely related to (C.12), for the case Σ = R2 (which is non-compact and hence outside of the
scope of our treatment), was used in [31, 37, 8] for constructing knot invariants. Also note
that in the case of Σ being a point, both propagators (C.11,C.12) become (C.1).
Example C.7 (Cylinder with the same polarization on the top and the base). As a modifi-
cation of Example C.6, we can take M = Σ × [0, 1] with ∂1M = ∂M = Σ × {0} unionsq Σ × {1}
and ∂2M = ∅. Then we have [(−1)d−1χ(Σ)i · dt] a basis in H•D1(M) = H•−1(Σ) and [χi(Σ)]
the dual basis in Hd−•D2 (M) = H
d−•(Σ). The space of residual fields is VM = H•(Σ)[k − 1]⊕
H•(Σ)[d− k − 1]. The corresponding propagators are:
(C.13) ηaxial((x1, t1), (x2, t2)) = η1−1[0,1](t1, t2) · δ(d−1)(x1, x2)− dt1 · ηΣ(x1, x2),
(C.14) ηhor((x1, t1), (x2, t2)) = −δ(t1 − t2) · (dt1 − dt2) · ηΣ(x1, x2)+
+
∑
i
(−1)(d−1)·(degχ(Σ)i+1)η1−1[0,1](t1, t2) · χ(Σ)i(x1) · χi(Σ)(x2).
Here η1−1[0,1] is the propagator (C.4).
The case of the opposite boundary conditions, i.e. ∂2M = Σ × {0} unionsq Σ × {1}, ∂1M = ∅,
works similarly. Now [χ(Σ)] is the basis in H•D1(M) = H
•(Σ) and [dt · χi(Σ)] is the dual basis
in Hd−•D2 (M) = H
d−1−•(Σ). The corresponding space of residual fields is VM = H•(Σ)[k] ⊕
H•(Σ)[d− k − 2]. Formulae (C.13,C.14) become
(C.15) ηaxial((x1, t1), (x2, t2)) = η2−2[0,1](t1, t2) · δ(d−1)(x1, x2) + dt2 · ηΣ(x1, x2),
(C.16) ηhor((x1, t1), (x2, t2)) = −δ(t1 − t2) · (dt1 − dt2) · ηΣ(x1, x2)+
+
∑
i
(−1)(d−1)·(degχ(Σ)i+1)η2−2[0,1](t1, t2) · χ(Σ)i(x1) · χi(Σ)(x2).
Here η2−2[0,1] is the propagator (C.5).
Appendix D. Gluing formula for propagators
In this Appendix we complement the discussion of gluing of states in abelian BF theory
in Section 3.6 by deriving the gluing formula for propagators, first for the convenient non-
minimal realization of the space of residual fields (the direct sum of spaces of residual fields
for the manifolds being glued), and then for the minimal (reduced) residual fields. In the
first case we implicitly use Fubini theorem for the relevant path integrals, representing a path
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integral for the glued manifold M = M1 ∪Σ M2 as a triple integral: over fields on M1 and
M2 with boundary conditions on the interface Σ and over the boundary conditions on Σ.48
We verify by a direct computation that the resulting glued propagator does indeed satisfy the
defining properties of a propagator on M , as stated in Section 3.3.2, – Theorem D.1. (Thus,
using also the Mayer-Vietoris formula for torsions [55], one can prove a posteriori the relevant
case of Fubini theorem for path integrals.) Also, in [23] we give a different derivation of the
same gluing formula for propagators in the language of chain contractions, using standard
constructions of homological perturbation theory; from the latter point of view, the desired
properties of the propagator are satisfied automatically.
D.1. Expectation values in abelian BF theory. We expand the discussion in Section 3.5.
We are in particular interested in the expectation values of the fields A and B. In the interior
of M they do not differ from Â and B̂, so for test forms γ and µ with support away from ∂M ,
we have
〈
∫
M
γA〉 :=
∫
L
e
i
~SPM
∫
M
γA =
(∫
M
γa + (−1)d+(d−1)·deg γ
∫
M×∂1M
pi∗1γ η pi
∗
2A
)
ψ̂M
〈
∫
M
Bµ〉 :=
∫
L
e
i
~SPM
∫
M
Bµ =
(∫
M
bµ− (−1)d−k+kd
∫
∂2M×M
pi∗1B η pi∗2µ
)
ψ̂M
Next, we are interested in the expectation value of A and B located at two different points
(i.e., we assume the supports of γ and µ to be disjoint),
〈
∫
M
γA
∫
M
Bµ〉 =
[
(−1)d·deg γ i~
∫
M×M
pi∗1γ η pi
∗
2µ+
+
(∫
M
γa + (−1)d+(d−1)·deg γ
∫
M×∂1M
pi∗1γ η pi
∗
2A
)
·
·
(∫
M
bµ− (−1)d−k+kd
∫
∂2M×M
pi∗1B η pi∗2µ
)]
ψ̂M .
This is related to the propagator by∫
M×M
pi∗1γ η pi
∗
2µ =
1
TM
(−1)d·deg γ
i~
〈
∫
M
γA
∫
M
Bµ〉z=z+=A=B=0.
D.2. Gluing propagators for nonreduced residual fields. Using the discussion in Sec-
tion D.1, we can compute the propagator η˜ ∈ Ωd−1(C2(M)) on M with the choice V˜M =
VM1 × VM2 of residual fields described in Section 3.6.49
By γi ∈ Ω•(M)[d− k] and µi ∈ Ω•(M)[k + 1], i = 1, 2, we denote test forms with support
in the interior of Mi. We recover the propagator by computing first, similarly to what we did
in (3.16), a “state” ˇ˜η by∫
M×M
pi∗1γi ˇ˜η pi
∗
2µj =
1
TM1TM2
(−1)kd
i~
〈
∫
M×M
pi∗1(γiA)pi
∗
2(Bµj)〉
48This kind of Fubini theorem for path integrals with insertions of local observables, also for more general
field theories, is the grounds for the gluing formula 2.36, and is expected to hold. It can be checked directly in
the framework of perturbation theory (e.g. for BF -like theories of Section 4) using the calculus of configuration
space integrals, cf. Remark 2.40.
49This propagator may actually be discontinuous through Σ (however the pullback to Σ is well-defined),
but this is not a problem. See also Section 4.3
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and then setting all the boundary and residual fields to zero. This way, we get
η˜ = ˇ˜η|A′1=B1=A2=B′2=a1=b1=a2=b2=0.
For i = j (where we assume the supports of γi and µi to be disjoint), we have
〈
∫
M×M
pi∗1(γiA)pi
∗
2(Bµi)〉 = (−1)d·(k+deg γi)
∫
AΣ1 ,BΣ2
e
i
~ (−1)d−k
∫
Σ B
Σ
2 AΣ1 〈
∫
Mi
γiAi
∫
Mi
Biµi〉.
This yields for i = j = 1,
〈
∫
M×M
pi∗1(γ1A)pi
∗
2(Bµ1)〉 =
[
(−1)kd i~
∫
M1×M1
pi∗1γ1 η1 pi
∗
2µ1+
+ (−1)d·(k+deg γ1)
(∫
M1
γ1a1 + (−1)d+(d−1)·deg γ1
(∫
M1×(∂1M1\Σ)
pi∗1γ1 η1 pi
∗
2A′1+
+
∫
M1×Σ
pi∗1γ1 η1pi
∗
2a2 − (−1)k+kd
∫
M1×Σ×∂1M2
$∗1γ1 p
∗
1η1 p
∗
2η2$
∗
3A2
))
·
·
(∫
M1
b1µ1 − (−1)d−k+kd
∫
∂2M1×M1
pi∗1B1 η1 pi∗2µ1
)]
ψ˜M .
Similarly, for i = j = 2 we get,
〈
∫
M×M
pi∗1(γ2A)pi
∗
2(Bµ2)〉 =
[
(−1)kdi~
∫
M2×M2
pi∗1γ2 η2 pi
∗
2µ2+
+ (−1)d·(k+deg γ2)
(∫
M2
γ2a2 + (−1)d+(d−1)·deg γ2
∫
M2×∂1M2
pi∗1γ2 η2 pi
∗
2A2
)
·
·
(∫
M2
b2µ2 + (−1)d−k+kd
(
−
∫
(∂2M2\Σ)×M2
pi∗1B′2 η2 pi∗2µ2+
+
∫
Σ×M2
pi∗1b1 η2 pi
∗
2µ2 + (−1)k+kd
∫
∂2M1×Σ×M2
$∗1B1 p∗1η1 p∗2η2$∗3µ2
))]
ψ˜M .
As a consequence, if i = j, we simply get
∫
M×M pi
∗
1γi η˜ pi
∗
2µi =
∫
M×M pi
∗
1γi ηi pi
∗
2µi; viz., the
propagator η˜ on M coincides with the propagator ηi on Mi when both arguments are in Mi.
For i 6= j, we have instead
〈
∫
M×M
pi∗1(γiA)pi
∗
2(Bµj)〉 = (−1)d·(k+deg γi)
∫
AΣ1 ,BΣ2
e
i
~ (−1)d−k
∫
Σ B
Σ
2 AΣ1 〈
∫
Mi
γiAi〉 〈
∫
Mj
Bjµj〉.
The simpler case is when i = 2, j = 1, for in this case the observables do not depend on
AΣ1 ,BΣ2 . By Section D.1 and by (3.28), we simply get
〈
∫
M×M
pi∗1(γ2A)pi
∗
2(Bµ1)〉 =
= (−1)d·(k+deg γ2)
(∫
M2
γ2a2 + (−1)d+(d−1)·deg γ2
∫
M2×∂1M2
pi∗1γ2 η2 pi
∗
2A2
)
·
·
(∫
M1
b1µ1 − (−1)d−k+kd
∫
∂2M1×M1
pi∗1B1 η1 pi∗2µ1
)
ψ˜M ,
This implies that ˇ˜η, and hence η˜ vanishes, when the first argument is on M2 and the second
argument is on M1.
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Next, we come to the case i = 1 and j = 2. In this case the observables give nontrivial
extra contributions to the integration over AΣ1 ,BΣ2 . We get
〈
∫
M×M
pi∗1(γ1A)pi
∗
2(Bµ2)〉 = C1 + C2 + C4 + C4
with
C1 = (−1)d·(k+deg γ1)
(∫
M1
γ1a1 + (−1)d+(d−1)·deg γ1
∫
M1×(∂1M1\Σ)
pi∗1γ1 η1 pi
∗
2A′1
)
·
·
(∫
M2
b2µ2 − (−1)d−k+kd
∫
(∂2M2\Σ)×M2
pi∗1B′2 η2 pi∗2µ2
)
ψ˜M ,
C2 = (−1)d+dk+deg γ1
(∫
M1×Σ
pi∗1γ1 η1pi
∗
2a2 − (−1)k+kd
∫
M1×Σ×∂1M2
$∗1γ1 p
∗
1η1 p
∗
2η2$
∗
3A2
)
·
·
(∫
M2
b2µ2 − (−1)d−k+kd
∫
(∂2M2\Σ)×M2
pi∗1B′2 η2 pi∗2µ2
)
ψ˜M ,
C3 = (−1)d−k+d·deg γ1
(∫
M1
γ1a1 + (−1)d+(d−1)·deg γ1
∫
M1×(∂1M1\Σ)
pi∗1γ1 η1 pi
∗
2A′1
)
·
·
(∫
Σ×M2
pi∗1b1 η2 pi
∗
2µ2 + (−1)k+kd
∫
∂2M1×Σ×M2
$∗1B1 p∗1η1 p∗2η2$∗3µ2
)
ψ˜M ,
C4 = (−1)d+kd+(d−1)·deg γ1
[
i~
∫
M1×Σ×M2
$∗1γ1 p
∗
1η1 p
∗
2η2$
∗
3µ2+
+ (−1)d−k
(∫
M1×Σ
pi∗1γ1 η1pi
∗
2a2 − (−1)k+kd
∫
M1×Σ×∂1M2
$∗1γ1 p
∗
1η1 p
∗
2η2$
∗
3A2
)
·
·
(∫
Σ×M2
pi∗1b1 η2 pi
∗
2µ2 + (−1)k+kd
∫
∂2M1×Σ×M2
$∗1B1 p∗1η1 p∗2η2$∗3µ2
)]
ψ˜M .
This finally implies∫
M×M
pi∗1γ1 η˜ pi
∗
2µ2 = (−1)d+(d−1)·deg γ1
∫
M1×Σ×M2
$∗1γ1 p
∗
1η1 p
∗
2η2$
∗
3µ2.
In other words, when the first argument is on M1 and the second on M2, the propagator η˜
is simply obtained by taking the product of η1 and η2 and integrating out the middle point
over Σ.
D.3. The glued propagator for reduced residual fields. We now do the final step in
computing the propagator onM for the reduced space of residual fields VˇM of (3.31). Namely,
we define ηˇ as a (d− 1)-form on C2(M) by∫
M×M
pi∗1γi ηˇ pi
∗
2µj =
1
TˇM
i
~
(∫
L×
〈
∫
M×M
pi∗1(γiA)pi
∗
2(Bµj)〉
) ∣∣∣
=0
Notice that this simply amounts to integrating out the redshirt variables a×2 and b
×
1 . Since
we put all remaining residual fields and all boundary fields to zero, the only summands which
contribute are those which contain no redshirt variables and those that contain exactly one
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a×2 and one b
×
1 variables. By Gaussian integration, the latter terms produce a pairing by the
inverse V of the matrix Λ defined in (3.30). We then get the following:50
(D.1)
ηˇ(x1, x2) = η1(x1, x2)−
∑
ij
(−1)degχ×2iV ij
∫
y∈Σ
η1(x1, y)χ
×
2i(y)χ
j
1×(x2) for x1, x2 ∈M1,
(D.2)
ηˇ(x1, x2) = η2(x1, x2)−
∑
ij
(−1)degχ×2iV ij
∫
y∈Σ
χ×2i(x1)χ
j
1×(y)η2(y, x2) for x1, x2 ∈M2,
(D.3) ηˇ(x1, x2) = −
∑
ij
(−1)d+degχ×2iV ij χ×2i(x1)χj1×(x2) for x1 ∈M2, x2 ∈M1,
(D.4) ηˇ(x1, x2) = (−1)d
∫
y∈Σ
η1(x1, y)η2(y, x2)+
+
∑
ij
(−1)degχ×2iV ij
∫
y∈Σ
∫
z∈Σ
η1(x1, y)χ
×
2i(y)χ
j
1×(z)η2(z, x2) for x1 ∈M1, x2 ∈M2.
Pictorially we can represent the four cases of gluing as in figures 2, 3, 4, 5. Our graphic
notations are as follows: propagators in the submanifolds are denoted by arrows, with the
convention that on the l.h.s. the propagator vanishes when its tail goes to the boundary,
whereas on the r.h.s it vanishes when its head goes to the boundary; the propagator in the
glued manifold is denoted by a point–dash arrow; a dashed line denotes cohomology classes
at its endpoints; finally, a bullet denotes a point on which we integrate.
Figure 2. Gluing of propagators: first case
Figure 3. Gluing of propagators: second case
The above construction shows heuristically that ηˇ should be a propagator. This is indeed
the case:
Theorem D.1. Form ηˇ ∈ Ωd−1(C2(M)) defined by (D.1–D.4) is a propagator on M .
50 We use notation η(x1, x2) for the value of a propagator at (x1, x2) ∈ C02 (M) as an element of the exterior
power of the cotangent bundle: η(x1, x2) ∈ ∧d−1T ∗(x1,x2)C02 (M) = ⊕d−1p=0(∧pT ∗x1M)⊗ (∧d−1−pT ∗x2M).
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Figure 4. Gluing of propagators: third case
Figure 5. Gluing of propagators: fourth case
Proof. The property lim→0
∫
x1∈Sd−1x2,
ηˇ(x1, x2) = 1, where Sd−1x2, is the sphere of radius 
(w.r.t. some fixed metric) centered at x2, follows immediately from the respective property of
propagators η1 and η2. Similarly, one has lim→0
∫
x2∈Sd−1x1,
ηˇ(x1, x2) = (−1)d.
Let us check the property (3.17) for ηˇ. For x1, x2 ∈M1, we have from (D.1) the following:
(D.5) dηˇ(x1, x2) = dη1(x1, x2)−
∑
ij
(−1)degχj1×V ij
∫
y∈Σ
dη1(x1, y)χ
×
2i(y)χ
j
1×(x2)
=
∑
I
(−1)d−1+d·degχ1Iχ1I(x1)χI1(x2)−
∑
ij
∑
I
(−1)d−1+d·degχ1I+degχj1×V ij
∫
Σ
χ1I(x1)χ
I
1(y)χ
×
2i(y)χ
j
1×(x2)
=
∑
I
(−1)d−1+d·degχ1Iχ1I(x1)χI1(x2)−
∑
ij
∑
l
(−1)d−1+d·degχ×1l V ij Λli︸ ︷︷ ︸
δlj
χ×1l(x1)χ
j
1×(x2)
=
∑
α
(−1)d−1+d·degχ◦1αχ◦1α(x1)χα1′(x2).
Here I, α are the indices for the bases inH•D1(M1), H
•
D1(M1)
◦ and the dual bases inH•D2(M1), H
•
D2(M1)
′
(cf. Section 3.6.1 for notations). Here we used the property (3.17) for η1 and the orthogonal-
ity of pullbacks to Σ of classes from H•D2(M1)
′ to pullbacks of classes from H•D1(M2)
×. By a
similar computation, for x1, x2 ∈M2 we obtain from (D.2) that
(D.6) dηˇ(x1, x2) =
∑
β
(−1)d−1+d·degχ′2βχ′2β(x1)χβ2◦(x2)
where β is an index for the basis in H•D1(M2)
′ and the dual one in H•D2(M2)
◦. For the case
x1 ∈M2, x2 ∈M1, (D.3) implies immediately that
(D.7) dηˇ(x1, x2) = 0.
Lastly, for x1 ∈M1, x2 ∈M2, we have from (D.4) the following:
(D.8) dηˇ(x1, x2) =
∫
y∈Σ
−dη1(x1, y) η2(y, x2) + (−1)dη1(x1, y) dη2(y, x2)+
+
∑
ij
(−1)degχ×2i V˜ ij
∫
y∈Σ
∫
z∈Σ
dη1(x1, y)χ
×
2i(y)χ
j
1×(z)η2(z, x2)+η1(x1, y)χ
×
2i(y)χ
j
1×(z)dη2(z, x2)
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=
∑
α
(−1)d+degχ◦1αχ◦1α(x1)
(∫
y∈Σ
χα1′(y)η2(y, x2)
)
−
∑
β
(−1)d·degχ′2β
(∫
y∈Σ
η1(x1, y)χ
′
2β(y)
)
χβ2◦(x2).
Here we are replacing dη1, dη2 everywhere with the respective r.h.s. of (3.17); cancellation of
redshirt cohomology classes works similarly to (D.5).
Finally, notice that (D.5–D.8) assembles into property (3.17) for ηˇ on the glued manifold
M , with a particular choice of representatives of cohomology of M . Namely, for H•D1(M) '
H•D1(M1)
◦ ⊕ H•D1(M2)′, we extend representatives χ◦1α(x) by zero into M2 and we extend
representatives χ′2β(x) as (−1)d
∫
y∈Σ η1(x, y)χ
′
2β(y) into M1 (note that this extension, though
being generally non-smooth, has the property of having well-defined pullback to Σ). Similarly,
forH•D2(M) ' H•D2(M1)′⊕H•D2(M2)◦, we extend representatives χβ2◦(x) by zero intoM1, while
representatives χα1′(x) are extended into M2 as −(−1)(d−1)·degχ
α
1′
∫
y∈Σ χ
α
1′η2(y, x). (Cf. the
construction of residual fields aˇ, bˇ on M in Section3.6.1 and Remark 3.9).
The fact that ηˇ has well-defined pull-back as one of the points restricts to Σ (and thus that
dηˇ does not contain a delta-function on Σ) follows from computing respective limits of (D.1–
D.4) as one of the points approaches a point on Σ. For this one uses that, for α ∈ Ω•(M1),
one has limx→x0 −(−1)(d−1)·degα
∫
y∈Σ α(y)η2(y, x) = α(x0) where x0 ∈ Σ and likewise for
β ∈ Ω•(M2) one has limx→x0(−1)d
∫
y∈Σ η1(x, y)β(y) = β(x0). (These properties follow from
the normalization of the integral over a small sphere for η1, η2, cf. Section 3.3.2).
This finishes the proof.

Appendix E. Examples of gluing of propagators
Example E.1. Let M1 = [0, 1], M2 = [1, 2] be two intervals. We glue the right endpoint of
M1 to the left endpoint of M2 to form M = M1 ∪{1}M2 = [0, 2]. We denote the coordinate
on M by t ∈ [0, 2]. We set ∂1M1 = ∂2M2 = {1} = Σ, ∂2M1 = {0}, ∂1M2 = {2}. All
the relevant cohomology (and hence spaces of residual fields) vanish for M1,M2,M . Using
the propagator (C.1) for M1, M2, we obtain by the gluing construction of Appendix D the
following propagator on M :
ηˇ(t1, t2) =

η1(t1, t2) if t1, t2 ∈ [0, 1],
η2(t1, t2) if t1, t2 ∈ [1, 2],
0 if t1 ∈ [1, 2], t2 ∈ [0, 1]
−η1(t1, 1) · η2(1, t2) if t1 ∈ [0, 1], t2 ∈ [1, 2],
=
{ −1 if t1 < t2,
0 if t1 > t2.
This is precisely the propagator (C.1) for the glued interval.
Example E.2. In the setting of Example E.1, let us change the labelling of boundary to
∂1M1 = {0} unionsq {1}, ∂2M1 = ∅ = ∂1M2, ∂2M2 = {1} unionsq {2}. The glued interval M = [0, 2] has
∂1M = {0}, ∂2M = {2}. Here one has residual fields both on M1 and M2 (cf. Example C.2),
but no residual fields on M . Thus the whole space VM1 ⊕ VM2 consists of redshirt residual
fields. The relevant cohomology is:
H1D1(M1) = Span( [dt]︸︷︷︸
[χ10]
), H0D1(M2) = Span( [1]︸︷︷︸
[χ20]
),
H0D2(M1) = Span( [1]︸︷︷︸
[χ01]
), H1D2(M2) = Span( [dt]︸︷︷︸
[χ02]
).
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We also have L1 = L×1 = L2 = L
×
2 = H
0({1}) = R · 1. For the propagator on M1 we
take (C.4) and on M2 we take (C.5) where we make the shift t1,2 7→ t1,2 − 1 (since now we
parametrize M2 by the coordinate t ∈ [1, 2]), i.e. η1(t1, t2) = Θ(t1 − t2)− t1 for t1, t2 ∈ [0, 1],
η2(t1, t2) = −Θ(t2 − t1) + t2 − 1 for t1, t2 ∈ [1, 2]. Formulae of Appendix D.3 yield:
ηˇ(t1, t2) =

η1(t1, t2)− η1(t1, 1)χ20(1)χ01(t2) if t1, t2 ∈ [0, 1],
η2(t1, t2)− χ20(t1)χ01(1)η2(1, t2) if t1, t2 ∈ [1, 2],
χ20(t1)χ
0
1(t2) if t1 ∈ [1, 2], t2 ∈ [0, 1],
−η1(t1, 1) · η2(1, t2) + η1(t1, 1)χ20(1)χ01(1)η2(1, t2) if t1 ∈ [0, 1], t2 ∈ [1, 2]
=

Θ(t1 − t2) if t1, t2 ∈ [0, 1],
Θ(t1 − t2) if t1, t2 ∈ [1, 2],
1 if t1 ∈ [1, 2], t2 ∈ [0, 1],
0 if t1 ∈ [0, 1], t2 ∈ [1, 2]
= Θ(t1 − t2) for t1,2 ∈ [0, 2].
Thus we obtain exactly the propagator (C.1), where we have to make a change of coordinates
t 7→ 2− 2t to switch from [0, 1] with 2− 1 boundary condition to [0, 2] with 1− 2 boundary
condition.
Example E.3. Consider gluing two intervals as in Example E.2 but in addition let us identify
the points t = 0 and t = 2. Thus we are gluing a circle M = S1 out of two intervals
M1 = [0, 1], M2 = [1, 2] along two points Σ = {0} unionsq {1}. Then we have no redshirt residual
fields, VM = VM1 ⊕ VM2 , with VM1 , VM2 as in Example E.2. For the glued propagator, we
obtain:
ηˇ(t1, t2) =

η1(t1, t2) if t1, t2 ∈ [0, 1],
η2(t1, t2) if t1, t2 ∈ [1, 2],
0 if t1 ∈ [1, 2], t2 ∈ [0, 1],
−η1(t1, 1)η2(1, t2) + η1(t1, 0)η2(0, t2) if t1 ∈ [0, 1], t2 ∈ [1, 2]
=

Θ(t1 − t2)− t1 if t1, t2 ∈ [0, 1],
Θ(t1 − t2) + t2 − 2 if t1, t2 ∈ [1, 2],
0 if t1 ∈ [1, 2], t2 ∈ [0, 1],
−t1 + t2 − 1 if t1 ∈ [0, 1], t2 ∈ [1, 2].
This does not coincide with the propagator of Example C.3 but is also a valid propagator
for the circle, corresponding to different representatives of cohomology of M = S1 – the
representatives obtained from the gluing procedure for residual fields of Section 3.6.1:
χˇ0 =
{ −η1(t, 1)χ20(1) + η1(t, 0)χ20(2) on M1
χ20 on M2
= 1,
χˇ1 =
{
χ10 on M1
0 on M2
= Θ(1− t) · dt, χˇ0 =
{
0 on M1
χ02 on M2
= Θ(t− 1) · dt,
χˇ1 =
{
χ01 on M1
χ01(0)η2(2, t)− χ01(1)η2(1, t) on M2 = 1.
With these representatives, we have equation (3.17) for ηˇ. Note that these representatives are
not continuous (but still closed). Also, the propagator ηˇ is continuous (for t1 6= t2) but not
differentiable when one of the points hit Σ = {0} unionsq {1}.
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E.1. Attaching a cylinder with axial gauge-fixing.
Example E.4 (Attaching a cylinder with opposite polarizations on top and bottom). LetM2
be some d-manifold and Σ ⊂ ∂2M2 a boundary component (or a union of several boundary
components). Set M1 = Σ × [0, 1] with ∂1M1 = Σ × {1} (the gluing interface) and ∂2M1 =
Σ× {0}. Assume that on M2 we have fixed a basis in cohomology [χ2i] ∈ H•D1(M2) together
with its dual [χi2] ∈ Hd−•D2 (M2) and fixed a propagator η2. Attaching the cylinder (which has
VM1 = 0) does not change cohomology, so VM = VM2 ; there are no redshirt residual fields.
Denote by φ : M → M2 the deformation retraction of M onto M2 which is constant on M2
and collapses the cylinder M1 = Σ × [0, 1] onto the top Σ × {1}. Choosing the gauge-fixing
of Example C.6, we have the glued representatives of cohomology χˇi = φ∗χ2i, χˇi = φ∗χi2
(the latter are identically zero on M1), for both choices of the propagator on M1. If we take
η1 = η
axial (C.11), for the glued propagator we obtain
ηˇ(x1, x2) = η2(x1, x2), for x1, x2 ∈M2,
ηˇ((y1, t1), (y2, t2)) = −Θ(t2 − t1) · δ(d−1)(y1, y2), for (yi, ti) ∈ Σ× [0, 1],
ηˇ(x1, (y2, t2)) = 0, for (y2, t2) ∈ Σ× [0, 1], x1 ∈M2,
ηˇ((y1, t1), x2) = η2(y1, x2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(φ×id)∗η2
, for (y1, t1) ∈ Σ× [0, 1], x2 ∈M2.
Taking instead η1 = ηhor, we obtain the glued propagator
ηˇ(x1, x2) = η2(x1, x2, ), for x1, x2 ∈M2,
ηˇ((y1, t1), (y2, t2)) = −δ(t1 − t2) · (dt1 − dt2) · ηΣ(y1, y2)−
−
∑
i
(−1)(d−1)·(degχ(Σ)i+1)Θ(t2 − t1) · χ(Σ)i(y1) · χi(Σ)(y2), for (yi, ti) ∈ Σ× [0, 1],
ηˇ(x1, (y2, t2)) = 0, for (y2, t2) ∈ Σ× [0, 1], x1 ∈M2,
ηˇ((y1, t1), x2) = dt1 δ(1− t1)
∫
Σ
ηΣ(y1, y
′)η2(y′, x2) +
∑
i
χ(Σ)i(y1) ·
∫
Σ
χi(Σ)(y
′) η2(y′, x2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
((φ∗PH•(Σ)ι∗Σ)⊗id) η2
,
for (y1, t1) ∈ Σ× [0, 1], x2 ∈M2.
Here [χ(Σ)i] is some basis in H•(Σ) and [χi(Σ)] the dual one; ιΣ is the embedding of Σ into
M2, PH•(Σ) is the projection to the representatives of cohomology H•(Σ).
Example E.5 (Changing the polarization by attaching a cylinder). Let us change the setup
of Example E.4 by setting ∂1M1 = Σ × {0} unionsq Σ × {1}. I.e. we attach a cylinder with 1-1
boundary condition, which can be viewed as a way to change the boundary condition on M2,
since Σ ⊂ ∂2M2 but Σ× {0} ⊂ ∂1M . In the notations of Section 3.6.1, we have L1 = H•(Σ);
L2 = L
×
2 ⊂ H•(Σ) is generally nontrivial. The glued cohomology is:
H•D1(M) = H˜
•
D1(M1,M2) = dt ·
H•−1(Σ)
L2
⊕ ker τ2,
H•D2(M) = H˜
•
D2(M1,M2) = 1t · L⊥2 ⊕Ann σ2(L2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
⊂H•D2(M2)
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We have a generally non-empty space of redshirt residual fields:
V×M1M2 = (dt · L2 ⊕ σ2(L2)) [k]⊕
(
1t · H
•(Σ)
L⊥2
⊕ H
•
D2(M2)
Ann σ2(L2)
)
[d− k − 1]
Choosing η1 = ηaxial (C.13) as the propagator on M1, we obtain the following glued propaga-
tor:
ηˇ(x1, x2) = η2(x1, x2)−
∑
ij
(−1)degχ×2iV ij
∫
Σ
χ×2i(x1)χ
j
1×(y
′)η2(y′, x2), for x1, x2 ∈M2,
ηˇ((y1, t1), (y2, t2)) = (Θ(t1 − t2)− t1) · δ(d−1)(y1, y2)− dt1 · ηΣ(y1, y2)−
−
∑
i,j
(−1)d+degχ×2iV ij
(
t1χ
×
2i(y1)χ
j
1×(y2) + dt1
∫
Σ
ηΣ(y1, y
′)χ×2i(y
′)χj1×(y2)
)
for (yi, ti) ∈ Σ×[0, 1],
ηˇ(x1, (y2, t2)) = −
∑
i,j
(−1)d+degχ×2iV ij χ×2i(x1)χj1×(y2), for (y2, t2) ∈ Σ× [0, 1], x1 ∈M2,
ηˇ((y1, t1), x2) = t1η2(y1, x2) + dt1
∫
Σ
ηΣ(y1, y
′)η2(y′, x2)−
−
∑
i,j
(−1)degχ×2iV ij
(
t1
∫
Σ
χ×2i(y1)χ
j
1×(y
′)η2(y′, x2) + dt1
∫
Σ×Σ
ηΣ(y1, y
′)χ×2i(y
′)χj1×(y
′′)η2(y′′, x2)
)
,
for (y1, t1) ∈ Σ× [0, 1], x2 ∈M2.
Here we have chosen some basis [χi1×] in H•(Σ)/L⊥2 and a basis [χ
×
2i] in σ2(L2) ⊂ H•D1(M2);
V ij are the matrix elements of the inverse matrix of Λ defined by (3.30). The correspond-
ing representatives of H•D1(M) are extensions of
H•−1(Σ)
L2
· dt by zero to M2 and extensions
of ker τ2 by zero to M1. For H•D2(M), we extend L
⊥
2 · 1t by the corresponding representa-
tives of H(M2, ∂2M2\Σ) given by χext(x) = −(−1)(d−1)·degχ
∫
Σ χ(y
′)η2(y′, x). Elements of
Ann σ2(L2) are extended by zero on M1.
Next, if instead we choose η1 as ηhor (C.14), we obtain the following:
ηˇ(x1, x2) = η2(x1, x2)−
∑
ij
(−1)degχ×2iV ij
∫
Σ
χ×2i(x1)χ
j
1×(y
′)η2(y′, x2), for x1, x2 ∈M2,
ηˇ((y1, t1), (y2, t2)) = −δ(t1 − t2) · (dt1 − dt2) · ηΣ(y1, y2)+
+
∑
i
(−1)(d−1)·(degχ(Σ)i+1) (Θ(t1 − t2)− t1) · χ(Σ)i(y1) · χi(Σ)(y2)−
− t1
∑
i,j
(−1)d+degχ×2iV ij χ×2i(y1)χj1×(y2), for (yi, ti) ∈ Σ× [0, 1],
ηˇ(x1, (y2, t2)) = −
∑
i,j
(−1)d+degχ×2iV ij χ×2i(x1)χj1×(y2), for (y2, t2) ∈ Σ× [0, 1], x1 ∈M2,
ηˇ((y1, t1), x2) = dt1 δ(1− t1)
∫
Σ
ηΣ(y1, y
′)η2(y′, x2) + t1
∑
l
χ(Σ)l(y1) ·
∫
Σ
χl(Σ)(y
′)η2(y′, x2)−
− t1
∑
i,j
(−1)d·degχ×2iV ij χ×2i(y1)
∫
Σ
χj1×(y
′)η2(y′, x2), for (y1, t1) ∈ Σ× [0, 1], x2 ∈M2.
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E.2. Gluing Kontsevich’s propagators on two half-planes. This example falls slightly
outside of the scope of our construction as the manifolds in question are non-compact, but
we find it otherwise instructive.
Let Π+ = {z ∈ C | Im(z) ≥ 0} and Π− = {z ∈ C | Im(z) ≤ 0} be the upper and lower
halves of the complex plane. On Π+ one has the Kontsevich’s propagator
(E.1) ηΠ+(z, w) =
1
2pi
d arg
z − w
z¯ − w
and on Π− one has
(E.2) ηΠ−(z, w) = −ηΠ+(w¯, z¯) =
1
2pi
d arg
z − w
z − w¯ .
Here we regard the real line R ⊂ C as the ∂1-boundary of Π+ and ∂2-boundary of Π−, which
corresponds to boundary conditions ηΠ+(z, w)|z=0 = ηΠ−(z, w)|w=0 = 0.
Remark E.6. One can recover the propagators (E.1,E.2) from the Euclidean (SO(2) n R2-
invariant) propagator on the plane, ηR2(z, w) = 12pid arg(z − w), via the method of image
charges of Appendix B. Indeed, we have
ηΠ+(z, w) = ηR2(z, w)− ηR2(z¯, w) for Im(z) > 0, Im(w) > 0
and
ηΠ−(z, w) = ηR2(z, w)− ηR2(z, w¯) for Im(z) < 0, Im(w) < 0.
Let us calculate the glued propagator ηˇ on the plane R2 ' C. In this example we may
regard Π± as disks relative to a point on the boundary ({∞} ∈ Π±) and C as CP 1 relative
to a point; the corresponding relative cohomology vanishes, so there are no residual fields
(neither before nor after gluing).
The non-trivial case is Im(z) > 0 and Im(w) < 0, then we calculate
(E.3) ηˇ(z, w) =
∫
x∈R
ηΠ+(z, x) ∧ ηΠ−(x,w)
= − 1
(2pi)2
∫
x∈R
(
dz log
z − x
z¯ − x ∧ dx log
x− w
x− w¯ + dx log
z − x
z¯ − x ∧ dw log
x− w
x− w¯
)
= − 1
(2pi)2
∫
x∈R
((
dz
z − x −
dz¯
z¯ − x
)
∧ (w − w¯) · dx
(x− w)(x− w¯) +
(z − z¯) · dx
(x− z)(x− z¯) ∧
(
dw
w − x −
dw¯
w¯ − x
))
= − 2pii
(2pi)2
(
dz
z − w −
dz¯
z¯ − w¯ +
dw
w − z −
dw¯
w¯ − z¯
)
= − i
2pi
d log
z − w
z¯ − w¯ =
1
pi
d arg(z − w).
Here the integral over x is computed straightforwardly by residues. Note that on the r.h.s. of
(E.3) we obtained twice the Euclidean propagator on the plane ηR2 .
Thus, the full result for the glued propagator on the plane is:
ηˇ(z, w) =

1
2pid arg
z−w
z¯−w if Im(z) > 0, Im(w) > 0,
1
2pid arg
z−w
z−w¯ if Im(z) < 0, Im(w) < 0,
0 if Im(z) < 0, Im(w) > 0,
1
pid arg(z − w) if Im(z) > 0, Im(w) < 0
Remark E.7. Note that reversing the assignment for boundary conditions on Π± (i.e. regard-
ing R as ∂2Π+ and as ∂1Π−) yields a new glued propagator on the plane, ηˇreversed(z, w) =
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ηˇ(w, z). Therefore, applying to ηˇ the doubling trick of Section 4.3, we obtain the symmetrized
propagator on the plane
ηsym(z, w) =
1
2
(ηˇ(z, w) + ηˇ(w, z)) =
1
2pi
d arg(z − w),
which is again the Euclidean propagator ηR2 .
Appendix F. On semi-classical BV theories via effective actions
Here we outline the setup for perturbative quantization in formal neighborhoods of solutions
of equations of motion, done in a family over the body of the Euler-Lagrange moduli space.
Over every point of the moduli space we allow a hierarchy (a poset) of “realizations”, and one
can pass from “larger” to “smaller” realizations via BV pushforwards. Thus, this setup has a
version of Wilson’s renormalization flow (in a family over the Euler-Lagrange moduli space)
built into it. We also consider in detail a 1-dimensional example with realizations associated
to triangulations of a circle.
F.1. General setup. We assume that a classical BV theory M 7→ (F , Q, ω,S) is fixed. Let
MM = ELM/Q be the graded odd-symplectic Euler-Lagrange moduli space (see [21] for
details) and Mgh=0M = ELM/Q its body, i.e. the set of gauge-equivalence classes of (degree
zero) solutions of Euler-Lagrange equations (in our notation, ELM is the graded zero locus
of Q and ELM is its body; Q in the denominator stands for passing to the quotient over the
distribution induced by Q on the zero locus).
For M a space-time manifold, fix x0 ∈ ELM a solution of Euler-Lagrange equations. Also,
fix a “formal exponential map” φ(x0, •) from an open subset U ⊂ Tx0F containing the origin
to F , satisfying φ(x0, 0) = x0 and dφ(x0, •)|(x0,0) = id: Tx0F → Tx0F .51 For simplicity, we
assume that φ has the “Darboux property”, i.e. that the 2-form φ(x0, •)∗ω ∈ Ω2(U)−1 is
constant on U .
The ∞-jet of Q at x0 defines, via the map φ, an L∞ algebra (Tx0 [−1]F , {ln}n≥1) where ln
are the n-linear operations on Tx0 [−1]F . Moreover, this algebra is cyclic, with invariant (i.e.
cyclic) inner product of degree −3 given by ωx0 .52 The data of this algebra are related to the
“linearization” of the action S at x0 by
S(φ(x0, θ)) = S(x0) +
∑
n≥1
1
(n+ 1)!
ωx0(θ, ln(θ, · · · , θ︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
))
where θ ∈ U ⊂ Tx0F is a tangent vector.
We have a poset (more precisely, a downward directed category) R of deformation retracts of
the complex (Tx0 [−1]F , l1) compatible with the inner product53 (we call them “realizations”),
51In the case when F has linear structure, one natural choice is to set φ(x0, θ) = x0 + θ.
52Degree −3 comes about for the following reason. For V a Z-graded vector space, a degree −1 symplectic
form on V [1] corresponds to a degree −3 = −1 + 2(−1) inner product on V . Factor 2 appears because the
inner product is a binary operation; first −1 is the degree of the symplectic form and second −1 comes from
the shift from V [1] to V .
53 For a cochain complex (V •, d) with inner product 〈, 〉 : V j⊗V k−j → R (for the case in hand, k = 3) with
cyclic property 〈da, b〉 = −(−1)|a|〈a,db〉, we say that (V ′•, d′, 〈, 〉′) is a deformation retract compatible with the
inner product, if a chain inclusion i : V ′• ↪→ V • and a chain projection p : V •  V ′• are given and have the
following properties. Maps i and p should induce identity on cohomology and should satisfy p ◦ i = idV ′ and
〈a, i(b′)〉 = 〈p(a), b′〉′. It follows that the splitting V = i(V ′)⊕ker p is orthogonal with respect to 〈, 〉 and induces
the pairing 〈, 〉′ on V ′. If additionally K : V • 7→ V •−1 is a chain contraction of V onto V ′ (i.e. dK + Kd =
id − i p, K2 = Ki = pK = 0 and K is skew self-adjoint), then we say that the triple (i, p,K) is a retraction
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which inherit, via homotopy transfer, an “induced” cyclic L∞ structure
(Vx0,r[−1], {lx0,rn }n≥1, ωx0,r).
Here r ∈ R is the label of the particular retract. Note that the operations lx0,rn depend on a
particular choice of retraction Tx0 [−1]F
g Vx0,r[−1]; different choices of g induce isomorphic
cyclic L∞ structures on Vx0,r[−1]. (We refer the reader to [20] for details on homotopy transfer
for cyclic L∞ algebras.)
Remark F.1. Of particular interest is the final (“minimal”) object rmin of R, which corresponds
to cohomology of l1 (with the induced cyclic L∞ structure). The case when all induced
operations on Vx0,rmin [−1] = H•l1 vanish corresponds to the gauge equivalence class [x0] being
a smooth point of the EL moduli spaceMM , cf. Appendix C of [21]. In this case, the tangent
space to MM at [x0] is H•l1 [1]; in particular, the tangent space at [x0] to the body M
gh=0
M
is H1l1 . We have from homological perturbation theory the L∞ morphism (extending the
chosen embedding i : Hl1 → Tx0 [−1]F by higher polylinear operations) from Vx0,rmin [−1] to
Tx0 [−1]F ; the latter defines a non-linear map of formal pointed dg manifolds i˜ : Vx0,rmin →
Tx0F . Assuming that [x0] is a smooth point of MM , we have, by reduction by the Q-
distribution of the map Vx0,rmin i˜−→ Tx0F
φ(x0,•)−−−−→ ELM ⊂ F , a formal exponential map
Ψ(x0, •) : Vx0,rmin →MM .
The graded vector space Vx0,r is our space of (formal) residual fields. A perturbative BV
theory assigns to the pair (x0, r) and a retraction Tx0 [−1]F
g Vx0,r[−1] (the gauge-fixing
data) “the state”
ψgx0,r = e
i
~
(
S(x0)+
∑
n≥1
1
(n+1)!
ωx0,r(y,l
x0,r,g
n (y,...,y))
)
· ψ≥1 loopsx0,r,g
where ψ≥1 loopsx0,r,g ∈ Dens
1
2
formal(Vx0,r)[[~]] = Dens
1
2
const(Vx0,r) ⊗ Ŝ•V∗x0,r[[~]] is a half-density onVx0,r which is a formal power series in y, a coordinate on Vx0,r, as well as in ~; we put the
index g on operations ln to emphasize their dependence on gauge-fixing.
F.1.1. Axioms.
(1) Let r P r′ be an ordered pair of realizations with a fixed morphism P = (i, p,K)
between them (in the sense of Footnote 53), i.e. we have
(F.1) Vx0,r = i(Vx0,r′)⊕ V˜︸︷︷︸
ker p
– a splitting into a retract and an acyclic subcomplex w.r.t. l1, which is orthogonal
w.r.t. ωx0,r and induces ωx0,r′ on the first term. Then the states for r and r
′ are
related by a BV pushforward:
(F.2) ψP◦gx0,r′ = P∗ψ
g
x0,r =
∫
L⊂V˜
ψgx0,r
where L = im K – the gauge-fixing Lagrangian defined by the chain contraction.
compatible with the inner product from V onto V ′ and denote V
(i,p,K) V ′. We view retractions as morphisms
in the category of retracts. The composition rule is (i1, p1,K1) ◦ (i2, p2,K2) = (i2i1, p1p2,K2 + i2K1p2).
The space of retractions between a cochain complex and its fixed retract, inducing a fixed isomorphism on
cohomology via i∗, p∗, is contractible. We will be omitting “compatible with inner products” for retracts and
retractions, as it is always assumed throughout this Appendix, unless stated otherwise.
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(2) The state satisfies the quantum master equation ∆ψgx0,r = 0 where ∆ is the canonical
BV Laplacian on half-densities on Vx0,r.
(3) Changing the gauge-fixing data g changes the state ψgx0,r by a ∆-exact term (i.e. the
corresponding effective action changes by a canonical BV transformation).
(4) Allowing x0 to vary, one has a hierarchy (parametrized by r) of graded vector bundles
Dens
1
2
formal(V•,r) over the EL moduli space ELM/Q = Mgh=0M . Note that one can
indeed compare realizations r over open subsets ofMM via homological perturbation
theory. The bundle Dens
1
2
formal(V•,r) is typically defined overMM minus some singular
strata (if r is too small, so that the increase of cohomology of l1 over the singular
locus obstructs the extension). The bundle corresponding to the minimal realization
rmin, defined over the smooth locus of Mgh=0M , is endowed with flat Grothendieck
connection54 ∇G, and the minimal realization of the state is a horizontal section:
∇Gψg•,rmin = 0.
We assume here that the gauge-fixing data Tx0 [−1]F
g Vx0,rmin [−1] is chosen in a
family overMgh=0M .
Remark F.2. The connection ∇G is constructed as follows. For [x0] a smooth point ofMM ,
the restriction of the map Ψ of Remark F.1 to degree zero residual fields yields the formal
exponential map Ψ0(x0, •) : V0x0,rmin →Mgh=0M . We define
(F.3)
∇G : Tx0Mgh=0M → Xformal(V0x0,rmin)
v → T( a︸︷︷︸
∈V0x0,rmin
7→ −(daΨ0(x0, •))−1v︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈TaV0x0,rmin
)
We understand formal vector fields on V0x0,rmin as endomorphisms of Dens
1
2
formal(V0x0,rmin) and
extending trivially to residual fields of nonzero degree, as endomorphisms of Dens
1
2
formal(Vx0,rmin);
T stands for converting an actual vector field (defined in a neighborhood of the origin) on
V0x0,rmin to a formal vector field, via taking ∞-jet in a at the origin. Thus (F.3) does indeed
define ∇G as an Ehresmann connection on the bundle Dens
1
2
formal(V•,rmin) overMgh=0M .
F.1.2. Number-valued partition function. By Remark F.1, the minimal realization of the state
ψgx0,rmin ∈ Dens
1
2
formal(H
•
l1
[1]) = Dens
1
2
formal(T[x0]MM ) defines a half-density on the EL moduli
space. One can define the number-valued partition function of the theory as a BV integral over
a Lagrangian submanifold in the EL moduli space (assuming that it converges):
(F.4) ZM :=
∫
L⊂MM
ψg•,rmin
∣∣
0
∈ C.
Here ψg•,rmin |0 refers to putting degree zero residual fields in ψg•,rmin to zero.
A special case of this construction is as follows. Assume that the body of the moduli space
Mgh=0M contains an open dense subset M˜M such that, for any [x0] ∈ M˜M , one has H il1 = 0 for
i 6= 1, 2 (note that, by Poincaré duality/cyclicity, the vector spaces H1l1 and H2l1 are mutually
dual). ThenMM has an open dense subset of the form T ∗[−1]M˜M . The minimal realization
54 This connection corresponds to the possibility to translate an infinitesimal tangential shift along the
base (the moduli space) into a fiber shift in the degree zero part of V•,rmin . The terminology is motivated by
the terminology of formal geometry [33], see also [12].
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of the state ψgx0,rmin ∈ Dens
1
2
formal(H
•
l1
[1])0 = Densformal(T[x0]Mgh=0M ) defines a (fiberwise,
formal in fiber direction) density on the tangent bundle of the moduli spaceMgh=0M and thus
its restriction to the zero-section can be integrated. The integral
(F.5) ZM =
∫
M˜M
ψg•,rmin
∣∣
0
∈ C,
if it converges, is a special gauge-fixing for the BV integral (F.4), with some singular strata of
the moduli space removed, corresponding to the Lagrangian submanifold M˜M ⊂ T ∗[−1]M˜M .
F.2. Example: non-abelian BF theory on polygons twisted by a background con-
nection.
F.2.1. Model on a circle. Consider the 1-dimensional non-abelian BF theory on a circle (cf.
Example 4.2). We view the circle as being parametrized either by t ∈ R defined modulo 1, or
by t ∈ [0, 1] with the points t = 0 and t = 1 identified. Additionally, we will assume that the
Lie algebra of coefficients g is equipped with an invariant non-degenerate inner product 〈, 〉,
so that g∗ can be identified with g.
The space of fields of the model is F = Ω•(S1, g)[1]⊕ Ω•(S1, g)[−1] and the action is
(F.6) S(A,B) =
∮
S1
〈B, dA + 1
2
[A,A]〉 =
∮
S1
〈B(0),dA(0) + [A(1),A(0)]〉+ 〈B(1), 1
2
[A(0),A(0)]〉.
Here on the r.h.s. we expressed the action in terms of homogeneous components of fields,
A = A(0) + A(1), B = B(0) + B(1) where the upper index is the de Rham degree of the
component; the internal degrees (ghost numbers) are
(F.7) |A(0)| = 1, |A(1)| = 0, |B(0)| = −1, |B(1)| = −2.
Note that the only classical (i.e. degree zero) field is A(1) – the connection 1-form on
the circle. The classical action (i.e. S restricted to degree zero fields) is identically zero.
However, there is a gauge symmetry generated by the BV action, A(1) 7→ hA(1)h−1 + hdh−1
with h : S1 → G. Here G is the simply-connected Lie group integrating g. Thus the ghost
number zero part of the Euler-Lagrange moduli space is
Mgh=0 = {A
(1) ∈ Ω1(S1, g)}
A(1) ∼ hA(1)h−1 + hdh−1 ∀h ∈ C∞(S1, G) ' G/G
where G/G stands for the stratified manifold of conjugacy classes in G, arising as holonomy
U = P exp ∫ 10 A(1) of the connection defined by A(1) around the circle modulo conjugation
U 7→ h(0) · U · h(0)−1 by a group element (the value h(0) of the generator of the gauge
transformation at the base point on the circle).
Fix a background flat connection A0 ∈ Ω1(S1, g). The formal exponential map is
φ(A0,−) : TA0F = Ω•(S1, g)[1]⊕ Ω•(S1, g)[−1] → F = Ω•(S1, g)[1]⊕ Ω•(S1, g)[−1]
(Â, B̂) 7→ (A0 + Â, B̂)
Here the pair (Â, B̂) = (Â(0) + Â(1), B̂(0) + B̂(1)) is the formal variation of the field (which
is allowed to have ghost number 6= 0 components in addition to a formal variation of the
connection Â(1)). In the notations of Section F.1, x0 = A0 and θ = (Â, B̂). We have
(F.8) S(φ(A0; Â, B̂)) = S(A0 + Â, B̂) =
∮
S1
〈B̂, dA0Â +
1
2
[Â, Â]〉
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where dA0 = d + [A0,−] : Ω0(S1, g) → Ω1(S1, g) is the de Rham operator twisted by the
background connection. We denote U = P exp ∫ 10 A0 the holonomy around the circle.
It is convenient to introduce the complex of quasi-periodic forms (or, equivalently, forms
on the universal covering of the circle equivariant w.r.t. covering transformations):
ΩjU = {α ∈ Ωj(R, g) | α(t+ 1) = Uα(t)U−1}, j = 0, 1
with ordinary de Rham differential α 7→ dα. As a complex, (Ω•U , d) is isomorphic to (Ω•(S1, g), dA0)
with isomorphism given by
(F.9) Φ: (Ω
•
U , d)
∼→ (Ω•(S1, g), dA0)
α(t) 7→ U−1t α(t)Ut
where Ut = P exp
∫ t
0 A0 is the holonomy along the interval [0, t]. Note that Φ sends quasi-
periodic forms to strictly periodic.
Denoting by â = Φ−1Â, b̂ = Φ−1B̂ the reparametrized fields, we can write (F.8) as
S(A0 + Φâ,Φb̂) =
∮
S1
〈b̂, dâ + 1
2
[â, â]〉
which looks exactly like the original non-twisted action (F.6) but is defined on quasi-periodic
forms (â, b̂) ∈ Ω•U [1]⊕ Ω•U [−1].
F.2.2. Polygon realizations. Now let us introduce the realization of the theory associated to
equipping the circle with cell decomposition with N ≥ 1 0-cells (vertices) and N 1-cells
(edges), thus realizing the circle as an N -gon. We denote this realization rN ; we also de-
note this cell decomposition of S1 by TN . Next, we introduce the complex of quasi-periodic
cell cochains on TN (or, equivalently, cochains on the covering cell decomposition T˜N of R,
equivariant w.r.t. covering transformations):
CjU (TN ) = {α ∈ Cj(T˜N , g) | τ∗α = UαU−1}, j = 0, 1
where τ : T˜N → T˜N is the covering transformation corresponding to going around S1 once in
the direction of orientation. We equip C•U (TN ) with a coboundary operator d induced from
the standard cellular coboundary operator on C•(T˜N , g) (acting trivially in g coefficients).
As a graded vector space (but not as a complex) C•U (TN ) is isomorphic to C
•(TN , g).
We introduce the cellular bases {ek}, {ek,k+1} in C0(TN ) and C1(TN ), respectively, with
k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1. The coboundary operator of C•U (TN ) then operates as
x0e0 + · · ·+xN−1eN−1 7→ (x1−x0)e01 + · · ·+ (xN−1−xN−2)eN−2,N−1 + (xN −xN−1)eN−1,N
where x0, . . . , xN−1 ∈ g are coefficients in the Lie algebra and xN : = Ux0U−1. For x ∈ g and
k ∈ Z, we identify the 0-cochain xek with the element
∑∞
p=−∞ U
pxU−pe˜k−pN ∈ C0U (TN ) and
likewise the 1-cochain xek,k+1 with the element
∑∞
p=−∞ U
pxU−pe˜k−pN,k+1−pN ∈ C1U (TN ).
Here e˜l, e˜l,l+1 with l ∈ Z stand for the cellular bases in 0- and 1-cochains of T˜N .
In complete analogy with the discussion above, we introduce the dual cell decomposition of
the circle T∨N and the corresponding complex of quasi-periodic cochains C
•
U (T
∨
N ). We denote
the cellular bases in cochains of T∨N by {e∨k }, {e∨k−1,k}, with k = 0, . . . , N − 1. We think of
cells of T˜N as being slightly displaced in the direction of orientation w.r.t. the corresponding
cells of TN . The intersection pairing is: 〈ek, e∨l−1,l〉 = δk,l, 〈ek,k+1, e∨l 〉 = δk,l.
We define the space of residual fields in realization rN to be
VA0,rN : = C•U (TN )[1]⊕ C•U (T∨N )[−1]
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parametrized by a =
∑N−1
k=0 akek + ak,k+1ek,k+1 and b =
∑N−1
k=0 bke
∨
k + bk−1,ke
∨
k−1,k where all
the coefficients take values in g and have ghost numbers |ak| = 1, |ak,k+1| = 0, |bk| = −1,
|bk−1,k| = −2. The odd-symplectic form on VA0,rN comes from the intersection pairing:
ωA0,rN = 〈δb, δa〉 =
∑N−1
k=0 〈δbk, δak,k+1〉+ 〈δbk−1,k, δak〉.
Assume that k-th vertex of the polygon is geometrically realized as the point t = tk on the
circle with t0 = 0 < t1 < · · · < tN−1 < tN = 1 (e.g. one can choose tk = k/N). We construct
a retraction55 Ω•U
(i,p,K) C•U (TN ) with
(F.10) i :
N−1∑
k=0
xkek + xk,k+1ek,k+1 7→
7→
N−1∑
k=0
(
tk+1 − t
tk+1 − tk xk +
t− tk
tk+1 − tk xk+1 +
dt
tk+1 − tk xk,k+1
)
(Θ(t− tk)−Θ(tk+1 − t))
(F.11) p : f(t) + g(t) dt 7→
N−1∑
k=0
f (tk) ek +
(∫ tk+1
tk
g(t′)dt′
)
ek,k+1,
(F.12) K : g(t) dt 7→
N−1∑
k=0
(∫ t
tk
g(t′)dt′ − t− tk
tk+1 − tk
∫ tk+1
tk
g(t′)dt′
)
(Θ(t− tk)−Θ(tk+1− t)).
Here Θ(t) is the Heaviside step function. This retraction defines in a unique way a retraction
compatible with the inner product
(F.13) Ω•U ⊕ Ω•U [−2]
(i⊕p∨,p⊕i∨,K⊕K∨) C•U (TN )⊕ C•U (T∨N )[−2]
where the superscript ∨ for maps i, p,K stands for the adjoint map w.r.t. the Poincaré pairing
between the two copies of Ω•U and intersection pairing between cochains of TN and T
∨
N .
This, upon composition with the isomorphism (F.9) gives the gauge-fixing data TA0 [−1]F
g 
VA0,rN [−1]. The state for the realization rN is defined as the corresponding BV pushforward
ψgA0,rN =
∫
imK[1]⊕imK∨[−1]⊂V˜
e
i
~S(A0+Φia+α,Φp∨b+β)(dα)1/2(dβ)1/2(da)1/2(db)1/2
with (a, b) ∈ VA0,rN the residual fields and (α, β) ∈ V˜ fluctuations. This integral can be
computed exactly, following [42], and yields
(F.14) ψgA0,rN = e
i
~
(∑N−1
k=0 〈bk−1,k, 12 [ak,ak]〉+
〈
bk,F (adak,k+1 )◦(ak+1−ak)+[ak,k+1,
ak+ak+1
2
]
〉)
·
·
N−1∏
k=0
detgG(adak,k+1) · ξrN · (da)1/2(db)1/2 ∈ Dens
1
2 (VA0,rN )
where we introduced the notation F,G for the two functions
F (x) =
x
2
coth
x
2
, G(x) =
2
x
sinh
x
2
.
The factor ξrN =
(
e−
pii
2 ~
)N dim g
comes from the normalization of the integration measure, cf.
(2.13) and [23].
55This is a retraction without any compatibility with inner product.
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The quantum master equation reads(
N−1∑
k=0
〈
∂
∂ak
,
∂
∂bk−1,k
〉
+
〈
∂
∂ak,k+1
,
∂
∂bk
〉)
ψgA0,rN = 0.
It can be checked by an explicit computation, cf. Section 5.5.1 of [42].
For N = 1, (F.14) becomes
(F.15) ψgA0,r1 = e
i
~(〈b−1,0, 12 [a0,a0]〉+〈b0,F (ada01 )◦(AdU −id)◦a0+ 12 ada01 ◦(AdU +id)◦a0〉)·
·detgG(ada01)·
(
e−
pii
2 ~
)dim g·(da0)1/2(da01)1/2(db0)1/2(db−1,0)1/2 ∈ Dens 12 (g[1]⊕ g⊕ g[−1]⊕ g[−2]︸ ︷︷ ︸
VA0,r1
).
One can define cellular aggregation morphisms VA0,rN
aggκk VA0,rN−1 corresponding to merg-
ing edges [k, k + 1] and [k + 1, k + 2] together, for k = 0, 1 . . . , N − 1. Here κ ∈ [0, 1]
is a parameter of the morphism. To define aggκk , we start by introducing a retraction
C•U (TN )
iκk ,p
κ
k ,K
κ
k C•U (TN−1) (without compatibility with inner products):
iκk :
N−2∑
l=0
xlel+xl,l+1el,l+1 7→
(
k−1∑
l=0
xlel + xl,l+1el,l+1
)
+xkek+((1−κ) ·xk+κ ·xk+1)ek+1+
+ xk,k+1(κ · ek,k+1 + (1− κ) · ek+1,k+2) +
(
N−2∑
l=k+1
xlel+1 + xl,l+1el+1,l+2
)
,
pκk :
N−1∑
l=0
xlel + xl,l+1el,l+1 7→
7→
(
k−1∑
l=0
xlel + xl,l+1el,l+1
)
+xkek+(xk,k+1+xk+1,k+2)ek,k+1+
(
N−1∑
l=k+2
(xlel−1 + xl,l+1el−1,l
)
,
Kκk :
N−1∑
l=0
xl,l+1el,l+1 7→ ((1− κ) · xk,k+1 − κ · xk+1,k+2) · ek+1.
Next, we define the corresponding aggregation morphism between spaces of residual fields
(now, a retraction compatible with the inner product) by the doubling construction as in
(F.13):
C•U (TN )⊕ C•U (TN )[−2]︸ ︷︷ ︸
VA0,rN [−1]
aggκk : = (i
κ
k⊕pκ∨k ,pκk⊕iκ∨k ,Kκk ⊕Kκ∨k ) C•U (TN−1)⊕ C•U (TN−1)[−2]︸ ︷︷ ︸
VA0,rN−1 [−1]
One has the automorphic property of the state (F.14) with respect to aggregations:
(F.16) (aggκk )∗ψ
g
A0,rN
= ψgA0,rN−1 ,
cf. (F.2), which can be checked by calculating the BV pushforward explicitly; the computation
is analogous to the one in Section 3.2.2 of [2]. Note that the BV pushforward yields precisely
the state for the standard gauge-fixing (F.10,F.11,F.12), not up to a ∆-exact term.56
56This corresponds to the observation that gauge-fixings aggκk ◦ grN and grN−1 for the realization rN−1
precisely coincide if we place the (k + 1)-st vertex in rN at the point trNk+1 = (1 − κ)trNk + κtrNk+2 on S1 and
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F.2.3. Minimal realization. The complex C•U (T1) is
0→ g AdU −id−−−−−→ g→ 0.
Its cohomology (which is the same as cohomology of Ω•U and C
•
U (TN ) for any N) is
H0U = gU , H
1
U = g/g
⊥
U ' gU
where we denoted gU ⊂ g the subspace comprised of elements of the Lie algebra commuting
with the holonomy U ; g⊥U is the orthogonal complement of gU in g w.r.t. the inner product
〈, 〉. According to Remark F.1, we set
VA0,rmin = H•U [1]⊕H•U [−1].
We denote the corresponding residual fields a(0), a(1), b(0), b(1) ∈ gU with upper index standing
for the form (or cochain) degree, as in Section F.2.1; ghost numbers are as in (F.7).
We have a retraction C•U (T1)
(imin,pmin,Kmin) H•U where imin, pmin correspond to the inclusion
of the first summand and the projection onto the first summand in the splitting g = gU ⊕ g⊥U
in degrees 0 and 1. The chain homotopy Kmin is (AdU −id)−1 on g⊥U ⊂ C1U (T1) and vanishes
on gU ⊂ C1U (T1). By doubling, as in (F.13), we produce a gauge-fixing morphism VA0,r1
P 
VA0,rmin . The state in the minimal representation ψgA0,rmin with gauge-fixing g = P ◦ gr1 can
be computed from (F.15) as a BV pushforward ψgA0,rmin = P∗ψ
gr1
A0,r1
. The result is:
(F.17) ψgA0,rmin = e
i
~(〈b(1), 12 [a(0),a(0)]〉+〈b(0),[a(1),a(0)]〉)·
· detgG(ada(1)) · detg⊥U
(
F (ada(1)) ◦ (AdU −id) +
1
2
ada(1) ◦(AdU +id)
)
·
· ξrmin · (da(0))1/2(da(1))1/2(db(0))1/2(db(1))1/2 ∈ Dens
1
2 (gU [1]⊕ gU ⊕ gU [−1]⊕ gU [−2]︸ ︷︷ ︸
VA0,rmin
).
Here ξrmin =
(
e−
pii
2 ~
)rk(G)
with rk(G) = dimG/G the rank of the group G.
Note that there is an open dense subset G ⊂ G consisting of elements U ∈ G such that
gU is a maximal abelian (Cartan) subalgebra of g. These are the group elements with the
“maximal” conjugacy class; the set of these maximal conjugacy classes G/G is the smooth
locus of the moduli spaceMgh=0 = G/G.
In the case when the holonomy of the background connection satisfies U ∈ G, the result
(F.17) simplifies to
(F.18) ψgA0,rmin = detg⊥U
(
AdU ·exp(a(1))−id
)
· ξrmin · (da(0))1/2(da(1))1/2(db(0))1/2(db(1))1/2.
Allowing the background connection A0 to vary as long as the holonomy U is in G, we view
ψg−,rmin as a section of the vector bundle
(F.19) Dens
1
2 (V−,rmin)→ G
(where the dash stands for the background connection and the bundle projection consists in
taking the holonomy of the connection). Simultaneous conjugation of U and the residual fields
by group elements h ∈ G induce an action ofG on the bundle (F.19) by bundle automorphisms.
assign trN−1l = t
rN
l for l = 0, . . . , k and t
rN−1
l = t
rN
l+1 for l = k + 1, . . . , N − 1. Also note that the state cannot
depend on the positions of vertices of the polygon, since the continuum theory is diffeomorphism-invariant.
For clarity, here we indicated the realization explicitly.
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The section ψg−,rmin is equivariant w.r.t. the G action. Thus we can regard ψ
g
[−],rmin as a section
of the bundle over the smooth locus of the moduli space
(F.20) Dens
1
2 (V[−],rmin)→ G/G,
where [−] stands for the gauge equivalence class of the background connection.
We can introduce a partial connection57 on the bundle (F.19):
TUG ' g ⊃ gU → X(Dens 12 (VA0,rmin))
v 7→ −
〈
v, ∂
∂a(1)
〉
Passing to the quotient by G action in (F.19), we obtain the Grothendieck connection on the
bundle over the moduli space (F.20). Explicitly, we can write
∇G = d−
〈
∂
∂a(1)
, U−1dU
〉
.
Since the state (F.18) manifestly only depends on the combination U · exp(a(1)), it satisfies
the horizontality condition
∇Gψg[−],rmin = 0.
The formal exponential map Ψ0 of Remark F.2 sends a(1) 7→ U · exp(a(1)).
Remark F.3. Note that the full Euler-Lagrange moduli space of the modelM, as opposed to
Mgh=0, contains formal directions spanned by a(0), b(1) on which the state (F.18) does not
depend. Therefore there is no choice of gauge-fixing Lagrangian L ⊂M which would produce
a convergent nonzero integral (F.4) for the number-valued partition function.
Remark F.4. The one-dimensional model presented here admits a meaningful generalization
to graphs. Under certain assumptions on a graph, one can define the number-valued partition
function. We plan to present this generalization in a future paper.
F.3. Example: partition function of 2D non-abelian BF theory on a closed surface.
Consider non-abelian BF theory on a closed surface Σ of genus γ ≥ 2. We fix a compact-
simply connected Lie group G with Lie algebra g. As in Section F.2, we identify g∗ with g
using a non-degenerate invariant inner product 〈, 〉 on g.
We have fields (A =
∑2
k=0 A
(k),B =
∑2
k=0 B
(k)) ∈ F = Ω•(Σ, g)[1] ⊕ Ω•(Σ, g) where the
upper index stands for the form degree. Ghost numbers are |A(k)| = 1 − k, B(k) = −k. The
moduli space of classical solutions of equations of motion is
Mgh=0 = {(A
(1),B(0)) ∈ Ω1(Σ, g)⊕ Ω0(Σ, g) | dA(1) + 12 [A(1),A(1)] = 0, dB(0) + [A(1),B(0)] = 0}
(A(1),B(0)) ∼ (hA(1)h−1 + hdh−1, hB(0)h−1) ∀h : Σ→ G
It projects onto the moduli space of flat G-connections on Σ, MΣ,G = Hom(pi1(Σ), G)/G
(by taking holonomy of A(1)), with fiber H0d
A(1)
where dA(1) : Ω
•(Σ, g)→ Ω•+1(Σ, g) is the de
Rham operator twisted by the flat connection A(1). Note also that H1d
A(1)
' T[A(1)]MΣ,G – the
tangent space to moduli space of flat connections, here [A(1)] is the class of the connection
modulo gauge transformations.
Denote M irredΣ,G ⊂ MΣ,G the moduli space of irreducible flat connections (i.e. those with
H0d
A(1)
= 0). For a surface Σ of genus ≥ 2 (which we requested precisely for this reason),
57“Partial” means here that we only define covariant derivatives along vector fields tangent to a particular
distribution on G.
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M irredΣ,G is open dense in MΣ,G. Hence, M
irred
Σ,G ⊂Mgh=0 is an open dense subset; the inclusion
maps [A(1)] 7→ [(A(1), 0)]. Moreover, the odd cotangent bundle T ∗[−1]M irredΣ,G is open dense in
the full (i.e. not just the ghost number zero part) Euler-Lagrange moduli spaceM.
Fix a classical solution of equations of motion of the form x0 = (A0, 0) withA0 an irreducible
flat connection. Then H•dA0 is concentrated in degree 1, thus the minimal realization for
the space of residual fields on the background defined by (A0, 0) is V(A0,0),rmin = H1dA0 ⊕
H1dA0
[−1] ' T ∗[−1]T[A0]MΣ,G. We denote an element of V(A0,0),rmin by (a(1), b(1)). The state
in the minimal realization is given by
(F.21)
ψ(A0,0),rmin(a
(1), b(1)) =
∫
L
e
i
~S(A0+a(1)+α,b(1)+β)
(
(dα)1/2(dβ)1/2
)∣∣∣
L
(da(1))1/2(db(1))1/2
where α, β are fluctuations over which we integrate, restricting to the gauge-fixing Lagrangian
L. The action in the exponential expands as
S(A0 + a(1) + α, b(1) + β) =
∫
Σ
〈β,dA0α+
1
2
[α, α] + [a(1), α] +
1
2
[a(1), a(1)]〉.
The path integral on the r.h.s. of (F.21) can be calculated perturbatively and yields
ψ(A0,0),rmin(a
(1), b(1)) = TΣ e
W (a(1))
where TΣ is as in (3.14) adjusted for the nontrivial local system defined by [A0] and W (a(1))
is the sum of 1-loop graphs (a collection of binary trees with leaves decorated by a(1) with
roots attached to the cycle); W is a function on H1dA0 with zero of order at least 2 at the
origin. One can calculate TΣ explicitly:
TΣ = (2pi~)n/2(e−
pii
2 ~)3n/2︸ ︷︷ ︸
ξ
ω∧n
n!︸︷︷︸
τ(Σ,[A0])=da(1)∼(da(1))1/2(db(1))1/2
∈ Dens(T[A0]MΣ,G) ' Dens
1
2 (T[(A0,0)]M)
where n = (γ−1) dimG = 12 dimMΣ,G and ω is the Atiyah-Bott symplectic structure onMΣ,G;
factor ξ is as in (3.15). The symplectic volume form ω∧n/n! coincides with the Reidemeister
torsion of the surface equipped with the non-acyclic local system defined by the flat connection
A0 (in adjoint representation), cf. e.g. [56].
Now we can define the number-valued partition function of the theory as in (F.5). Since
it only depends on the value of ψ(A0,0),rmin at the origin of the tangent space to the moduli
space, we do not need to know the function W to define ZΣ. Explicitly, we obtain that the
partition function is, up to the factor ξ, the symplectic volume of the moduli space of flat
connections on Σ [56]:
ZΣ = ξ
∫
M irredΣ,G
ω∧n
n!
= ξ ·#z(G) ·Vol(G)2γ−2
∑
R
1
(dimR)2γ−2
.
Here #z(G) is the number of elements in the center of G and the sum in l.h.s. runs over
irreducible representations R of G.
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